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Introduction

The Bhadrakalpikasūtra (or *Bhadrakalpikasamādhi, cf. Skilling 2010: 216) presents, in the form 
of a dialogue between the bodhisattva *Prāmodyarāja and the buddha Śākyamuni, a compendium 
of the six perfections under 350 different aspects,1 and of the 1,004 buddhas of the Bhadrakalpa 
(our present ‘Fortunate Aeon’) from which the text takes its name. In the opening part of the 
Bhadrakalpikasūtra (hereafter Bhk) set in Vaiśālī, *Prāmodyarāja asks the Buddha about the 
bodhisattva path and, in reply, is told about the existence of a samādhi called 	ȅÏM�ô 
(‘samādhi that reveals the essence of all dharmas’) in the Chinese translation, and chos thams cad 
kyi tshul la ṅes par ston pa źes bya ba’i tiṅ ṅe ’dzin (“definitive instruction on the method of all 
phenomena,” Skilling 2010: 215–216) in the Tibetan. The Buddha describes the samādhi in detail, 
and *Prāmodyarāja declares his dedication to practising it. The opening so far resembles a 
Mahāyāna sūtra in its own right, and a concluding chapter title occurs at this point, leading 
Skilling (2010: 217–218) to suggest that it may have originated as an independent samādhi text 
and that the Bhk as we have it in Chinese and Tibetan thus underwent a process of textual 
amalgamation. It is noteworthy in this connection (cf. Skilling 2010: 216) that another samādhi 
text, the Sarvapuṇyasamuccayasamādhi-sūtra, is preserved among the Bamiyan Gāndhārī frag-
ments and edited in the present volume.

The Buddha goes on to explain how the buddha Amitāyus practised this samādhi in a 
previous birth as a king, and that the one thousand sons of Amitāyus in this birth, who likewise 
studied the samādhi, will be reborn as the thousand future buddhas of the Bhadrakalpa. This sets 
the scene for the main part of the Bhk. The Buddha adds a number of jātaka stories about the 
samādhi being practised in the past and finally, after being entreated by a long succession of his 
listeners, emerges from the samādhi himself, concluding the opening section.

*Prāmodyarāja next asks about the perfections that can be obtained by means of the 
samādhi, and the Buddha first lists and then describes in detail the 350 groups of six perfections, 

1 An overview section at the beginning of the text has, by our count, 203 items in the Chinese translation and 225 items 
in the Tibetan, several of which, however, cover multiple groups of six perfections. Just before and after this overview, 
the Buddha states that the total number of perfections is rgya ñi śu rtsa gcig. While at first sight, this appears to mean 
‘121’ (and was so taken by Skilling 2010: 216), it is actually ambiguous and can also mean ‘twenty-one times hundred’ 
= 2,100 perfections = 350 groups of six perfections (we thank Brandon Dotson for pointing this out), and is translated 
as such in Dharma Publishing 1986. The Chinese translation has 	��. in both places, confirming the latter 
interpretation of the Tibetan. The detailed treatment of the perfections (parts of which are quoted as parallels below) 
contains, again by our count, 333 sections in the Chinese translation and 329 sections in the Tibetan. Following the 
detailed treatment, the Buddha speaks of a total of 	��. / ñis stoṅ chig brgya, i.e., unambiguously 2,100 
perfections = 350 groups of six perfections.
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again illustrating many of them with jātaka stories. The Perfections Section concludes with the 
prediction that the total of 2,100 perfections will turn into 8,400 and finally 84,000.

In the second main part of the text, the Buddhas Section, the Buddha recounts to *Prāmod-
yarāja the 1,004 buddhas of the Bhadrakalpa, starting with Krakucchanda, Kanakamuni, Kāśyapa 
and Śākyamuni himself, and continuing with 1,000 buddhas of the future from Maitreya up to a 
buddha called *Roca. As was the case with the Perfections, the names of the buddhas are first 
summarized, here in verse form, and then a description of the biographical parameters of each 
buddha (see below) is given in turn, in alternating blocks of approximately 100 prose and verse 
descriptions each. The Buddhas Section ends with an account of the first resolution to reach 
enlightenment of each future buddha under a buddha of the past, as part of which 1,000 buddhas of 
the past are named (Skilling and Saerji 2014).

The Bhk concludes with the Buddha returning to the topic of the samādhi named in its 
opening, and recounts further previous lives of the buddha Amitāyus and his thousand sons as well 
as of the buddhas Dīpaṃkara and Vipaśyin. The 800,000 listeners become irreversible on the 
bodhisattva path, scatter flowers and praise the Buddha.

The text of the Bhk was until recently not preserved in any Indian language, apart from short 
quotations in the Sūtrasamuccaya (before 6th c. CE), Śikṣāsamuccaya (8th c. CE) and by 
Daśabalaśrīmitra (12th–13th c. CE; cf. Skilling 2010: 198–199). The identified Gāndhārī and 
Sanskrit fragments that have now become available are all from the Perfections and Buddhas 
Sections and thus unfortunately do not tell us anything about the frame structure of the Indian text 
as it existed in early Gandhāra and Khotan. The ultimate geographical origin of the Bhk also 
remains unresolved by the new discoveries. The use of the mystical Arapacana alphabet (originally 
the order of the letters of the Kharoṣṭhī script; cf. Skilling 1996b) can be due either to a northwest-
ern origin, or to later redactional processes. The use of writing and the copying of texts are 
mentioned in the Bhk, but not with reference to any particular regional script (Skilling 2010: 224).

The fifty-eight Bamiyan fragments of the Gāndhārī Bhk now kept in the Schøyen Collection, 
the Hirayama Collection and the Hayashidera Collection make it the best-represented Gāndhārī 
text in this manuscript find. Additional fragments of the manuscript were photographed in a private 
collection in Pakistan in 1996. Some of these subsequently entered the Hirayama Collection, while 
the current location of others (additional fragments A1, A2, A3, A4, A5 and N1, N2) remains 
unknown. The Kharoṣṭhī fragments in the Schøyen Collection were first transcribed by Richard 
Salomon, Collett Cox, Andrew Glass and Stefan Baums in August 2001. The text of the Bhk 
fragments was identified by Kazunobu Matsuda in October 2003 on the basis of the formulaic 
description of the Buddhas, their families, attendants and other characteristics. Andrew Glass 
located the text of eleven of these fragments (MS 2179/29a, 33, 36, 116, HG 45, HI 3, 4, 7, 13, 22 
and AF A3) in the Tibetan translation of the Bhk. Seven additional fragments (MS 2179/28, 31, 34, 
106, 130t, HG 46 and AF A2) were located by Stefan Baums between May 2010 and February 
2016. The identification of the fragments of the Bhk held special significance since it was the first 
discovery of a Gāndhārī version of a text that came to be regarded as a Mahāyāna sūtra in the 
Buddhist traditions of China and Tibet (Glass 2004: 141, Matsuda 2009: 8).

The age of the Bhk manuscript has been broadly determined on the basis of radiocarbon 
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dating conducted by the Australian Nuclear Science and Technology Organisation (ANSTO) using 
a sample from one of the fragments (MS 2179/116). The results were published in volume III of 
this series (Allon, Salomon, Jacobsen and Zoppi 2006: 284). The sample yielded a calibrated date 
range (2σ) of 210–417 CE.

This coincides neatly with the period of the early Chinese translations in general, and in 
particular with the translation of the Bhk (Xiánjié jīng ȉ�ƽ, T. 14 no. 425) made by Dharma-
rakṣa (Zhú Fǎhù ÔÏɡ), most likely in Luòyáng úƜ in 300 CE (Boucher 2006: 28). The 
possibility of a Gāndhārī background of Dharmarakṣa’s translation receives support from the Chū 
sānzàng jì jí (?�ɂĮƝ, T. 55 no. 2145 p. 48c4) which reports that his source manuscript was 
obtained from a monk from Jìbīn ɶǬ, which apart from its usual association with Kashmir may 
also refer to Gandhāra when used in early Chinese sources (Boucher 2006: 31 n. 71). Unfortunate-
ly the usefulness of Dharmarakṣa’s translation of the Bhk is reduced by the fact that his text is 
abridged, and it thus does not include parallels to many of the Gāndhārī fragments. About one 
hundred years after Dharmarakṣa, Kumārajīva (344–413 CE) retranslated the Bhk into Chinese. 
Unfortunately, his translation is lost, with the exception of a single small fragment from Khara 
Khoja near Turfan that can be dated to before 518 CE (Li 2015: 245–248). The Bhk is also cited in 
Kumārajīva’s translation or compilation Dà zhìdù lùn �Ɔèȇ (Skilling 2010: 199).

Two Sanskrit fragments of the Bhk from Khotan have recently been identified and published 
in Duan 2009, 2010, 2013a and Li 2015: 237–245. They belong to the same folio and correspond 
to the end of chapter 17 and the beginning of chapter 18 in Dharmarakṣa’s translation of the 
Perfections Section, but do not overlap with any of the Gāndhārī fragments. Duan used two 
peculiar readings in the Sanskrit fragment to argue that it was copied from an exemplar in 
Kharoṣṭhī script (2009: 18–19, 38). The first of these, ṣṭa for expected ṣaṭ ‘six,’ has been reinter-
preted as regular ṣaṭ (with virāma) by Li, but could in our opinion also be read ṣū (cf. Sander 1968: 
Tafel 34) and thus possibly preserves at least a trace of a Gāndhārī substrate. The second, 
ākīr[ṇṇa]vihārida, was taken by Duan as a Gāndhārī-influenced instrumental of the agent noun 
*ākīrṇavihāriṇā, but has been reinterpreted by Li (probably correctly) as the abstract noun 
*ākīrṇavihāritā in compound with following aparihāni.

A Sanskrit Bhk thus evidently circulated in the Khotan area in the mid-first millenium CE, 
and a Khotanese-language literature on the buddhas of the Bhadrakalpa (a ‘Bhadrakalpika cycle’) 
appears to have grown up around it. One Khotanese text listing 1,005 buddha names, preserved in 
a manuscript dated to 943 CE (Konow 1929, Emmerick 1992: 20–22, Skjærvø 2002: 542–550), 
betrays a distinct Middle Indo-Aryan (and probably Gāndhārī) linguistic background (Bailey 1946: 
775–778).

A Tibetan translation of the Bhk (bsKal pa bzaṅ po pa, D no. 94) was prepared by 
Vidyākarasiṃha and Dpal dbyaṅs and subsequently revised by Ska ba dpal brtsegs in the 9th 
century (Ui, Suzuki, Kanakura and Tada 1934: 23). This translation is complete, taking up an 
entire volume in the Derge Kanjur, and is our best witness for the Indian text of the Bhk.2 It has 
served as our main basis for identifying parallel passages for the Gāndhārī fragments. The Tibetan 

2 Skilling 2010: 198: calls it “the primary source for a (I dare not say the) full text of the sūtra.” Skilling 2011, 2012 
and Skilling and Saerji 2014 continue his investigation of the Bhk through its Tibetan translation.
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text has been translated into English in Dharma Publishing 1986. This translation, while intended 
for a popular audience and often not very precise, is nonetheless valuable as the only rendering of 
the text into a Western language and provides useful indices (cf. the review in Skilling 1992b).

The Manuscript

The fact that the Gāndhārī fragments have parallels in almost all parts of the Perfections and 
Buddhas Sections of the Tibetan translation makes it very likely that they represent the remains of 
a once complete Gāndhārī manuscript of the Bhk. It is also remarkable that all of the fragments are 
the work of a single scribe (Bamiyan Scribe 18 in Baums and Glass 2002b), rather than of several 
scribes sharing the labor of producing the manuscript. Since this hand is not associated with any 
other known text in Gāndhārī, it is likely (though by no means certain) that all the fragments in this 
hand formed part of the Bhk manuscript, and they are accordingly included in this edition even 
where, due to their state of preservation, no parallel could be identified. The manuscript had five 
lines per folio throughout, with each line containing approximately 81 akṣaras. Based on a 
comparison with the Tibetan translation, we estimate the size of the complete Gāndhārī text—if it 
contained all the same material—at approximately 390–400 folios.

Paleography, Orthography and Language

As mentioned above, radiocarbon dating of a sample from one of the fragments of our manuscript 
yielded a calibrated date range of 210 to 417 CE. This range is the youngest produced by any of 
the radiocarbon tests performed on Kharoṣṭhī manuscripts to date. The lateness of this range 
relative to other Kharoṣṭhī manuscripts and, in particular, the lack of evidence for Kharoṣṭhī script 
in general in the fourth and fifth centuries, suggest that our manuscript should belong to the earlier 
end of the range, namely the third century CE. As such, this hand contributes to the emerging 
picture of the development of the Kharoṣṭhī script (see Glass 2007: 106), but further study, 
particularly of the Bamiyan material, is necessary in order to increase the value of paleographic 
analysis in dating materials without proper archeological context.

At this point, the basic forms of the Kharoṣṭhī script are fairly well documented (cf. Glass 
2000). Remarks in the remainder of this section focus on distinctive features of this scribe’s work 
rather than attempting a comprehensive study of his hand of the kind attempted elsewhere (such as 
Glass 2007: 85‒106). 

The hand of Bamiyan Scribe 18, who produced the Bhk manuscript, is easily recognized 
from the short and neat letter forms written with strongly contrasting thick and thin strokes. He 
used a broad-edged pen with the nib cut flat and held so that the thin stroke is parallel to the 
writing line (e.g., !). This technique is common among the Bamiyan Kharoṣṭhī scribes (compare, 
for instance, MS 2179/22) but less common in manuscripts from other regions. The letter stems 
clearly illustrate the mix of slanting and vertical strokes that is typical of Kharoṣṭhī (e.g., the stem 
of ka is slanted, whereas the stem of ṇa " is vertical). The stem strokes terminate consistently with 
a neat hook to the left (i.e., a leftward footmark, cf. Glass 2009: 90, table 1).
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Our scribe writes forms of a few letters that are typical of the Bamiyan fragments but are less 
common or unknown elsewhere in the Kharoṣṭhī area. Namely, the triangular style of kha # 
(Glass 2000: 53‒6), the elongated type of ba, e.g., 3v2 bu ! (Glass 2000: 85‒6) and the fourth type 
of bha  (Glass 2009).

The shapes of ya (") and śa (#) have merged so that it is impossible to distinguish them 
consistently. This phenomenon is well attested in Kharoṣṭhī manuscripts and other documents from 
the second century CE onwards (Glass 2000: 94). Several rare conjuncts are attested, such as 2r1 
tma $, 7Ac ṣka %, 2r1 smi &, 32B2 sya ' and 22A4 hma (. The scribe sometimes writes the 
number signs for 1 to 3 horizontally, e.g., 15v3 ) (so-called ‘Brāhmī style’), and sometimes 
vertically (e.g., 27Aa).

The language of the Gāndhārī Bhk is more archaic than that of the Gāndhārī Mahāparinir-
vāṇasūtra from the same findspot (cf. Allon and Salomon 2000: 266–271). It is basically a middle-
period Gāndhārī, corresponding to the language of the first- to third-century CE birch-bark 
manuscripts from Gandhāra proper, with only very few and moderate orthographic Sanskritiza-
tions. Examples include the genitive singular ending -sya (rather than -sa) and the gerundive suffix 
-vya- (rather than -va-) throughout, and the spellings 2r1 (bra)hmalokaṭ́hidasya (rather than 
braṃma-), 2r1 mahasamudrasmi (rather than -aṃmi), 2r1 atma(ṇa) (rather than atvaṇa), 2v5 
samadhi (rather than samasi), 3r3 (a)ṭhamabhumistidasya (rather than -ṭ́hida-), 7Ac ṣka (in an 
unclear word) and 15r2 sadharmavasthiti (rather than -ṭ́hidi-). The morpholology of the text is 
entirely Middle Indo-Aryan.

There are some indications that the Indian original of Dharmarakṣa’s Chinese translation of 
the Bhk was in a very similar type of Middle Indo-Aryan (and probably Gāndhārī) rather than 
Sanskrit, though a comprehensive study from the side of the Chinese text still has to be 
undertaken. In Dharmarakṣa’s presentation of the Arapacana abecedary, for instance, item no. 16 is 
ș shāo ‘to burn’ (T. 5a3), which together with its correspondent ḍha in the Tibetan translation (D 
11a3) points to a MIA original ḍah- ‘to burn’ ← OIA dah- (Baums 2009: 195; the Sanskrit Pañca-
sāhasrikā Prajñāpāramitā uses ḍamara in place of ḍah-, Brough 1977: 88). Similarly, item no. 14 
is 	 yǐ, which in light of the corresponding item no. 31 � jǐ in Dharmarakṣa’s translation of the 
Lalitavistara (Pǔyào jīng ƅȽƽ, T. 3 no. 186, prepared in 308 CE) should be taken as a 
corruption of � jǐ ‘self.’ Together with corresponding pa in the Tibetan translation (D 11a3) this 
points to a Gāndhārī original spaya ‘self’ < OIA svaya.3 A Gāndhārī original receives further 
support from the phonetic shape of 1v3 kokuca- in our manuscript. Dharmarakṣa’s ɋÑ�huáihú 
clearly corresponds to our Gāndhārī term (= Skt kaukṛtya) since in his text as in general it forms a 
group with ǚQ yíyǒng (= Skt vicikitsā) and Ɗȡ yóuyù (= Skt kāṅkṣā). Its reconstructed Old 
Northwest Chinese pronunciation γuëiγo (Coblin 1994) corresponds very closely to the likely 
Gāndhārī pronuncation of kokuca-, namely [koːkucːə] or [koːjucːə]. But here, as always with 
arguments from technical terms, one has to keep in mind that Dharmarakṣa may well have been 
using an established translation equivalent rather than deriving his own phonetic description based 
on his own Indian exemplar. In the end, the strongest evidence for a Gāndhārī source of Dhar-
3 Interestingly, the Sanskrit version of the Lalitavistara preserves in its corresponding form sma a trace of the 
Gāndhārī intermediate pronunciation [smə] proposed in Baums 2009: 176–177 on independent grounds (the Sanskrit 
Pañcasāhasrikā Prajñāpāramitā uses smaraṇa in place of [sməjə]; Brough 1977: 92).
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marakṣa’s translation derives from observation of a series of puzzling mistranslations throughout 
the passages edited here, at least some of which can be explained well on a Gāndhārī linguistic 
background. Examples include the strange term taluṇajivhada (5v4) and its translations and the 
case of the buddha Aṅgaja (15r1–2), all explained in detail in the commentary below.

Following the standard format of BMSC editions, we do not here provide a glossary for the 
Bhk fragments. For full lexicographic coverage the reader is instead referred to the Dictionary of 
Gāndhārī (Baums and Glass 2002a).

The Perfections Section

At least fourteen fragments (nos. 1–14) belong to the Perfections Section of the Bhk. Five of these 
(nos. 1–5) can be assigned to specific passages on the basis of the Chinese and Tibetan trans-
lations, and four of the five (nos. 1–4) belong to five consecutive folios of the manuscript (with the 
second of these folios missing). The following gives an overview of the twenty-five groups of six 
perfections covered by the identified fragments. Each entry starts with the number of the group in 
the manuscript where this is preserved or can be inferred, followed by a translation of the name of 
the group (based on the Gāndhārī, where preserved, Tibetan and Chinese in that order of 
relevance) and the Chinese and Tibetan sequential numbers and names of the group.

Fragment 1 (folio 60?)
(92) The perfections (of having gone forth / of having attained renunciation) (Chin. 94 ?Ĕ

®èƈƳ, Tib. 91 ṅes par ’byuṅ ba bsgrub pa’i pha rol tu phyin pa)
9(3) *The perfections of having attained great learning (Chin. 95 ƮàŸǢ®èƈƳ, Tib. 92 

maṅ du thos pa bsgrub pa’i pha rol tu phyin pa)
94 The indestructible perfections of the virtue (of one who has gone forth) (G 

(pravrayidaśi)laaṇachejaparamida, Chin. 96 ?Ĕ�ȼ�èƈƳ, Tib. 93 rab tu byuṅ 
ba’i daṅ tshul rgyun mi ’chad pa’i pha rol tu phyin pa)

(95) The perfections (of one who abides in the recognitions) (Chin. 97 �īůèƈƳ, Tib. 
94 mṅon par śes pa la gnas pa’i pha rol tu phyin pa)

Fragments 2–4 (folios 62–64?)
*The perfections of many maturations (Chin. 102 şżȭèƈƳ, Tib. 99 rnam par smin 
pa maṅ po’i pha rol tu phyin pa)
*The perfections without maturation (Chin. 103 ƈżèƈƳ, Tib. 100 rnam par smin pa 
med pa’i pha rol tu phyin pa)
*The perfections without joy (Chin. 104 ƈǼèƈƳ, Tib. 101 mṅon par dga’ ba med 
pa’i pha rol tu phyin pa)
(The perfections associated with) timely (generosity) (Chin. 105 ĠƘèƈƳ, Tib. 102 
dus su byin pa daṅ mtshuṅs par ldan pa’i pha rol tu phyin pa)
*The perfections of light (Chin. 106 `ËèƈƳ, Tib. 103 ’od kyi pha rol tu phyin pa)
*The perfections of unlimited light (Chin. 107 ƈƙ`èƈƳ, Tib. 104 ’od mtha’ yas 
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pa’i pha rol tu phyin pa)
*The perfections of joyful maturation (Chin. 108 żs`èƈƳ, Tib. 105 rnam par 
smin pa bde ba’i pha rol tu phyin pa)
The perfections (of not turning back) (Chin. 109 �ĶȸèƈƳ, Tib. 106 phyir mi ldog 
pa’i pha rol tu phyin pa)
*The perfections of happiness (Chin. 110 ûĒǼèƈƳ, Tib. 107 dga’ ba’i pha rol tu 
phyin pa)
*The perfections of purity (Chin. 111 ȻǾèƈƳ, Tib. 108 rnam par dag pa’i pha rol 
tu phyin pa)
*The perfections that transcend the worldly dharmas (Chin. 112 v;ÏèƈƳ, Tib. 109 
’jig rten pa’i chos las ’das pa’i pha rol tu phyin pa)
*The perfections of the array of births (Chin. 113 řÞèƈƳ, Tib. 110 skye ba bkod 
pa’i pha rol tu phyin pa)
*The perfections of family fortune (Chin. 114 vǝèƈƳ, Tib. 111 phun sum tshogs 
pa’i pha rol tu phyin pa)
*The perfections of attaining fortune of the retinue (Chin. 115 ®vŞɞèƈƳ, Tib. 
112 ’khor phun sum tshogs pa sgrub par byed pa’i pha rol tu phyin pa)

Fragment 5
‹2›(40) *The perfections of escape through meditation (Chin. 240 ĿèƈƳ, Tib. 237 bsam gtan 

las ṅes par byuṅ ba’i pha rol tu phyin pa)
‹2›41 The perfections of escape through understanding ((praña)ṇiryadaparamida) (Chin. 241 

�����, Tib. 238 śes rab las ṅes par byuṅ ba’i pha rol tu phyin pa)
‹2›(42) *The perfections of maturation of the eyes (Chin. 242 ŠżèƈƳ, Tib. 239 rnam par 

smin pa mig gi pha rol tu phyin pa)
‹2›(43) *The perfections of maturation of the ears (Chin. 243 �żèƈƳ, Tib. 240 rnam par 

smin pa rna ba’i pha rol tu phyin pa)
‹2›(44) *The perfections of maturation of the nose (Chin. 244 ǯżèƈƳ, Tib. 241 rnam par 

smin pa sna’i pha rol tu phyin pa)
‹2›(45) The perfections of maturation of the tongue (jivhavipagaramida) (Chin. 245 �żèƈ

Ƴ, Tib. 242 rnam par smin pa lce’i pha rol tu phyin pa)
‹2›(46) *The perfections of maturation of the body (Chin. 246 ¦żèƈƳ, Tib. 243 rnam par 

smin pa lus kyi pha rol tu phyin pa)

The sequential position of the seven groups with preserved or inferred numbering (in fragment 
nos. 1 and 5) corresponds quite closely with that of the corresponding groups in the Chinese and 
Tibetan translations4 if one makes the reasonable assumption that in each of the Gāndhārī sections 
of fragment 5 the number signs for 200 (2 100) are omitted by way of abbreviation. The numbers 
of the Gāndhārī groups in fragment 1 are lower by two than the corresponding sequential position 
in the Chinese translation, and higher by one than the corresponding sequential position in the 
4 The Taishō and Derge editions do not explicitly number the groups of six perfections, and we arrived at the above 
figures by a manual count.
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Tibetan translation. The Gāndhārī numbers in fragment no. 5 agree exactly with the Chinese se-
quential positions, but are higher by three than the Tibetan sequential positions.

The internal structure of the descriptions of the groups is as follows (Sanskrit according to 
the fragments edited in Duan 2009 and Li 2015: 237–245):

The Sanskrit and Tibetan versions on the one hand and the Chinese on the other differ in that the 
former repeat the name of the group at the end of its description, whereas the latter does not do so. 
The Gāndhārī fragments preserve one instance each of the name of a group occurring at the 
beginning and at the end of their section (2v3–4 (tatra) kadara kala◦ña ? ?, 5r3 (ime praña)-
ṇiryadaparamida ṣo 20 20 1), suggesting that the Gāndhārī text sides with the Sanskrit and Tibetan 
versions in this regard. In the body of the descriptions of groups, the preserved fragments attest 
two variants for the simple naming of the perfections: 2v2 (ayaṃ daṇa) ñatavya, 5v5 ayaṃ 
daṇada, and at least once the simple expository pattern is interrupted by what appears to be a brief 
excursus: 3v1 aya {da}‹ ȷ̄a›ṇa ◦ paṃcaṇa kaṃñaṇa rayadhidaraṇaṃ.

The Buddhas Section

At least twenty fragments (nos. 15–34) belong to the Buddhas Section of the Bhk. Six of these 
(nos. 15–20) can be assigned to specific passages on the basis of the Chinese and Tibetan 
translations, all of them belonging to different folios of the manuscript. The following gives an 
overview of the thirty-one buddhas covered by the identified fragments. Each entry starts with the 
number of the buddha, where this is preserved or can be inferred, followed by his name (preserved 
or reconstructed on the basis of W = Weller 19285 and the Tibetan and Chinese Bhk translations in 
that order of weight) and by his sequential number and name in the Chinese and Tibetan transla-
tions. Since Dharmarakṣa only covers the first ninety–nine buddhas in his translation, Chinese 
parallels are only available for fragment no. 15. Only seven buddha names (Ra(ś)m(i), Driḍhabra-
da, Maṃgali, Uraḍa(garbha), Giriṇaṃ +, Guṇateya and Ugama) are directly preserved in the 
Gāndhārī fragments; the identity of the other buddhas is inferred from their descriptions and 
relative position in the text.

tatra kadara … 
paramida ṣo ◦
ya … ayaṃ daṇa ◦
ya … ayaṃ śila ◦
ya … ayaṃ kṣati ◦
ya … ayaṃ virya ◦
ya … ayaṃ ȷ̄aṇa ◦

ya ... ayaṃ praña ◦
ime … paramida 
ṣo (number) ◦

tattra katamaḥ … 
pāramita ṣaṭ
ya … aya dāna
ya … aya śila
ya … aya kṣānti
ya … aya vīryya

ya … aya dhyāna

ya … aya prajña
ime … pāramita  
ṣaṭ ǁ

0p … X G]a-
�:�

…��J��I�
���J�H7�

… �J�6R�
… �J�j_�

… �J����

… �J�\m�

JL��

| de la … pha rol tu phyin pa drug 
gaṅ źe na |
… gaṅ yin pa de ni sbyin pa’o ||
… gaṅ yin pa de ni tshul khrims so ||
… gaṅ yin pa de ni bzod pa’o ||
… gaṅ yin pa de ni brtson ’grus so ||

… gaṅ yin pa de ni bsam gtan no ||

… gaṅ yin pa de ni śes rab ste |
’di dag ni … pha rol tu phyin pa 
drug go |

5 This polyglot (Sanskrit, Chinese, Tibetan, Mongolian, Manchu) list of the buddhas of the Bhadrakalpa contains, from 
Krakucchanda to Roca, a total of only 1,000 entries.
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Fragment 15
‹8›(9) *Aṃgaya (Chin. 88 ƔÓ, Tib. 89 Yan lag skyes; cf. W 88 Aṅgaja/Aṅgada)
90 *Amidabudhi (Chin. 89 ƈƙɛ, Tib. 90 Blo mtha’ yas; cf. W 89 Amitabuddhi)
‹9›(1) *Suruva (Chin. 90 Ɛɉ Tib. 91 gZugs bzaṅ; cf. W 90 Surūpa)
‹9›2 *Ñaṇi (Chin. 91 ǁǵ� Tib. 92 mKhyen ldan; cf. W 91 Jñānin)
‹9›3 Ra(ś)m(i) (Chin. 92 `Ë, Tib. 93 ’Od zer; cf. W 92 Raśmi)
‹9›(4) Driḍhabrada (Chin. 93 Ľǧ, Tib. 94 brTul śugs brtan; cf. W 93 Dṛḍhavrata)
‹9›(5) Maṃgali (Chin. 94 dš, Tib. 95 bKra śis; cf. W 94 Maṅgalin)

Fragment 16
*Sihaseṇa (Tib. 596 Seṅ ge’i sde; cf. W 597 Siṃhasena)
*Vasava (Tib. 597 Nor lha’i bu; cf. W 598 Vāsava)
*Yaśa (Tib. 598 Grags pa; cf. W 599 Yaśas)
*Jaya (Tib. 599 rGyal ba; cf. W 600 Jaya)
Uraḍa(garbha) (Tib. 600 rGya chen sñiṅ po; cf. W 601 Udāragarbha)

Fragment 17
(627) *Sacaraśi (Tib. 630 bDen pa’i phuṅ po; cf. W 629 Satyarāśi)
‹62›8 *Susvara (Tib. 631 dByaṅs sñan; cf. W 630 Susvara)
(629) Giriṇaṃ + (Tib. 632 Ri dbaṅ mtshuṅs; cf. W 631 Girīndrakalpa)
(630) *Dharmakuḍa (Tib. 633 Chos brtsegs; cf. W 632 Dharmakūṭa)
(631) *Mokṣateya (Tib. 634 Thar pa’i gzi byin; cf. W 633 Mokṣatejas)
(632) *Śobhida (Tib. 635 Legs mdzad; cf. W 634 Śobhita)

Fragment 18
‹72›(1) *Maṃjughoṣa (Tib. 718 dByaṅs dag sñan pa; cf. W 714 Mañjughoṣa)
‹72›(2) *Supakṣa (Tib. 719 Ṅos bzaṅs; cf. W 716 Supakṣa/Supārśva)
‹72›3 *Ṭ́hidartha (Tib. 720 Don la gnas pa; cf. W 717 Sthitārtha)
‹72›4 Guṇateya (Tib. 721 Yon tan gzi brjid; cf. W 718 Guṇatejas)
‹72›(5) *Asamañaṇi (Tib. 722 mKhyen ldan zla med pa; cf. W 719 Asamajñānin)

Fragment 19
*Praśaṃtamala (Tib. 788 Dri ma rab źi ba; cf. W 785 Praśāntamala)
*Deśamuḍha (Tib. 789 Phyogs ma bslad pa; cf. W 786 Deśāmūḍha/Deśitāmūḍha)
*Laḍida (Tib. 790 mDzes pa; cf. W 787 Laḍita)

Fragment 20
‹80›(9) *Guṇacuḍa (Tib. 812 Yon tan gtsug; cf. W 810 Guṇacūḍa/Guṇakūṭa)
(810) *Aṇuvamaśiri (Tib. 813 dPal rdzogs; cf. W 811 Anupamaśrī)
‹8›11 *Sihagadi (Tib. 814 Seṅ ge’i stabs; cf. W 812 Siṃhagati)
‹8›12 Ugama (Tib. 815 Gyen du ’phags; cf. W 813 Udgata)
‹8›13 *Puṣpadata (Tib. 816 Me tog byin; cf. W 814 Puṣpadatta)
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As in the case of the Perfections Section, the sequential position of the 23 buddhas with preserved 
or inferred numbering (in fragment nos. 15, 17, 18 and 20) corresponds quite closely with that of 
the corresponding buddhas in the Chinese and Tibetan translations,6 under the assumption that the 
number signs for 620 (4 2 100 20), 710 (4 3 100 10) and 800 (4 4 100), respectively, are omitted 
by way of abbreviation. The numbers of the Gāndhārī buddhas in fragment no. 15 are higher by 
one than those in the Chinese translation, and correspond exactly to those in the Tibetan 
translation. As explained below, our manuscript appears to have contained only one single section 
corresponding to the two buddhas *Suruva and *Ñaṇi, but the preserved numbers (90 followed by 
‹9›2) suggest that both of these buddhas were part of the exemplar of our manuscript, and that in 
copying they were by accident telescoped into a single section. The reconstructed numbers in 
fragment nos. 17 and 18 are slightly more speculative since only three units and no decades are 
preserved. As reconstructed, the numbers in fragment no. 17 are lower by three than those in the 
Tibetan translation; as explained above, the Chinese translation does not contain the buddhas in 
question. One could alternatively, though perhaps less likely, reconstruct the numbers as (637) to 
(642), in which case they would be higher by seven than those in the Tibetan translation. Similarly, 
the numbers in fragment no. 18 as reconstructed are higher by three than those in the Tibetan 
translation. Here too, one could alternatively reconstruct the numbers as ‹71›(1) to ‹71›(5), in 
which case they would be lower by seven than those in the Tibetan translation. The numbers 
reconstructed for fragment 20, however, are quite secure thanks to the presence of the decad in 
‹8›11 to ‹8›13. They are lower by three than the corresponding numbers in the Tibetan translation, 
which is somewhat surprising since it means a reversal of the direction of difference between 
fragments 17 and 18, only to return to the original direction and amount of difference in fragment 
20.

The internal structure of the prose descriptions of buddhas (fragment nos. 15, 17 and 20) is 
as follows:

...sya tathagadasya ... ṇama 
jadabhumi ◦

... yoviṇa / yoviṇaśada / 
yoviṇasahasra prabha ◦

kṣatriyo / brahmaṇo jadiye ◦

... ṇama pida ◦

... ṇama mada ◦

... ṇama putro ◦

... ṇama vaṭh́ayo ◦

... ṇama praṃñamaṃtaṇa agro 

...(<>!�&F$...�

=/#?c���9�.9��9�

2��T5i�

�$����

 )����

������

;B�����

�N\m4������

de bźin gśegs pa ... skye ba’i yul 
ni ... źes bya’o ||

rigs ni rgyal rigs so / bram ze’o ||

’od ni dpag tshad ... ’o | brgya’o | 
stoṅ ṅo ||

yab ni ... źes bya’o ||

yum ni ... źes bya’o ||

sras ni ... źes bya’o ||

rim gro pa ni ... źes bya’o ||

śes rab can rnams kyi mchog ni ... 
źes bya’o ||

6 Also as in the Perfections Section, the Taisho and Derge editions do not explicitly number the buddhas, and we again 
arrived at the above figures by a manual count.
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The relative order of the two last items (sadharmavaṭ́hidi and śarira) reverses between fragment 
nos. 15 and 17. The Chinese translation follows the reversed order (Ö� and OÏr) already for 
the buddhas of fragment no. 17 and throughout for the selection of buddhas that it covers, whereas 
the reversal does not occur in the Tibetan translation. Both the Chinese and the Tibetan translations 
consistently give Ǩƽ / ’dus pa and �Ǒ / sku tshe’i tshad in opposite order to the corresponding 
Gāndhārī items saṃṇipado and ayupramaṇo, and in addition the Tibetan translation consistently 
gives rigs and ’od in opposite order to corresponding jadi and prabha.

The verse descriptions of buddhas (fragment nos. 16, 18 and 19) vary more widely in 
structure. At the beginning of each description, for instance, the buddha is not always referred to as 
tathagada, but we find variations in word order and choice such as 16v4 budhasya ur(u)ga(r-
bhasya) and 18v2 guṇateyamahidasya jinasya. At the same time, the verse sections also draw on 
recurring building blocks and patterns. Particularly noticeable is a strong inclination to end verse 
pādas with the word form jiṇasya; in addition to the preceding example we can cite 16r3 
ṇakṣatraraja mada jiṇasya, 16r5 yaśapuyida mada jiṇa(sya) and 18r3 ? kuṇaṭ́hala mada jiṇasya, 
as well as 16r4 ekaghaṇo thubo jiṇasya and even 18r5 p(r)abha yoviṇa pa(ṃ)ca ji(na)sya. An 
example that extends over two pādas is 18v4 … (va)rṣasahasra ◦ triśa ṭ́hahiśati dharma jiṇasya. A 
preference for analytic expression is visible in the fragmentary pādas 16v1 ayu ṇaraṇa aśiti 
ṇiy(uda) and 18v1 ayu ṇaraṇa ? .u + ? ṇi ?, eschewing the rhythmically comparable compound 
ayupramaṇa of the prose descriptions.

... ṇama irdhimaṃtaṇa agro ◦

... varṣasahasra ayupramaṇo ◦

... koḍi / koḍiśada / koḍisahasra 
prathamo saṃṇipado ◦ ... dudiyo 
◦ ... tridiyo ◦ OR
... saṃṇipada / 
śravagasaṃṇipada / 
arahasaṃṇipada ◦ ...-
ṇayudaga / ...-koḍiśatiya / ...-
koḍisahasraga sarve ◦

... varṣa / varṣaśada / varṣasahasra 
sadharmavaṭh́idi ◦

vestariga śarira ◦ OR
ekaghaṇa śarira ◦ eko thubo ◦

Q84������

�`ke���l�	`���l��

`���l�MSfr�

�/'�P�
h�����db�

C1[Kg����OR
,%o��+�

�A*"�����d�lb�

rdzu ’phrul can rnams kyi mchog 
ni ... źes bya’o ||

’dus pa daṅ po la ni ñan thos ... ’o 
|| gñis pa la ni ... ’o || gsum pa la 
ni ... ’o || OR
dus pa || ñan thos ’dus pa || dgra 
bcom pa ’dus pa ni lan ... ste | 
thams cad la yaṅ ... ’o ||

sku tshe’i tshad ni lo ... ’o ||

dam pa’i chos kyaṅ lo ... bar du 
gnas so ||

sku gduṅ ni rgyas par ’gyur ro || 
OR
sku gduṅ ni ril po gcig tu ’dug go 
|| mchod rten yaṅ gcig tu zad do ||
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Verse divisions are marked by punctuation: pādas are separated by dots, half-stanzas and 
stanzas by daṇḍas, and just as in the prose sections, the final stanza of a particular buddha’s 
description terminates in a number sign. All stanzas occurring in our fragments are translated into 
Tibetan using nine-syllable verse, suggesting that the Indian text used one of the longer meters, 
and certainly not anuṣṭubh. One immediately suspects triṣṭubh meter, which would fit well with the 
rhythmic tendency observed above of pādas ending in trochaic cadences (-jinasya) and also match 
closely the number of missing akṣaras estimated on physical grounds. The situation is rather more 
complicated, however. As the following table shows, among the sixteen pādas that are preserved 
completely or securely reconstructed, four have nine syllables, five have ten syllables, and seven 
have eleven syllables. Pādas of different syllable count are freely mixed with each other in verses. 
Among eleven-syllable pādas, only two (16v3 ayu ṇaraṇa aśiti (sahasra) and 18v4 triśa ṭ́hahiśati 
dharma jiṇasya) fit the triṣṭhubh metrical scheme disregarding caesuras (⏓ – ⏓ – ⏓ ⏑ ⏓ – ⏑ – ⏓). 
Generally, the metrical patterns of Gāndhārī (cf. Baums 2009: 402) as well as Buddhist Hybrid 
Sanskrit (Edgerton 1946) verses cannot simply be parsed from their written form since in principle 
each word-final vowel can be pronounced either short or long, as the (unknown) meter requires. 
We can at this point only say that overall a triṣṭubh-like pattern appears to have been intended in 
the Bhk verses, and suspect that the requirement of fitting the buddhas’ names and other 
parameters into the verses caused a high degree of license.

Pādas
16r4 ekaghaṇo thubo jiṇasya
16v2 (jayasya logaṇa)thasya
16v2 durjaya ṇama jadabhumi
16v4 budhasya uraḍa(garbhasya)
16r3 ṇakṣatraraja mada jiṇasya
16r5 yaśapuyida mada jiṇa(sya)
18r2 (dhar)ma satati varṣasahasra
18r5 p(r)abha yoviṇa pa(ṃ)ca ji(ṇa)sya
18v2 sarvaguṇodasa ja(dabhumi)
16v1 ayu ṇaraṇa aśiti ṇiy(uda)
16v3 ayu ṇaraṇa aśiti (sahasra)
18r4 koḍiśatiya sarve te ṇipada
18v2 guṇateyamahidasya jinasya
18v3 (marapra)mardaṇo irdhimadaṇa
18v4 triśa ṭ́hahiśati dharma jiṇasya

19r4 (sa)rv(e) kileśamaramaṃthaṇaṇa

Syllables

9

10

11
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List of Fragments

The following fifty-eight fragments are in the hand of the Bhk scribe:
Schøyen Collection (MS) 2179/28, 29a, 29b, 30c, 30e, 31, 32a, 32b, 32c, 33, 34, 35, 36, 105, 

106, 107, 116, 130j, 130k, 130q, 130s, 130t, uf2/3c, uf2/6e, uf3/1a, uf3/1b, uf3/1c, uf3/1d, 
uf3/1e, uf3/2a, uf3/2b, uf3/2e, uf3/2f, uf3/3a, uf3/3b, uf4/2b, uf4/2c, uf4/2d, uf4/4b, uf4/4f, 
uf5/2a, uf5/2c, uf5/4b.

Hayashidera Collection (HG) 45, 46.
Hirayama Collection (HI) 3, 4, 7, 13, 21, 22.
Neelis photographs (AF) A1, A2, A3, A4, A5.
Naka photographs (AF) N1, N2.

The identified fragments come from eleven different folios.

Transliteration

Fragments are presented in the following order: identified passages from the Perfections Section 
(1–5); unidentified passages from the Perfections Section (6–14); identified passages from the 
Buddhas Section (15–20); unidentified fragments from the Buddhas Section (21–34); and 
completely unidentified fragments that may or may not belong to the Bhk (35–49).

1) MS 2179/31, 34; recto
2 /// [ayaṃ] vi[rya ◦ ya] ? ///
3 /// ? [śukra] ? ? [ve] ? [paramida ṣo] ///
4 /// [śa].[ire] ca[y]a[ṃte] sadharmaparigrahartha ayaṃ
5 /// [ha]riga 20 20 [20 20 10] + [!]

verso
1 /// ? ṇiradhima[ṇada] ?
2 /// [laaṇa]chejaparamida ṣo 20 20 20 20 10 4 tatra
3 /// kokucasya aya kṣati ◦ ya virya p[raṇidha]
4 /// .idaparamida ṣ[o]

2) MS 2179/33, 106; folio 20 20 20 1 1 /// recto
1 hmalokaṭh́idasya [ja] + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + 

+ + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + [tha] mahasamudrasmi atma ? ///
2 savasati ayaṃ [kṣati] + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + 

+ + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + [ña]tavya a[yaṃ] virya ◦ [ya ȷ̄aṇa] ///
3 varṣasahasra me[t].[a] + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + 

+ + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + ? [ ȷ̄i] ? ///
4 ayaṃ praña ◦ [i] ///
5 śravagasya a[ve] ///
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verso
1 ayaṃ ȷ̄aṇa ◦ ya [pra] ///
2 ñatavya ◦ ya [śi] ///
3 s[y]a ◦ aṇupa[y]aṇ[a] ///
4 kadara kala◦[ña] ? ? + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + 

+ + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + ? [ayaṃ] śilo ◦ [ya] kṣati [sa] ///
5 mi ◦ ya kṣati aga[che] + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + ? samadhi 

trivarṣasaha.[e] ///

3) MS 2179/116; recto
1 /// .y. + + ? ///
2 /// ? [ayaṃ daṇa] ◦ [ya] śila aṇopatigadhar. ///
3 /// ṭhamabhumistidasya sarvidrikapariṇa[ma] ///
4 /// ? predaṇa jighitsa viṇida ◦ ya śilo maraṇa[p]. ///
5 /// da bhavat[u] bhuñaṃtu ayaṃ kṣati ◦ ya vi[rya] ///

verso
1 /// ? [a]ya daṇa ◦ paṃcaṇa kaṃñaṇa rayadhidaraṇa ? ///
2 /// paramida ṣo ◦ ya daṇo śravagapracegabudha ///
3 /// [śa]lasya ayaṃ virya ◦ ya ȷ̄aṇa vijupati ? ///
4 /// [t]veṣ[u] ◦ b[u]dh.padam iva ayaṃ da[ṇa] ///
5 /// ? ? ? [p]. [ti l]. ? ///

4) AF A2; recto verso
2 /// ? ? ? /// 1   /// [sva]ti [la]dha ◦ ya praña [a] ///
3 /// śilo ◦ ya kṣati bodhiṇiśaśaga[s]. /// 2   /// [va]rasya mahabhogada ayaṃ daṇo ◦ [ya] ///
4 /// saca parigrahida ◦ ayaṃ praña [i] .[e] /// 3   /// rya ◦ ya ȷ̄aṇo sucitidaciti pa[ri] ///
5 /// ? + [aya] śilo ◦ ya kṣa[ti] /// 4   /// ? + + ? ? ? ṇi ? ///

5) HI 13; recto
1 /// ? pragrititathadaṇi[r]uti [aya]ṃ [p]ra[ña] ///
2 /// da ◦ ya aparikh[e]dada dharmadaṇada ayaṃ kṣa ///
3 /// ṇiryadaparamida ṣo 20 20 [1] ///
4 /// [da]cakṣuda aya. vi ///

verso
2 /// [ma]ṇavaghayid[ada a] ///
3 /// [vha]vipagaparamida ṣo ///
4 /// [yaṃ] virya ◦ ya taluṇajivhada aya ȷ̄aṇa ◦ ///
5 /// [a]yaṃ daṇada ◦ ya bahujaṇa[o]loca[ṇiya] ///
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6) MS 2179/29b; A B
a /// ? .idaparamida /// a   /// yas[y]a [a]bhaśa ///
b /// ? yathabhipraya[do] /// b   /// [pra]caya ci[ta upa] ///
c /// aṇachejasvati [a] /// c   /// [a]ya praña ime du[ṣ]. ///
d /// [ra]moṣa aya [pra] /// d   /// [ṇa] ◦ ya pratipakṣa ///

7) MS 2179/30c; A B
a /// praṇihi[d]. /// a   /// [st]i ti pa ? ///
b /// ga citasya [a] /// b   /// ? ayaṃ virya [◦] ///
c /// .[e]ṣkara a ? /// c   /// ñaa[ṇa]che[ja] ///

8) MS 2179/30e; A B
a /// [r]ihaṇaparami /// a   /// rvatra u.[e] ///
b /// praña ◦ [i] /// b   /// 20 10 1 1 tatra ka ///

9) MS 2179/130j; A B
a /// ? + ? /// a   /// ? [im]. [sarva] ///
b /// [pa]ramida ṣo ◦ ya [sa].[va] ? /// b   /// ? ? ? ? ? da ayaṃ kṣati ? ///

10) MS 2179/130k; A B
a /// [ra]mida [u] ? ṇ[e] ◦ a   /// sarva kamaguṇa sagradhi
b /// ? ñaṇaüpatikṣ[e]tre ca b   /// śamo ayaṃ virya

c   /// ? /// + + + /// ? ? ///

11) MS 2179/uf3/2e; A B
a /// ? ṣo [g]. ? gata[s]. ? /// a   /// + + + ? ? ? ///
b /// [yaṃ] kṣati peyalo ◦ ? /// b   /// + + + ? parami ///

12) MS 2179/uf3/2f; A B
a /// ? ? da [śa lo ◦] ? /// a   /// .[i]da ayaṃ pra ///

b   /// ? ///

13) AF A1; A B
a /// ? ? go va ? /// a   /// paṃcavarṣi daṇa ma ? ///
b /// ga ayaṃ praña ◦ i[me] /// b   /// ? [ṇiye pravi] ///
c /// ? ? ///

14) AF A4; A B
a /// ◦ 10 4 /// a   /// ? ? ? ///
b /// ? ? /// b   /// ? [kṣati] ///
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15) MS 2179/29Aa; recto verso
1 /// [tro] ◦ prañacuḍo ṇama va[ṭh́a] /// 1  /// .u[b]o [2 ra].[m]. ///
2 /// [rṣa]sahasra sadharmavasthiti ◦ [vestha] /// 2  /// [a]gro ◦ datamitro [ṇa] ///
3 /// [ṭh́a]ya citarudo ṇama prañamaṃtaṇa /// 3  /// śarira 3 [driḍh]abradasya ta[thaga] ///
4 /// vestariga śarira 20 20 20 20 [10] /// 4  /// [ṇa] agro ◦ masura ṇama irdhimaṃta ///
5 /// ma prañamaṃ[ta] /// 5  /// maṃgalisya tathagadasya p.i[ya] ///
    
16) HG 45; recto verso
2 /// ? [ve]stha[ri] /// 1   /// sra ◦ ayu ṇaraṇa aśiti ṇi[y]. ///
3 /// [dro] | ṇakṣatraraja mada [jiṇasya] /// 2   /// [thasya] ◦ durjaya ṇama jadabhu[mi] ///
4 /// [e]kaghaṇo thubo jiṇasya ◦ [ra] /// 3   /// hasra ◦ ayu ṇaraṇa aśi[ti] ///
5 /// rdha | yaśapuyida mada ji[ṇa] /// 4   /// [4 1] budhas[y]a [uraḍa] ///

5   /// ? ///

17) HI 4, 7, MS 2179/36, 130t; recto
1 /// [r]maghoṣo ṇama vaṭh́ayo ◦ akhali ///
2 /// riga śarira ◦ ṣaṭhi varṣasaha[sra] + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + 

[śa] yoviṇ[a] ///
3 /// putro sudarśaṇa ṇama vaṭh́a[y]. + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + ◦ 

aśiti varṣa ///
4 /// [śi]ti varṣasahasra sadharmavaṭh́. .i 4 4 giriṇaṃ + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + +  

yoviṇasaha[s]. ///
5 /// .[u]tro ◦ śrudasaṃcayo ṇam[o] vaṭh́ayo ◦ ñaṇa[saṃca] + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + 

+ [ta]ṇa agro ◦ ca[dura] ///

verso
1 /// .[o] ◦ caturaśiti varṣasahasra sadharmavaṭh́i[ti] + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + 

[dabh]u[mi] ◦ ṇava yo ///
2 /// putro ◦ ukadhari ṇama vaṭh́ayo ◦ g[u]ṇasacayo ṇa[ma] + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + 

[gro] ◦ aṭhatriśa va ///
3 /// ra aṭhatriśa varṣasahasra + + + [vaṭh́i] .i + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + 

cadudaśa yovi ///
4 /// putro ◦ aryamardaṇa ṇama vaṭh́ay. + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + 

+ [ṣa]ṭhivarṣa[sa] ///
5 /// rira ◦ ṣaṭhivarṣasahasra sadharmava + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + 

+ + + [p].[abha] ///

18) HI 22, AF A3; recto
1 /// [sva]ro mat[i]ma[ṃ]to ◦ lokavihara [da] ? ///
2 /// ṇo [y]u ? ? [sa ye] ◦ + .[ma] satati varṣasahasra ◦ ṭh́a ///
3 /// ? [k]uṇaṭh́ala mada jiṇasya ◦ putro mahata[vo ṇa] ///
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4 /// [ko]ḍiśatiya sarve te ṇipada ? vestari[ga dha] ///
5 /// ye ṇama ◦ p.abha yoviṇa [pa].[ca ji] + [sya] + ? [ra]ti[ś]ekṣa ? ///

verso
1 /// [a]yu ṇa[raṇa] ? .u + ? ṇi ? + a ? ? a ma maruda ? ///
2 /// 3 guṇateyamahidasya jiṇasya ◦ sarvaguṇodasa j[a] ///
3 /// [ma]rdaṇo irdhimadaṇa [◦] ? viśati varṣasaha[sra] ///
4 /// ? [va]rṣasahasra ◦ triśa ṭh́ahiśati dharma jiṇasya [4] ///
5 /// .[uñ].ṇo vaṭh́ayo ◦ ñaṇesvaro ? ? [mido ṇama] ◦ irdhi[mada] ///

19) MS 2179/28; recto verso
3 /// ? daṃ te /// 1   /// ? .i[d]o ṇama ◦ irdh[i]ma[daṇa] pra ? ///
4 /// [rv]. [kile]śamara[maṃ]thaṇ[a]ṇ[a] /// 2   /// ? ṇivride varṣasahasra ◦ satati ? ///
5 /// [ṇameṇa] ◦ ekaviśati yoviṇa /// 3   /// ? + ? ? [◦] pratimaṃ[ṭid]. ///

20) HG 46, HI 3; recto
1 /// irdhimaṃtaṇa agra ◦ paṃcaïśa varṣasahasra ayupramaṇo ◦ troda[śa sa]ṃ
2 /// jadabhumi ◦ yoviṇasahasra prabha brahmaṇo jatiye ◦ brahma[de]vo ṇama pida ◦
3 /// [va]rṣasahasra ayu[pra]maṇ[o] ◦ caturaśiti sa[ṃ]ṇipada ◦ daśaṇayudaga sa
4 /// [daśa yoviṇa]śada prabha ◦ kṣat.iyo jatiye ◦ achabivikramaṃ ṇama
5 /// [ma i]rdhimaṃtaṇa [agro] ◦ aśiti varṣasahasra ayupramaṇo ◦ sata

verso
1 /// [sa]hasra sadharmavaṭh́[i]ti 10 1 ugamasa tathagadasa ◦ aṇaṃta
2 /// putro ◦ ñaṇakusuma ṇama [vaṭh́a]yo ◦ prañaprabhaso ṇama prañamaṃta
3 /// [gha]ṇa śarira ek[o] thubo ◦ ṇavati varṣasahasra sadharmavaṭh́iti 10 2
4 /// [va]pu[ṣpa] ṇama mada ◦ [a]mridagaṃdho ṇama putro ◦ gaṃdhaprabhaso ṇama vaṭh́a
5 /// sarve ◦ vestariga śarira ◦ daśa varṣasahasra sadharmavaṭh́iti 10 3

21) MS 2179/32a, 32b; A
1 /// ? .o [a] ? ? ? ◦ prabha ke[du] ///
2 /// .[ub]o jiṇasya ◦ ekaghaṇo prithu [ra] ? ///
3 /// [ṇ].maṃṭida mada jiṇasya ◦ maṃṭido putro ///
4 /// ? ? ? [y]. ? ? ? ◦ [y]a tri [y]o [dh]e [ṇ]i [y]. ? ///
5 /// ? ///

B
2 /// ? ? ? ? ? [ṇ]. ma ? ? ? + + .u ? ///
3 /// [a]yupramaṇo ◦ traye koḍiśada prathama [śra] ///
4 /// ? yoviṇa prabha ◦ kṣatriyo jatiye ◦ ///
5 /// [sa].ṇipa[da] k.[ḍ]iśatiya [sa] ///
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22) MS 2179/32c; A B
1 /// [va]rṣasahasra ayupra[ma] /// 1   /// .[maṇo ja]ti[ye citra] ? ///
2 /// [ṇa] prabha kṣatriyo jatiye ◦ vi /// 2   /// rṣasahasra ayupramaṇo ◦ masthi ? ///
3 /// [śatasaha]sra ayupramaṇo ◦ sata /// 3   /// ṇa prabha brahmaṇo jatiye ◦ a[ṇ]. ///
4 /// sro prabha brahmaṇo jatiye ◦ viyu ? /// 4   /// sahasra ayupramaṇo ◦ ekuṇa ///
5 /// ? + + .[ṣasaha]sra ayupramaṇ. /// 5   /// [kṣa]triyo jatiye sudar[śa] ///

23) MS 2179/35; A B
1 /// ? ? ? /// 1   /// ? r. ? ? ? ///
2 /// su[rya]prabha te ? /// 2   /// ? ñatirthara[y]i ṇa ///
3 /// da ◦ daśakoḍisa /// 3   /// ? ma [praṃ]ñamaṃtaṇa ///
4 /// ? raṭha ṇama pi /// 4   /// [sa]dharmavaṭh́iti ? ///
5 /// [sahasra ay]. /// 5   /// [p].[t].[o] ◦ akh. ///

24) MS 2179/105; A B
a /// ? pida sude[vo] ◦ devi [mu] /// a   /// ? ? ///
b /// ? ◦ sarve rahaṃta aṣa /// b   /// mada ◦ varṇilo putro ///

c   /// ? ///

25) MS 2179/130s; A B
1 /// du ṇama vaṭh́a[y]. /// 3   /// r[ṣa]sa[ha] ///
2 /// ? hagadhasy[a] /// 4   /// [ṇa]ma praṃ[ña] ///
3 /// [ray]o ? /// 5   /// [y]a śarira ◦ ṣ. ///

26) MS 2179/uf2/6e; A B
a /// ? ? r. ? ? /// a   /// [sya] jiṇa[sya] ///
b /// ? ṇa ta ma ti /// b   /// irdhimadaṇa ? ///
c /// ? ? ? ? ///

27) MS 2179/uf3/1a; A B
1 /// arahaṇa 1 1 1 [k]. ///
2 /// ? ◦ brahmaṇo jati[ye] /// 4   /// [maṃ]ta [vic]. ? ///
3 /// ? ? [ti] ? + ? /// 5   /// [ji]ṇasya ◦ saña[śo] ///

28) MS 2179/uf3/1c, uf3/1e; folio /// 20 [1 1] ///
recto verso
a + + ? ? ? ? [v].haro /// a    ṇo mati [ṣa] ? ? ? ? ///
b sa jiṇasya ◦ jatiye iṇa /// b    ṇa abha ◦ brahmaṇo jati[ye] ///
c ti varṣas[ahas].[a] ◦ [ay]. /// c    + + [catu]viśati koḍi ///
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29) MS 2179/uf3/1d; A B
a /// ? [śo a] ? /// a   /// ? samaṇa ? ///
b /// [kṣa]triyo [ja] /// b   /// .[iya] ṇipa[da] ///
c /// [ko]ḍiśa[t]. /// c   /// jatiye [◦] ///

30) MS 2179/uf3/2a; A B
a /// ? ? da [saṇipa] /// a   /// ? kha 3 tra[y]. ? ///
b /// brahmaṇo ja[tiye] /// b   /// [ma]da jiṇ[a]s[ya] ◦ [r]. ///

31) MS 2179/uf3/2b; A B
a /// ? ? ? + + ? ? /// a   /// ? ? ? ? [yo ◦] .u ? ? ? ///
b /// ? ṇivrade varṣasahasra ◦ [ṭh́a] /// b   /// ? [to ra ṇa mu ti vidaṇo] ◦ [p]. [ri] ///

32) MS 2179/uf3/3a; A B
a /// [g].[o] ◦ ṣaṭhi [va].[ṣa] /// a   /// [prabha] + .[ra]hm[a] ///

33) AF N1; A7 34) AF N2; A8

a /// [bh]umi [kṣatri]yo [ja]/// a   /// capariśa ◦ paṃca ? ///
b /// [ṇa]ma [i]dhimaṃtaṇa agro ◦ [tr]. /// b   /// saṃ ? [va] ? [ña] ///

c   /// prañama ///

35) MS 2179/107; A B
a /// gado ◦ yatra [a]ridam[e]ṇa ta[thaga] /// a   /// ? ///
b /// [r]eṇa 1 1 bhagir[a]si ṇa ? /// b   /// ? ? [ka]reṇa 4 [oya] ///
c /// [ṇ]ido ? ? ? ? ? /// c   /// .o prekṣitva ludhagadarake[ṇa] ///

36) MS 2179/130Q; A B
a /// ? /// a   /// .o [ṇama] ? ///
b /// [pra]thamaṃ bodh[a] ? /// b   /// ? śi[ṇ]o da ? ///
c /// [tha]gado ◦ /// c   /// ? ? ? ? ? ///

37) MS 2179/uf2/3c; A B
a /// ? [śo] ? /// a   /// v. ṣya m. ///
b /// ? ? ///

38) MS 2170/uf3/1b; A B
a /// .o pa ma [mi kri] ? /// a   /// ? ? ? ///
b /// ? [jad]. gami ? ? [◦] .[e] /// b   /// ? rtha vahañ. ///
c /// ? ? [mu] ? /// c   /// [dharme]ṣu suviṇi ? ///

7 Only one side of this fragment is visible in the available photograph.
8 Only one side of this fragment is visible in the available photograph.
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39) MS 2179/uf3/3b; A B
a /// [śa] .[u kr]. /// a   /// ? ///
b /// ra vi kr. /// b   /// .o da ṇa a ? ///

40) MS 2179/uf4/2b; A B
a /// [ti] ◦ su [vi] /// a   /// [saṃ]sriṭha pr. ///
b /// [yo] karma ? /// b   /// ? [bhi ṇ]. ? ///
c /// ? ///

41) MS 2179/uf4/2c; A B
a /// ka ca [ṇi] /// a   /// v[a]ti ? ///
b /// ? ◦ ? ? ///

42) MS 2179/uf4/2d; A B
a /// varṣa /// a   /// ? ? ///

b   /// ? [m]. ///

43) MS 2179/uf4/4b; A B
a /// ? [ṇa] pa [ra] /// a   /// [ca y]e pra ///
b /// ? /// b   /// ? ///

44) MS 2179/uf4/4f; A B
a /// ? [ya] bhumi ? /// a   /// ? pariṇa ? ///
b /// ? ? ///

45) MS 2179/uf5/2a; A B
a. /// [abhi] ? /// a.   /// [rma t]. ? ///

46) MS 2179/uf5/2c; A B
a /// ? /// a   /// ? davya ///
b /// vekṣida /// b   /// davya [◦] ///
c /// ? ? ///

47) MS 2179/uf5/4b; A B
5 /// [pa]raga ? /// 1   /// su vimu ///

2   /// ? ? ? ///

48) HI 21; A B
a /// ? vakṣati budho bheśe [taṃ] ? /// a   /// ? [t]. ? ? ? ? ? ? ///
b /// ? spe 10 4 śruda teṇa bh[u]da[ṃ eṣ]a /// b   /// riprichati ca sarv[e] sarv. ? ///
c /// ? daridra p[ra]ña[h]iṇa ◦ ? ? ? ? ? /// c   /// ? [c]. [bh]ogaṇe pi sokha ◦ ṇa ///
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49) AF A5; A B
a /// vride /// a   /// ? ? ///
b /// [s].[ñ]. /// b   /// ? ? ///

Reconstruction, Parallels and Notes

Our textual reconstructions are based primarily on text-internal patterns, especially the formulaic 
structures of the Perfections and Buddhas Sections, and secondarily on the Chinese and Tibetan 
translations (in which we highlight in bold those words corresponding to the Gāndhārī fragments). 
Another important concern for us was to provide as precise as possible an indication of the amount 
of missing text between preserved snippets on each fragment, since in the Bhk more than many 
other texts the distances between preserved expressions and the way that these do (or do not) 
match up with the locations of corresponding expressions in the Chinese and Tibetan parallels 
form an important part of the argument for each textual identification. Based on the average 
reconstructed line length of 81 akṣaras as well as (in verse passages) an expected pāda length of 
10–11 syllables, we thus indicate missing material by the approximate number of crosses. The 
reader is asked to take these as intended: guidance rather than precise measurements. As a matter 
of principle, we do not attempt to back-translate proper names from the Chinese or Tibetan except 
where these are independently attested (usually in Weller’s list of buddhas names).

1) MS 2179/31, 34; folio 60(?)
(1r2) (tatra kadara) + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + 
+ + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + ayaṃ virya ◦ ya ? + + + + + + + (1r3) + + + + + + 
+ + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + 
+ + + + + + + + + + + + ? śukra ? ? ve ? paramida ṣo (20 20) (1r4) (20 20 10 2)

T. 22a28–22b6.
�Ƞ?Ĕ®èƈƳx%©�ăxÅòǣ/ĎiāƈǗ��õ3Jò�±<Ʌƭ>ɡ¦�i

ÉƵè�õ3ï��ă<#¶ǏÉ�ü~ƈÅƓ�õ3�ĳ�Ƣďð�ȾFƨ5~Uǆ

ƨ�õ3ǟƘ�Å<ȱëȤFƍ/�ňǏ·őU{ ɔ�õ3�/�ă<ǁË~ÈǭŎƬ

Ƿ ëȤď�Ī�õ3Ɔǵ�õû%�

D 52a3–5.|
de la ṅes par ’byuṅ ba bsgrub pa’i pha rol tu phyin pa drug gaṅ źe na | zag pa med pa’i sbyin pa 
daṅ ldan pa ma yin pa’i sems kyi sbyin pa gaṅ yin pa de ni sbyin pa’o || mya ṅan las ’das pa daṅ 
ldan pa’i tshul khrims gaṅ yin pa de ni tshul khrims so || khams gsum gyis yid byuṅ ba’i bzod pa 
gaṅ yin pa de ni bzod pa’o || dran pa ñe bar gźag pa las ṅes par byuṅ ba’i brtson ’grus gaṅ yin pa 
de ni brtson ’grus so || byams pa la gnas śiṅ srid pa la smod par gnas pa’i bsam gtan gaṅ yin pa de 
ni bsam gtan no || yid mi bde bas rab tu phye ba’i śes rab gaṅ yin pa de ni śes rab ste | ’di dag ni 
ṅes par ’byuṅ ba bsgrub pa’i pha rol tu phyin pa drug go |
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Our tentative reconstruction of the folio number of this fragment is based on the partially 
preserved folio number on fragment no. 2 (see below).

The Chinese and Tibetan translations differ in their names for this group of perfections. 
Chinese ?Ĕ®èƈƳ points to *pravraj- (cf. 1v2 (pravrayidaśi)laaṇachejaparamida = ?Ĕ�
ȼ�èƈƳ, rab tu byuṅ ba’i daṅ tshul rgyun mi ’chad pa’i pha rol tu phyin pa), whereas Tibetan 
ṅes par ’byuṅ ba bsgrub pa’i pha rol tu phyin pa suggests *niryā- (cf. 5r3 (praña)ṇiryadaparami-
da = ƆǵèƈƳ, śes rab las ṅes par byuṅ ba’i pha rol tu phyin pa). The two translations do, 
however, agree in the content of this section, which would seem to favour *niryā- rather than 
*pravraj-. Unfortunately, the Gāndhārī fragment does not help decide the question because the 
name is very heavily abraded, and what remains does not fit either one of the expected words. The 
first preserved akṣara suggests a ha, but seems to have an overlong foot that may in fact be the 
result of part of a preceding letter extending to the left. The next akṣara is almost certainly either a 
ya or a śa, and ink traces on the bottom left suggest a vowel mark u. The third akṣara would appear 
to be a two-stroke ka with subscript ra, apparently yielding the word śukra. This is followed by 
two indecipherable akṣaras, the second of which has left almost no trace and is followed in turn by 
what appears to be a ve and another illegible akṣara. The next word is clearly paramida. It would 
thus appear that the Gāndhārī section bore a different title from both the Chinese and the Tibetan 
translations. This in turn raises the possibility that the content of the Gāndhārī section also differed 
from the corresponding section in the Chinese and Tibetan sequences, but the meagre remains of 
the Gāndhārī text do not allow us to state so unequivocally.

(tatra kadara) + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + 
+ + + + + + + + + + + + + śa(r)ire cayaṃte sadharmaparigrahartha ayaṃ (1r5) (śilo ◦ ya) + + + 
+ + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + 
+ + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + hariga 20 20 20 20 10 (3) 

T. 22b6–22b13.
�ȠƮàŸǢ®èƈƳx%©�ă<ǋæįǟƘŐƏşȁǎ�õ3Jò�º³ǆÏŎ±¦

¸ƈÅŭƫ�õ3ï��O<#¶OÏŕ �ƑɃƋ/ƞ±Ġ½�� ±¦ƫɡOÏ�õ

3�ĳ�ă<ƢďƖŅȲï�ɐ���õ3ǟƘ�ă<ȱë±/ɪǃ�
ȂĲ~ƈÅĲ�
õ3�/�ă<ƆǵȅÅ�ȕȤďĿȩ�õ3Ɔǵ�õû%�

D 52a5–52b1.
| de la maṅ du thos pa bsgrub pa’i pha rol tu phyin pa drug gaṅ źe na | gdams ṅag daṅ ldan pa’i 
sbyin pa gaṅ yin pa de ni sbyin pa’o || chos yoṅs su gzuṅ ba’i don du lus daṅ srog gtoṅ ba’i 
tshul khrims gaṅ yin pa de ni tshul khrims so || dam pa’i chos nub pa’i dus kyi tshe chos yoṅs su 
gzuṅ ba’i don du gaṅ byaṅ chub sems dpa’ bdag ñid yoṅs su gtoṅ ba’i bzod pa gaṅ yin pa de ni 
bzod pa’o || gzuṅs daṅ ldan pa’i brtson ’grus gaṅ yin pa de ni brtson ’grus so || rten ciṅ ’brel bar 
’byuṅ bas rab tu phye ba’i bsam gtan gaṅ yin pa de ni bsam gtan no || so so yaṅ dag par rig pas rab 
tu phye ba’i śes rab gaṅ yin pa de ni śes rab ste | ’di dag ni maṅ du thos pa bsgrub pa’i pha rol tu 
phyin pa drug go |
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Our reconstruction 1r4 śa(r)ire is rather tentative. Both the Chinese and the Tibetan translations 
(
� and lus daṅ srog) suggest a compound or coordination of śarira (Skt śarīra) ‘body’ and 
jivida (Skt jīvita) ‘life’ in this order, but the remaining traces immediately before cayaṃte (Skt 
tyajanti) ‘give away’ only fit the former. Complicating things further is the apparent presence of a 
direct-object ending -e where one would have expected -o for the singular or -a for the plural. At 
least for the language of the Central Asian Gāndhārī documents, however, Burrow 1937: 25 has 
documented a nominal plural ending -e that occurs “[m]ost commonly when preceded by r” as in 
our fragment.

No less problematic is the concluding heading of this section. The Chinese and Tibetan 
translations (ŸǢ and maṅ du thos pa) point to a compound containing *bahuśruca ‘learning’ that 
should, as usual, have concluded with paramida ṣo, but instead our fragment preserves a clear 
riga, preceded by a less certain ha and followed by the section-concluding number sign 20 20 20 
20 10 (3). This in turn, however, is followed by an ink trace that cannot be interpreted as part of 
the number, but very well fits the punctuation mark !. As the following section shows, this 
punctuation mark did not invariably conclude each group of perfections, raising the possibility that 
here a special function word or summary followed the last words (presumably paramida ṣo) of the 
section proper.

(1v1) (tatra kadara pravrayidaśilaaṇachejaparamida ṣo ◦ ya) + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + 
+ + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + ? ṇiradhimaṇada a(1v2)(yaṃ 
kṣati ◦ ya) + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + 
+ + + + + + + (ayaṃ praña ◦ ime pravrayidaśi)laaṇachejaparamida ṣo 20 20 20 20 10 4

T. 22b14–22b21.
�Ƞ?Ĕ�ȼ�èƈƳx%©�Åȯ=�pƨÅɖº�Ïė¸�õ3Jò�Å�ƺ�Ȥ�

�àƈxƦí�õ3ï��Å�#¶�ɋcē�ȶ�Ĝƞ~����õ3�ĳ�ÅºƢď

ń~xƣ�ûÂĘ�õ3ǟƘ�Åȱ�ë��ɛƨ�ůÉǭØɕÅ�Ǉ�õ3�/�Å�

Ɔǵjĭ°¥�ĲÏ��õ3Ɔǵ�õû%�9

D 52b1–4.
| de la rab tu byuṅ ba’i daṅ tshul rgyun mi ’chad pa’i pha rol tu phyin pa drug gaṅ źe na | chos smra 
ba rnams kyis gźan gyi bsam pa ji lta ba bźin bstan pa yaṅ dag par len du ’jug pa’i sbyin pa gaṅ yin 
pa de ni sbyin pa’o || sñiṅ rje chen pos yoṅs su bsgos pa’i tshul khrims gaṅ yin pa de ni tshul 
khrims so || lhag pa’i ṅa rgyal med pa’i bzod pa gaṅ yin pa de ni bzod pa’o || bsgoms pa’i stobs 
daṅ ldan pa’i brtson ’grus gaṅ yin pa de ni brtson ’grus so || byaṅ chub kyi yan lag daṅ mtsuṅs par 
ldan pa’i bsam gtan gaṅ yin pa de ni bsam gtan no || mi skye ba’i chos la bzod pa daṅ ldan pa’i śes 
rab gaṅ yin pa de ni śes rab ste | ’di dag ni rab tu byuṅ ba’i daṅ tshul rgyun mi ’chad pa’i pha rol 
tu phyin pa drug go |

9 The Taisho edition adds: (��V�	ZD�G]a��-@�On�W/oUG]a�QXEV�/3Y
�^q�)
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The fragment preserves only part of the description of patience and of the overall title of the 
section. Corresponding to Chinese ��� and Tibetan lhag pa’i ṅa rgyal med pa, describing 
persons, we have what appears to be a Gāndhārī abstract noun ṇiradhimaṇada (Skt niradhi-
mānatā) ‘state of being without arrogance.’ At the end of the section, corresponding to Chinese ?
Ĕ�ȼ�èƈƳ (at the beginning of the section only) and Tibetan rab tu byuṅ ba’i daṅ tshul 
rgyun mi ’chad pa’i pha rol tu phyin pa (at the beginning and end, with slightly different internal 
syntax) we can reconstruct (pravrayidaśi)laaṇachejaparamida (Skt pravrajitaśīlānāchedya-
pāramitāḥ) ‘the indestructible perfections of the virtue of one who has gone forth.’

tatra (1v3) (kadara) + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + 
+ + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + (ayaṃ śila ◦ ya kṣati a)kokucasya aya kṣati ◦ ya virya 
praṇidha(1v4)(ṇa) + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + 
+ + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + .idaparamida ṣo (20 20 20 20 10 4 1)

T. 22b22–c1.
�Ƞ�īůèƈƳx%©�ăxÅò�ÉĆİ�<ŭ��ºÉǆÏ~³ĪŐ�õ3Jò�

�ƈÅƓ�ɲ§O���ǆ�õ3ï��±<#¶�ɋÑǚQƈƊȡ�õ3�ĳ��lƢ

ďéYLǧ�ǈMɖ�õ3ǟƘ�Å<ȱë`ËÅƶůÉǭØ�õ3�/�ǁËÅȤȭÉ

ǆk�©©xȂ¡Ľ³ï�õ3Ɔǵ�õû%�

D 52b4–6.
| de la mṅon par śes pa la gnas pa’i pha rol tu phyin pa drug gaṅ źe na | rje sa daṅ ma bral źiṅ sloṅ 
ba la yoṅs su gtoṅ bas gzuṅ ba’i sbyin pa gaṅ yin pa de ni sbyin pa’o || mi gnas pa’i tshul khrims 
gaṅ yin pa de ni tshul khrims so || ’gyod pa med pa’i bzod pa gaṅ yin pa de ni bzod pa’o || smon 
lam gyis rnam par ’phrul pa’i brtson ’grus gaṅ yin pa de ni brtson ’grus so || snaṅ bas rnam par 
dpyad pa’i bsam gtan gaṅ yin pa de ni bsam gtan no || sbyor ba’i sa’i rnam pa la dmigs pas legs par 
yoṅs su bzuṅ ba’i śes rab gaṅ yin pa de ni śes rab ste | ’di dag ni mṅon par śes pa la gnas pa’i pha 
rol tu phyin pa drug go |

This section is one of two that preserve part of the introductory phrase tatra kadara and together 
confirm it: 1v2–3 tatra (kadara) and 2v3–4 (tatra) kadara. In the passage on patience, the 
reconstruction 1v3 (a)kokucasya (Skt akaukṛtyasya) ‘without regret’ is supported by Chinese �ɋ
Ñ (see the introduction for the phonetic implications of this transcription) and Tibetan ’gyod pa 
med pa. The following passage on bravery is only partly preserved, and we cannot be certain about 
the further reconstruction of 1v3–4 praṇidha(ṇa). The Tibetan translation smon lam gyis rnam par 
’phrul pa suggests praṇidha(ṇavikurvidasya) ‘transformed by a resolution,’ but vikurvita is only 
attested as a noun in the meaning ‘miracle’ in Buddhist Sanskrit (BHSD s.v.). At the end of this 
section, one should probably reconstruct (abhiṃñavihar)idaparamida or a variant thereof, 
corresponding to Chinese �īůèƈƳ and Tibetan mṅon par śes pa la gnas pa’i pha rol tu 
phyin pa.
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2–4) MS 2179/33, 106, 116,10 AF A2; folios 62–64(?)
The right margin of fragment no. 2 contains partially preserved folio numbering, separated from 
the text block by a vertical line. The numbering presents several problems of interpretation. It 
commences with a small circle that does not resemble any number sign (such as that for 100, 
which consists of two strokes touching each other at an angle) and has therefore been interpreted 
as a leading punctuation mark setting off the folio number proper. It is followd by three clear 
number signs 20 20 20. These in turn are followed by what appear to be two separate number signs 
1 1, slightly curved to the bottom left. After this there is a gap in the margin that could have 
contained one or two more number signs, followed by a trace of ink and a horizontal line. The 
trace of ink is puzzling since the general syntax of Kharoṣṭhī number signs means that at most one 
further number sign could have followed the sequence 20 20 20 1 1, namely another number sign 1 
that would have been lost in the gap. While the interpretation of the trace of ink remains thus 
uncertain, we interpret the final horizontal line as another punctuation mark framing the folio 
number together with the leading small circle. The folio number on this fragment could thus have 
been either 62 or 63, and we somewhat arbitrarily chose the former of these possibilities. 
Accordingly, fragment nos. 1, 3 and 4 belonged either to folios 60, 63 and 64 or to folios 61, 64 
and 65 of the manuscript.

The reconstructed textual flow of this fragment suggests that the folio number was placed in 
the right margin of the verso, in contrast to the Brāhmī manuscripts from Bamiyan, which carry 
their folio numbers in the left margin of the recto. Unfortunately, there is no independent textual 
evidence to determine the recto and folio of the other Bhk fragment with preserved folio number 
(fragment no. 28), but the Ekottarikāgama fragments edited in this volume (in particular MS 
2179/82) confirm that the usual placement of folio numbers in Kharoṣṭhī manuscripts from 
Bamiyan was, in fact, on the verso.

(tatra kadara) + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + 
+ + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + (bra)(2r1)hmalokaṭ́hidasya 
ja(ṃbudvipa) + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + 
+ + + + + + + + + + + + + (ya)tha mahasamudrasmi atma(ṇa) + + + + + + + + (ṇa) (2r2) 
savasati ayaṃ kṣati (◦ ya) + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + 
+ + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + ñatavya ayaṃ virya ◦ ya ȷ̄aṇa + + + + + + (aśiti) (2r3) 
varṣasahasra met(r)a + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + 
+ + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + ? .i ȷ̄i ? + + + + + + + + + + + + + + (2r4) ayaṃ praña ◦ 
i(me) + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + +

T. 23a9–23a20.
�ȠşżȭèƈƳx%©�ăƮ;�xÅŏȯ�ƊpɈã(ş�ř�õ3Jò�Åº��

�Éœ,�ûȧĤ��ŰYǴM>Ņ�Ï�õ3ï��Å�#¶@ÉşU�ŋ¦¸�Ɗp

lģ£±ŧɊ�Ŗ±¦<èş��õ3�ĳ�Å�ǟƘƚ(ƈǻmÅvž�Ɗpȏėh3

ǜ©�ōģşɘ<ȯȁǎ�õ3ǟƘ�Å<ȱëƮơ=�~�ɗ��Ɗpƌ�h3ƨƿ�

10 We thank Thomas Cruijsen and Anne Kuyvenhoven for their assistance in the interpretation of this fragment.
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Éƻƴº�Ʃ/VsşU�õ3�/�ă<ǁË	ǃŜ;è;Ɔǵ�<õƆǵɛ	Ó

ƈ�pƟƑƄǃÓɐź�şǐȓǂŉĭ&��±ɗ�Õżȭǉõ�õ3Ɔǵ�õû%�

D 53b5–54a3.
| de la rnam par smin pa maṅ po’i pha rol tu phyin pa drug gaṅ źe na | ’jig rten la phan par bya ba’i 
sbyin pa ni dper na ’bel ma’i lta bu gaṅ yin pa de ni sbyin pa’o || tshaṅs pa’i ’jig rten la gnas te 
’dzam bu’i gliṅ gi mi rnams las bya ba la ’jug par byed pa’i tshul khrims gaṅ yin pa de ni tshul 
khrims so || sems can gyi phyir bdag yoṅs su gtoṅ ba’i bzod pa ni dper na rgya mtsho ni śi ba’i ro 
daṅ mi gnas pas sems can rnams dgrol ba’i don du rgya mtsho chen por bdag ñid yoṅs su gtoṅ 
ba lta bu gaṅ yin pa de ni bzod pa’o || skye bo maṅ po yoṅs su smin par ’gyur ba’i brtson ’grus ni 
dper na rgya mtshor ded dpon bsod nams khyim lag rkyal gyis rgal ba las rig par bya ba lta bu gaṅ 
yin pa de ni brtson ’grus so || gźan la phan par yoṅs su bsṅos pa’i bsam gtan ni dper na bram ze’i 
bu nor gyi blo gros kyis sems can rnams bde ba la sbyar ba’i phyir lo stoṅ phrag brgyad cur byams 
pa bsgoms pa gaṅ yin pa de ni bsam gtan no || ’jig rten pa daṅ ’jig rten las ’das pa’i chos rnams las 
śin tu rnam par gdon mi za ba’i śes rab ni dper na rgyal po blo bzaṅs kyis sṅon gyi tshul śiṅ loṅ las 
rig par bya ba lta bu gaṅ yin pa de ni śes rab ste | ’di dag ni rnam par smin pa maṅ po’i pha rol tu 
phyin pa drug go |

This section contained several interesting references to Buddhist stories (cf. Skilling 2010: 219 for 
such narrative references in general) from which just enough is preserved to ascertain their 
presence in the background of the Chinese and Tibetan translations: (1) A dweller of the Brahmalo-
ka (2r1 (bra)hmalokaṭ́hidasya = Skt brahmalokasthitasya) takes rebirth as a human in Jambudvīpa 
(ja(ṃbudvipa)-), illustrating the perfection of virtue. This appears to be a general statement of an 
ideal rebirth pattern rather than a reference to a particular story. (2) The Buddha (in the first 
person) in a previous life sacrifices himself (2r1 atma(ṇa) = Skt ātmānam) for travellers on the 
great ocean (2r1 mahasamudrasmi = Skt mahāsamudre), saying that the ocean ‘does not stay 
with’ (2r1–2 (na) savasati = Skt saṃvasati, Chin. �ŋ, Tib. mi gnas pas) dead bodies for long. 
This is probably a reference to a jātaka story of the Mahāvastu (paṃcakānāṃ bhadravargikānāṃ 
jātaka, Mvu III 353.14–356.19) in which the Buddha in a former life as a seafaring merchant saves 
the lives of his shipwrecked fellow travellers by telling them to cling to his corpse after he kills 
himself because the deity of the ocean does not like to stay with corpses (mṛtakuṇapena sārdhaṃ 
na prativasati, Mvu III 354.7 [prose], mṛtakuṇapena na saṃvasati Mvu III 355.9–10 [verse]) and 
will wash his body ashore together with them.11 (3) A young brahman called *Ratnamati (Tib. Nor 
gyi blo gros) meditates for a long time on benevolence (2r3 met(r)a = Skt maitrā, Chin. Ʃ/, Tib. 
byams pa). The Chinese and Tibetan translations specify the duration of his meditation as 80,000 
(ƻƴ, stoṅ phrag brgyad cu) years, matching the remains of the Gāndhārī text (2r2–3 (aśiti) 
varṣasahasra = Skt aśītiṃ varṣasahasrāṇi). While we have not been able to identify a clear 
parallel for this story, the name Ratnamati occurs at least twice in Buddhist Sanskrit literature: in 
the Saddharmapuṇḍarīkasūtra (19.3) as one of eight princes who follow their father, the buddha 
Candrasūryapradīpa, into renunciation, and in the Avadānaśataka (1.12.18) as a future buddha. 

11 We thank Vincent Tournier for pointing us to this parallel.
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Only the former of these would fit the Bhk story’s reference to the past.
In 2r2 ñatavya ayaṃ virya, ñatavya (Skt jñātavya-) appears to conclude a preceding expres-

sion, and ayaṃ virya alone to constitute the conclusion of the passage on virya. This stands in 
contrast to 2v2 (ayaṃ daṇa) ñatavya below.

(tatra kadara) + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + 
+ + + + + + + + + (2r5) śravagasya ave(vatiga) + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + 
+ + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + 
(2v1) ayaṃ ȷ̄aṇa ◦ ya pra(ña) + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + +

T. 23a20–23b2.
�ȠƈżèƈƳx%©�±Åŏȯ��³żȭ��Ƶè�Ɗp�ǥxÅɄɡ�ƑɃÅďp

õƈƳ�p|Î�şUŅè�õ3Jò�ÅºÏ�ȅǗ�Ǜ���ĵɇɠ³ƅɡ�õ3ï

��Å�#¶NƇxíƖā�ǆ�õ3�ĳ�Å<ƢďŎŔ¦¸��'ƻÐȋ�ɘ�õ

3ǟƘ�Åďȱ¼l�ȓ��æǽǌɭȤÆÏɫ<z�ɡ�õ3�/�ÅȤǁË�ȇǆ

ǵ�Ɗpģ�Ö¶ȓǂčĀȰĨ�ƑɃpõ�<ǆǴč(É�'¬Ƌ�ǆ/�õ3Ɔǵ�

õû%�

D 54a3–6.
| de la rnam par smin pa med pa’i pha rol tu phyin pa drug gaṅ źe na | yoṅs su mya ṅan las ’das 
pa’i sbyin pa’i rnam par smin pa mi ldog pa ni dper na rgyal rigs kyis chu bo gaṅ gār de la sogs 
pa’i sbyin pa’i lta bu gaṅ yin pa de ni sbyin pa’o || btaṅ sñoms yoṅs su bzuṅ źiṅ phyir mi ldog pa 
zag pa zad pa’i tshul khrims gaṅ yin pa de ni tshul khrims so || byaṅ chub thob pa’i bzod pa gaṅ 
yin pa de ni bzod pa’o || lus kyi ’du byed ’dor ba’i brtson ’grus gaṅ yin pa de ni brtson ’grus so || 
chos la btaṅ sñoms pas rab tu phye bas byaṅ chub kyi sñiṅ por skyo ba med pa’i bsam gtan gaṅ yin 
pa de ni bsam gtan no || byaṅ chub kyi ye śes ston pas śes rab kyis rab tu bzuṅ ba ni dper na bram 
ze’i bu byis pa dper brjod pa lta bu gaṅ yin pa de ni śes rab ste | ’di dag ni rnam par smin pa med 
pa’i pha rol tu phyin pa drug go |

The only distinctive expression preserved in this passage is śravagasya ave(vatiga) (Skt 
śrāvakasyāvaivartikasya), broken off in the middle of the second word. (In principle, one could 
also read śravagasya aśe, but the lack of any visible left leg favours the adopted reading.) 
Interestingly, neither the Chinese nor the Tibetan translation of this passage contain any mention of 
a disciple, but they reflect the second word in �ĵɇ and phyir mi ldog pa. The Tibetan further 
suggests that it is the dwindling of negative influxes (zag pa zad pa) that is irreversible. The 
application of ave(vatiga) (Skt avaivartika) to disciples rather than bodhisattvas remains, however, 
unusual (see BHSD s.v.).

(tatra kadara) + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + 
+ + + + + (ayaṃ daṇa) (2v2) ñatavya ◦ ya śi(la) + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + 
+ + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + 
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+ (2v3) sya ◦ aṇupayaṇa ? + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + 
+ + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + +

T. 23b2–23b12.
�ȠƈǼèƈƳx%©�ÅȯşUƊpƵè�ɜpȉÕh3ǘÍ�èşĴƀ�ñƸȒÒƑ

ɃM�zŀÅź�õ3Jò�±ƺƈƙňǏşɔ�ɖƈû�Ɗp¿DƑɃÅ��ǟƘ�ģ

āƈƙɘ�ñ.ɜź�õ3ï��±#¶��ăąn:~ǔ±Ȫ+ǯ0¥�ɋȀɬ�õ3

�ĳ�ăƢď�?ąǡɍȄƈx£Õ�Å<Kƍ�OŅ��õ3ǟƘ�Å<ȱëFâ°

¥�řďœ�ƩƂŹɡ�õ3�/�Ɗ<ƆǵèƈƳv±Zɔāl;O³/Ńƍ¼�õ3

Ɔǵ�õû%�

D 54a6–b3.
| de la mṅon par dga’ ba med pa’i pha rol tu phyin pa drug gaṅ źe na | mya ṅan las ’das pa’i sbyin 
pa ni dper na dga’ ba’i sṅon gyi tshul las śes par bya ba gaṅ yin pa de ni sbyin pa’o || ’dus byas 
kyis yid byuṅ źiṅ mya ṅan las ’das pa’i bsam pa can gyi tshul khrims ni dper na byaṅ chub sems 
dpa’ brtson ’grus la spyod pa’i sṅon gyi tshul gaṅ yin pa de ni tshul khrims so || chags pa med pa’i 
bzod pa ni dper na yul ka śi’i rgyal po’i mgo bcad kyaṅ ’khrug pa med pa gaṅ yin pa de ni bzod 
pa’o || ser skya’i gnas nas byuṅ ste | bsod sñoms len pa’i brtson ’grus gaṅ yin pa de ni brtson ’grus 
so || tshaṅs par spyod ciṅ yan lag bźi daṅ ldan pa spu ziṅ źes byed pa’i bsam gtan gaṅ yin pa de ni 
bsam gtan no || groṅ khyer daṅ mtshuṅs pa’i śes rab ni dper na ’jig rten pa ma lus pa thams cad 
sñoms par źugs pa lta bu gaṅ yin pa de ni śes rab ste | ’di dag ni mṅon par dga’ ba med pa’i pha rol 
tu phyin pa drug go |

This section uses a variant conclusion for its passage on daṇa: (ayaṃ daṇa) ñatavya (Skt idaṃ 
dānam jñātavyam) instead of simple ayaṃ daṇa. This reconstruction seems certain in view of the 
following punctuation mark and ya śi(la), and in spite of 2r2 ñatavya ayaṃ virya (where ñatavya is 
probably not part of the conclusion of the passage).

In line 2r3, we could in principle read aṇupaśaṇa as well as aṇupayaṇa. The former (Skt 
anupaśyanā, P anupassanā) does, however, on the evidence of the Chinese and Tibetan transla-
tions, not feature in this passage. The latter interpretation (P anupaya, anūpaya) ‘without 
attachment,’ on the other hand, is supported by Tib. chags pa med pa and, less directly, by Chin. �
ɋȀɬ, and is thus to be preferred. The word gives the impression of being in the genitive plural, 
but the concluding ṇa could just as well be the beginning of a following word or compound 
member. Similarly, it remains uncertain whether the preceding sya, though probably a genitive 
singular ending, was part of the reference, attested in the Chinese and Tibetan, to the king of Kāśī 
cutting off his head in mental detachment.

(tatra) (2v4) kadara kala◦ña ? ? + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + 
+ + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + ? ayaṃ śilo ◦ ya kṣati sa + + + + + + + + + (2v5) mi ◦ 
ya kṣati agache + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + ? samadhi 
trivarṣasaha(sr)e(ṇa) + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + +
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T. 23b13–23b23.12

�ȠĠƘèƈƳx%©�ăŅ5ŪyŢƃŏş)ɔ�õ3Jò�Å�ɅƭpUɨ��±û

ɨ:Ġłɡ�¦�ȯ=��õ3ï��Å�#¶ȞØş�Ⱦɡ¦��Ɗp�ȉÅ�Ʃ��

ȼ±ȅƼ�Çơē�õ3�ĳ�ÅďǟƢ��ȝ;ĠÅl£��p®Kƍ±�ôbÉ�'

����ƴNƇ\Ȑ�õ3ǟƘ�Å3ȱëlÉ�ĕ�ɯ�ƛ�ŃďŗW~�ÈƗ�õ3

�/�ƞƆǵĠlÉU{�llÅ�łɡȅ�¬	ƈ��õ3Ɔǵ�õû%�

D 54b3–6.
| de la dus su byin pa daṅ mtshuṅs par ldan pa’i pha rol tu phyin pa drug gaṅ źe na | sdug bsṅal 
bar ’gyur ba rnams la sbyin pa gaṅ yin pa de ni sbyin pa’o || ru sbal gyi skyes pa’i rabs kyi tshul 
khrims gaṅ yin pa de ni tshul khrims so || mṅon du sdug bsṅal bas lus daṅ ṅag la gnod pa med 
pa’i bzod pa ni dper na bzaṅ brtsams yan lag bcad kyaṅ ’khrug pa med pa’i bzod pa gaṅ yin pa de 
ni bzod pa’o || sangs rgyas ’byuṅ ba na brtson pa ni dper na saṅs rgyas mṅon sum du byed ciṅ de 
bźin gśegs pa’i tiṅ ṅe ’dzin rgya mtsho la lo sum khri’i bar du rmugs pa daṅ gñid ma ’byuṅ ba 
gaṅ yin pa de ni brtson ’grus so || btsun mo’i ’khor na gnas pa’i bsam gtan gaṅ yin pa de ni bsam 
gtan no || ’khor ba na gaṅ dus daṅ mtshuṅs par ldan pa’i śes rab gaṅ daṅ gaṅ du bdag daṅ gźan la 
phan par ’gyur ba’i śes rab gaṅ yin pa de ni śes rab ste | ’di dag ni dus su sbyin pa daṅ mtshuṅs par 
ldan pa’i pha rol tu phyin pa drug go |

The name of this group of six perfections is partially preserved, but not entirely clear. The first 
member is kala, corresponding to Chinese Ġ and Tibetan dus su. The following punctuation dot is 
unexpected. Gāndhārī scribes did occasionally use dots to set off members of complex compounds 
(for instance vedaïda◦uaśamapayiṭhi ‘search for calming of feelings’ in British Library verse 
commentary II, cf. Baums 2009: 674), but simple kala in our manuscript does not seem to call for 
such a treatment. Nonetheless, there is no reason not to think that the Gāndhārī name of this group 
of perfections was given in the form of a compound. The following three akṣaras are, however, 
only partially preserved, and while the interpretation of the first as ña is certain enough, the 
following traces can be taken as either the remnants of two separate akṣaras, or possibly as one (in 
which case it would have contained subscript ya). In either case, the Gāndhārī does not appear to 
match either the Chinese (Ƙ suggesting √gam or a synonym) or the Tibetan (byin pa suggesting 
√dā). We can only suggest that paleography may be partly to blame for this situation, since Kharo-
ṣṭhī ña (as in our manuscript) and daṇa (as suggested by the Tibetan) are often similar and 
sometimes confused in cursive writing.

The passage on kṣati evidently consists of two parts, each of them starting with ya kṣati. The 
first of these probably corresponds to the general statement of the parallels (‘patience is not to do 
harm even when suffering,’ Chin. Å�# … ¦�, Tib. mṅon du sdug bsṅal bas … bzod pa ni), 
the second to the exemplification (‘the patience of a certain forest-dweller as his limbs were cut 
off,’ Chin. Ɗp���ơē, Tib. dper na … bzod pa gaṅ yin pa de ni). It remains unclear how to 
interpret the akṣara mi at the end of the first statement (a locative ending seems most likely) and 
the word fragment agache near the beginning of the second (an optative form of ā-√gam seems 
most likely, but does not appear to be reflected in the Chinese or Tibetan translations.
12 We thank Lin Qian �� for his assistance in identifying the Chinese parallel for the right half of this fragment.
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The section on ȷ̄aṇa contains a reference to concentration (2v5 samadhi) that does not 
appear to correspond exactly to the one in the Tibetan translation (de bźin gśegs pa’i tiṅ ṅe ’dzin 
rgya mtsho la ‘in the ocean of concentration of the tathāgata’), but may have been closer to that of 
the Chinese translation in which the tathāgata and concentration (p®����ô) figure as separate 
words. According to both translations, during the course of 30,000 years of this concentration, a 
buddha does not become weary. The time span in question was most likely expressed in the 
Gāndhārī text by an instrumental of time (Speijer 1886: 57–58, von Hinüber 1968: 141–146), here 
reconstructed as 2v5 trivarṣasaha(sr)e(ṇa).

The Gāndhārī fragments barely attest enough space on this folio and the next to 
accommodate both the text of the rest of this section and that of the following section. One might 
consider an alternative reconstruction of the fragments, with MS 2179/106 moved to the center so 
as to span lines 2r2–4 and 2v3–4 of the folio (rather than 2r1–3 and 2v4–5 as in the adopted 
reconstruction). This would move the last secure reference to our section (trivarṣasaha(sr)e(ṇa)) 
up by one line and free up corresponding space for the conclusion of the section. On the other 
hand, on the recto such a rearrangement would break the secure sequence 2r1 mahasamudrasmi … 
2r2 savasati ayaṃ kṣati, leading us to keep the arrangement of fragments presented here.

(3r1) (tatra kadara) + + + + + + + + + + + + + .y. + + ? + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + 
+ + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + +

T. 23b23–23c1.
�Ƞ`ËèƈƳx%©�ă<ƒč�Ǎ�ı�ȅ�ƑɃ�õ3Jò�ÅɅƭ�Ʈơ=��

ƊpĊŵÓ¦ĊBƈÅǶǼ�õ3ï��Å�#¶ǃ�'Ó<ƖÏɂ�õ3�ĳ�Ƣ�Ȕ

Œŏȯc)�õ3ǟƘ�Åëȱ¼p¿D��»×ƑɃ Åº�Ř�ǆ��õ3�/�Å

ďǁËȝƋÏ��p¯ƌ�ľ/pk�õ3Ɔǵ�õû%�

D 54b6–a1.
| de la ’od kyi pha rol tu phyin pa drug gaṅ źe na | mar me’i phreṅ ba sbyin pa gaṅ yin pa de ni 
sbyin pa’o || gźan la phan pa’i tshul khrims ni dper na sreg pa’i skyes pa’i rabs lta bu gaṅ yin pa de 
ni tshul khrims so || chos la ṅes par rtogs pa’i bzod pa gaṅ yin pa de ni bzod pa’o || ’bru mar gyi 
sbyin pa la brtson pa gaṅ yin pa de ni brtson ’grus so || byaṅ chub sems dpa’i bskal pa daṅ po pa’i 
bsam gtan gaṅ yin pa de ni bsam gtan no || chos la bzod pa las ṅes par byuṅ ba’i śes rab ni dper na 
bram ze’i bu sprin gyi lta bu gaṅ yin pa de ni śes rab ste | ’di dag ni ’od kyi pha rol tu phyin pa 
drug go |

As discussed above, the space attested to by the Gāndhārī fragments on this folio and the 
preceding is barely enough to accommodate the present section, of which moreover no identifiable 
word is preserved. Nonetheless, in the absence of conclusive proof to the contrary, we tentatively 
assume that our Gāndhārī manuscript did, in fact, contain the section in question, possibly in a 
shorter version than the Chinese and Tibetan translations, taking up approximately one line of our 
manuscript.
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(3r2) (tatra kadara) + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + ? ayaṃ daṇa ◦ ya śila 
aṇopatigadhar(makṣaṃti) + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + 
(3r3) + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + (◦ ya a)ṭhamabhumistidasya 
sarvidrikapariṇama ayaṃ praña ◦) + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + 
+

T. 23c2–23c9.
�Ƞƈƙ`èƈƳx%©�Ɛɥ1Ý~xÅȯ�j<żā��`Ë·Ǌƈǻȅ�ļ�õ3

Jò�ÅºƢďɗ�ƖŅ�ĲÏ��õ3ï��±#¶Õɗ�Ïÿ~ƈÅƓ�õ3�ĳ�Å

Cǟďº�ÓÏ�ɗ��ǆȾzÓƈ�õ3ǟƘ�Å<ȱ¼�(şU�Ń�Ȑǲ¬�ĵ

ɇ�õ3�/�ÅďǁË�Ţk�lÅɗ(Ũ�Ǥũ�õ3Ɔǵ�õû%�

D 55a1–4.
| de la ’od mtha’ yas pa’i pha rol tu phyin pa drug gaṅ źe na | thabs la khams pa’i sbyin pa’i pha rol 
tu phyin pa drug gi rnam par smin pas saṅs rgyas kyi źiṅ mtha’ yas par saṅs rgyas kyi ’od kyis 
’geṅs pa gaṅ yin pa de ni sbyin pa’o || mi skye ba’i chos la bzod pa thob pas yoṅs su bsṅo ba’i 
tshul khrims gaṅ yin pa de ni tshul khrims so || chos la ’du śes pa’i bzod pa yoṅs su bsṅo pa gaṅ 
yin pa de ni bzod pa’o || stoṅ pa ñid la sgom par dga’ ba’i brtson ’grus yoṅs su bsṅo ba gaṅ yin pa 
de ni brtson ’grus so || phyir mi ldog pa’i bsam gtan yoṅs su bsṅo ba gaṅ yin pa de ni bsam gtan no 
|| sa brgyad pa la gnas pa’i śes rab thams cad du yoṅs su bsṅo ba gaṅ yin pa de ni śes rab ste | 
’di dag ni ’od mtha’ yas pa’i pha rol tu phyin pa drug go |

Only the very tip of the stem of the last distinctive word of the section on giving is preserved, 
leaving no hint as to what the wording may have been. According to the Tibetan translation, virtue 
is the ‘virtue of dedication through acceptance that dharmas do not arise’ (mi skye ba’i chos la 
bzod pa thob pas yoṅs su bsṅo ba’i tshul khrims), allowing us to reconstruct 3r2 aṇopati-
gadhar(makṣaṃti) (cf. BHSD s.v. anutpattikadharmakṣānti), probably as prior member of a longer 
compound.

Understanding is the ‘complete transformation of all faculties of the one who is situated on 
the eighth plane’ (3r3 (a)ṭhamabhumistidasya sarvidrikapariṇama = Skt aṣṭamabhūmisthitasya 
sarvīndriyapariṇāmaḥ), with the spelling idrika as wrong Sanskritization of expected *iṃdriya. 
The Tibetan version translates both praña and, apparently, idrika as śes rab (unless the Sanskrit 
exemplar of the Tibetan translation had prajñā in both places).

(3r4) (tatra kadara) + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + ? predaṇa jighitsa 
viṇida ‹ayaṃ daṇa› ◦ ya śilo maraṇap(rata) + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + 
+ + + + + (3r5) + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + da bhavatu 
bhuñaṃtu ayaṃ kṣati ◦ ya virya + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + 
+ + + + (3v1) + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + ? aya {da}‹ ȷ̄a›ṇa ◦ 
paṃcaṇa kaṃñaṇa rayadhidaraṇa ? + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + 
+ + + (3v2) + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + +
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T. 23c9–23c22.
�Ƞżs`èƈƳx%©�ă�ɤęȴǑŤĠ�±Ażȭ�Ɗĺū,À ®��ƚ(ȌĹ

ķ±ĸ)�õ3Jò�Ĉ]ɤęÅºƮà�ÈŎ¦ȜZŦƾ)�Ɗp¿Dļ:-�h3Ɵ

Ȣ�ÅŦĂň�õ3ï��±�#¶lÉŴ��sȅɸɹȹǼŅċ�õ3�ĳ�ÅƢď�ȅ

:�ƍ�~lěɟc)ȵɔƮơȯ �õ3ǟƘ�Åďȱë�lħý�<ɏȰ �Ɗp¿

Dƌ�Å�Ùĩ�<"ȪČŏĿȧĤƄȅÛ§Ɓ�õ3�/�<zǁËŏȯ�'�Ɗ¿D

ź"}Ǆç�<"}S�+ȅS��žûȏėɡ"ǰ��/ŀȄ�õ3Ɔǵ�õû%�

D 55a4–55b1.
| de la rnam par smin pa bde ba’i pha rol tu phyin pa drug gaṅ źe na | śi ba la thug pa’i sbyin pa gaṅ 
gi rnam par smin pas dga’ ldan nas śi ’phos pa na yi dags rnams kyi bkres pa phyid pa gaṅ yin 
pa de ni sbyin pa’o || śi ba la thug pa rnams bciṅs pa las dgrol ba’i phyir bdag ñid gtoṅ ba’i tshul 
khrims ni dper na rgyal po’i bu legs byin gyi sṅon gyi tshul gaṅ yin pa de ni tshul khrims so || 
bzod pa ni dper na ña’i skyes pa’i rabs las grog sbur de dag gis bdag gi śa zos nas bde bar gyur na 
legs so źes bya ba gaṅ yin pa de ni bzod pa’o || rta’i rgyal po rṅog ldan sdug bsṅal ba rnams la 
sñiṅ brtse ba’i phyir brtson pa gaṅ yin pa de ni brtson ’grus so || nad kyi bar gyi bskal pa’i bsam 
gtan ni dper na bram ze’i bu de bi dha ’dzam bu’i gliṅ du reg pa lṅa źi bar byed pa lta bu gaṅ yin 
pa de ni bsam gtan no || tshoṅ pa lṅa brgya daṅ rgyal po’i sras mo bu mo lṅa brgya dag thar par 
byas pa daṅ | srin mo bye ba phrag lṅa mir byas pa’i śes rab ni ded dpon gyi sṅon gyi tshul las śes 
par bya ba gaṅ yin pa de ni śes rab ste | ’di dag ni rnam par smin pa bde ba’i pha rol tu phyin pa 
drug go |

This section again illustrates the six perfections with Buddhist stories. Our manuscript fragments 
preserve short remnants of four of these, all of which remain unidentified: (1) Giving is illustrated 
by one who descended from Tuṣita heaven and fed the hungry ghosts (3r4 predaṇa jighitsa viṇida 
= Skt pretānāṃ jighatsā vinītā). The concluding formula of this passage (‹ayaṃ daṇa›) has been 
accidentally omitted. (2) Virtue is illustrated by a prince *Sudatta who sacrificed himself for others 
on the point of dying (3r4 maraṇap(rata)- = Skt maraṇaprāpta-). (3) Patience is illustrated by a 
fish who, being eaten by ants, exclaims ‘let it be, let them eat!’ (3r5 bhavatu bhuñaṃtu = Skt 
bhavatu bhuñjatām). The concluding formula of the following section contains the scribal mistake 
daṇa (3v1) for correct * ȷ̄aṇa. (4) Understanding is illustrated by a mariner who freed five 
hundred(?) merchants and five princesses (3v1 paṃcaṇa kaṃñaṇa rayadhidaraṇa = Skt pañcānāṃ 
kanyānāṃ rājaduhitṝṇām; the Chinese and Tibetan translations have ‘five hundred’) and turned 
fifty million rākṣasīs into humans.

(tatra kadara avevatiga)paramida ṣo ◦ ya daṇo śravagapracegabudha + + + + + + + + + + + + + 
+ + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + (3v3) + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + 
(upayako)śalasya ayaṃ virya ◦ ya ȷ̄aṇa vijupati ? + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + (ime 
avevatigaparamida ṣo) + + +
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T. 23c22–23c29.
�Ƞ�ĶȸèƈƳx%©�óxÅȯ�ǼȳǢȂɛ Ʋ�ɖ�ƈ�OĪ ǆ�õ3Jò�

ÅºɅƭɫÉ�ƿ~�Ȑǲ�õ3ï��ÅȤ#¶ĭǕ¢ų��ɋí�õ3�ĳ�Å�Ȥ

ďľɥ1Ý�xÅŏȯ¬�ÈƗ�õ3ǟƘ�Åďȱ¼ɩËŲE~�Ĵɵ�õ3�/�Å

ȠǁËŅ����ĵɇk�õ3Ɔǵ�õû%�

D 55b1–3.
| de la phyir mi ldog pa’i pha rol tu phyin pa drug gaṅ źe na | ñan thos daṅ raṅ saṅs rgyas kyi 
theg pa la re ba med ciṅ mi dmigs pas bla na med pa’i byaṅ chub tu yoṅs su bsṅos pa’i sbyin pa 
gaṅ yin pa de ni sbyin pa’o || mi blta ba’i tshul khrims gaṅ yin pa de ni tshul khrims so || de’i ṅo bo 
ma yin pa’i bzod pa gaṅ yin pa de ni bzod pa’o || thabs mkhas pa’i brtson ’grus gaṅ yin pa de ni 
brtson ’grus so || rig pa skyed pa’i bsam gtan gaṅ yin pa de ni bsam gtan no || mñam pa ñid kyi 
sa’i śes rab gaṅ yin pa de ni śes rab ste | ’di dag ni phyir mi ldog pa’i pha rol tu phyin pa drug go |

The cover term of this section can with fair likelihood be reconstructed as 3v2 (avevatiga)parami-
da (Skt avaivartikapāramitāḥ) ‘the perfections of an irreversible one’; compare 2r5 ave(vatiga)- 
where the Tibetan translation agrees with the present section (phyir mi ldog pa), though the 
Chinese translations differ (�ĵɇ above, �Ķȸ�here).

The section provides abstract definitions of the six perfections, three of which are partially 
preserved. Giving is the giving of one seeking enlightenment who does not observe the practices 
(Chin. �, but Tib. theg pa) of the disciples or individually awoken ones. It is unclear whether the 
word in question (3v2 śravagapracegabudha- = Skt śrāvakapratyekabuddha-) carried a genitive 
plural case ending or formed the prior member of a compound. It is interesting to note that while 
some Gāndhārī texts clearly interpreted the word as containing G pracaya (Skt pratyaya) ‘con-
dition’ (e.g., NirdL2 9·150 ṣavagapracaabudhaṇa; Baums 2009)—an understanding also reflected 
in Dharmarakṣa’s Chinese translation Ȃɛ—the spelling of our Gāndhārī manuscript sides with 
the understanding as G pracega (Skt pratyeka) ‘individual’ (so for instance also AnavS 7 praceka-
budhasa; Salomon 2008).

Bravery is the bravery of skillfulness in means: 3v3 (upayako)śalasya (Skt upāya-
kauśalyasya). The definition of meditation begins with 3v3 vijupati, followed by the remnants of 
another akṣara strongly suggestive of a reading [ga]. If our manuscript did indeed read 
vijupati[ga] (Skt vidyotpattikam), then its meaning ‘that arises from knowledge’ differed from that 
of at least the Tibetan translation rig pa skyed pa ‘that gives rise to knowledge’ (the interpretation 
of the Chinese translation being less certain).

(3v4) (tatra kadara) + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + (sa)tveṣu ◦ budh(u)padami va 
ayaṃ daṇa (◦) + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + (3v5) 
+ + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + ? ? ? p. ti l. ? + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + 
+ + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + +
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T. 24a1–24a9.
�ȠûĒǼèƈƳx%©�xÅƏǣ<ƚɔ(ş>Ƌǆƨ�õ3Jò�ăŞɞɎɡº�

Ʋ�±x�®ƼƼǃ ��Uø/ƩɗǆÏ�pĖȿė/ɋìƎ�ăx�®ƼƼǃ �ȿ

ė/Ğ�<ɋē�õ3ï��ă<#¶æƐƿś�� É8ŕc±¦�<ɋƎ�õ3�

ĳ�Å<Ƣďų�Ƶè�ɫÉxûp8ȘƉ�Ģ <Ï�õ3ǟƘ�ÅȠȱëķ�'ǐȚ

Ǽ�Ū�ă<�Ïŏş�Ƨ�õ3�/�ǵƈÅǼ~ƍ±/�Ɗļ:�òŅ�k�>±ƈ

ƾ~xƣ��õ3Ɔǵ�õû%�

D 55b3–6.
| de la dga’ ba’i pha rol tu phyin pa drug gaṅ źe na | saṅs rgyas ’byuṅ ba na sems can thams cad 
la sbyin pa gaṅ yin pa de ni sbyin pa’o || saṅs rgyas ’byuṅ ba’i dus su rnam par smin pa’i tshul 
khrims ni dper na gźon nu dpal mthu’i sṅon gyi tshul lta bu’o || bzod pa ni dper na rgyal po bsod 
nams rgya chen gyis bdag ’ba’ źig bde bar ma gyur cig || bdag kyaṅ bde bar gyur la gaṅ gźan yaṅ 
bde bar gyur cig ces gaṅ smras pa lta bu gaṅ yin pa de ni bzod pa’o || gzuṅs rab tu thob par ’gyur 
ba’i brtson ’grus gaṅ yin pa de ni brtson ’grus so || sems can rnams kyi rnam par smin pa bde bar 
yoṅs su bsṅos pa’i bsam gtan gaṅ yin pa de ni bsam gtan no || sa brgyad pa phyir mi ldog pa’i śes 
rab gaṅ yin pa de ni śes rab ste | ’di dag ni dga’ ba’i pha rol tu phyin pa drug go |

According to the Tibetan translation, giving is the giving to all beings (Tib. sems can thams cad la) 
at the time of the arising of a buddha (Tib. saṅs rgyas ’byuṅ ba na). This makes the reconstruction 
3v4 (sa)tveṣu (Skt sattveṣu) ‘beings’ certain, though it remains uncertain whether this was 
preceded by sarveṣu or by sarva- in compound. The interpretation of the second part of the 
Gāndhāri expression presents greater problems. Following the Tibetan, we chose to read a locative 
3r4 budh(u)padami (Skt buddhotpāde) ‘arising of a buddha.’ In this case, the following va allows 
at least three different interpretations: emphatic Skt eva (least problematic), comparative Skt iva, 
or disjunctive Skt vā (although a disjunction is not expected in context). An alternative but less 
likely separation of words would be budh(u)padam iva, in which case the first word could 
correspond to a nominative or accusative (semantically difficult) or reflect an original locative (by 
misinterpretation of an underlying form *budhupade). In this case, the second word could be either 
comparative Skt iva or emphatic Skt eva.

(4r1) (tatra kadara) + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + 
+ + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + 
+ + + + + + + + + + + + (4r2) + + + + + + + + ? ? ? + + + + + + + + +

T. 24a10–24a17.
�ȠȻǾèƈƳx%©�ăxÅȝƈÅªɲ�Z�ÿż@ÉşU�õ3Jò�ÅďɅƭŃ

ÇțÜ�ɋ®�ɛɛȅ�ɛ�õ3ï��Åď#¶ƩÁşU��ŭ±¦Z�ŋ¸�õ3�

ĳ�Å�ƢďȥȑȅÏ�iƱ��āȅɛƨ�õ3ǟƘ�ă<ȱëƈÅƪÁ~�ÈƗ�õ

3�/�Å<ǁËāŅ�ǆ~è�'�õ3Ɔǵ�õû%�
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D 55b7–56a2.
| de la rnam par dag pa’i pha rol tu phyin pa drug gaṅ źe na | mṅon par źen pa med pa’i sbyin pa 
gaṅ yin pa de ni sbyin pa’o || śin tu sbyaṅs pa byaṅ chub kyi yan lag bsgrub pa’i tshul khrims gaṅ 
yin pa de ni tshul khrims so || lus la mi lta ba daṅ | srog la mi lta ba’i bzod pa gaṅ yin pa de ni bzod 
pa’o || chos rnam par ’byed pa byaṅ chub kyi yan lag daṅ mtshuṅs par ldan pa’i brtson ’grus gaṅ 
yin pa de ni brtson ’grus so || rtog pa med pa’i bsam gtan gaṅ yin pa de ni bsam gtan no || byaṅ 
chub bsgrub pa’i śes rab gaṅ yin pa de ni śes rab ste | ’di dag ni rnam par dag pa’i pha rol tu phyin 
pa drug go |

All that remains of this section (the ‘perfections of purity’) are the indistinct feet of approximately 
three akṣaras.

(tatra kadara) + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + 
+ + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + (4r3) + + + (ayaṃ) 
śilo ◦ ya kṣati bodhiṇiśaśagas(y)a + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + 
+ + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + 
+ + + + + + + (4r4) + + + + + saca parigrahida ◦ ayaṃ praña i(m)e + + + + + + +

T. 24a17–24a24.
�Ƞv;ÏèƈƳx%©�ă<Åȯżȭƈǻ�āÉQsƈſşɔ�õ3Jò�Å<Ʌƭ

Ƕ�ǆÏ�O Ʋ�Kƍǵ�õ3ï��ÅÁ#¶�ǚǆƿ�ɊɍǠ�õ3�ĳ�Å�

ƢďÉŜlÏÙŅsȹ�õ3ǟƘ�ÅȠȱëǟƘM�ƵĿO³�õ3�/�±ȤǁËÅ

��ȣ³Fƨ5�õ3Ɔǵ�õû%�

D 56a2–56a5.
| de la ’jig rten pa’i chos las ’das pa’i pha rol tu phyin pa drug gaṅ źe na | rnam par smin pa ’dus 
ma byas daṅ lam bde ba sgrub pa’i sbyin pa gaṅ yin pa de ni sbyin pa’o || lam la źugs pa’i tshul 
khrims gaṅ yin pa de ni tshul khrims so || byaṅ chub la the tsom med pa’i bzod pa gaṅ yin pa 
de ni bzod pa’o || mthoṅ ba’i chos la bde ba sgrub pa’i brtson ’grus gaṅ yin pa de ni brtson ’grus so 
|| ’gog pa’i sñoms par ’jug pa daṅ mtshuṅs par ldan pa’i bsam gtan gaṅ yin pa de ni bsam gtan no || 
dran pa ñe bar gźag pa yoṅs su sbyaṅ ba byas śiṅ | bden pa yoṅs su bzuṅ ba bya ba byas pa’i śes 
rab gaṅ yin pa de ni śes rab ste | ’di dag ni ’jig rten pa’i chos las ’das pa’i pha rol tu phyin pa 
drug go |

Among the ‘perfections that transcend the worldly dharmas,’ patience is the patience of one 
without doubt concerning awakening: 4r3 bodhiṇiśaśagas(y)a (Skt bodhinirsaṃśayasya). The 
right tip of the s is preserved, making the reconstruction of the genitive ending (further supported 
by the Tibetan translation) very likely. The word shows a type of sibilant assimilation typical of 
Gāndhārī (Baums 2009: 187–188) and writes g instead of y as a hyperetymological spelling. 
Understanding is the understanding in which the foundations of mindfulness have been practised 
and the truths acquired. While the Tibetan translation suggests a construction involving bahuvrīhi 
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compounds referring to the practitioner, the lack of any genitive ending in 4r4 saca parigrahida 
(Skt satyāni parigṛhītāni) requires interpretation as a subject-predicate construction.

(tatra kadara) + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + 
+ + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + (4r5) + + + + + + + ? + aya śilo ◦ 
ya kṣati + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + 
+ + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + (4v1) + + 
+ + + + + + + svati ladha ‹ayaṃ ȷ̄aṇa› ◦ ya praña a + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + 
+ + + + + + + + + + + + + + +

T. 24a25–24b5.
�ȠřÞèƈƳx%©�±<Å�ŏ��;üņ»�Ťƈxŝ/�õ3Jò�ņ»U®ƅ

s�'�·ő¿®�üşU�õ3ï��Ƌƨ<®Ő(ǀȍ��ƈÅ�¬ƈŪÅ�õ3�

ĳ�¬��;ü�'şUǟƘƵè�Ɗ×Ƌƨ?ĔȎñ±/ɔƸ�õ3ǟƘ�ÅȠȱë>

ȅşUŅɠ±ƨ�ŁŌƽÏ~�ÈƗ�õ3�/�±<ǁË�ÉkǙ�ŏȯc)ȊUǱ

k��xÅæȇȷƽǆƖŅÏ²�õ3Ɔǵ�õû%�

D 56a5–56b1.
| de la skye ba bkod pa’i pha rol tu phyin pa drug gaṅ źe na | skyes pa tsam gyis stoṅ gsum du 
sbyin pa sbyin par byed pa gaṅ yin pa de ni sbyin pa’o || skyes pa tsam gyis sems can thams cad 
bde bar gyur pa gaṅ yin pa de ni tshul khrims so || skyes pa tsam gyis sems can gnod sems can 
rnams gnod par mi byed pa gaṅ yin pa de ni bzod pa’o || skyes pa tsam gyis sems can stoṅ phrag 
rnams mya ṅan las ’das pa la brtson pa ni dper na ’od sruṅ daṅ por rab tu byuṅ ba gaṅ yin pa de ni 
brtson ’grus so || skyes pa tsam gyis sems can rnams dran pa thob pa’i bsam gtan gaṅ yin pa de ni 
bsam gtan no || skyes pa tsam gyis sems can dmyal bar gyur pa chos brjed pa rnams tha na kun tu 
brjod ciṅ mṅon par brjod pa’i śes rab gaṅ yin pa de ni śes rab ste | ’di dag ni skye ba bkod pa’i pha 
rol tu phyin pa drug go |

The section on the ‘perfections of the array of births’ preserves remnants of the end of the passage 
on meditation and the beginning of the passage on understanding. Meditation is that meditation in 
which through their mere birth beings acquire mindfulness: 4v1 svati ladha (Skt smṛtir labdhā). In 
the available photograph of fragment no. 4, a short vertical dark spot is visible on the edge of the 
fragment above the left arm of what we read as la, giving the impression of a vowel mark e. The 
corresponding area of palm leaf is, however, missing from the outline of the fragment as seen from 
the verso, and we thus interpret the dark spot as an unrelated dislodged bit of material that came to 
lie under the fragment when the photograph of the recto was taken. The conclusion of the passage 
on meditation has been omitted in the manuscript and is here supplied.

Understanding, according to the Tibetan translation, is the understanding of one who through 
his mere birth thoroughly explains the dharma to those who were reborn as hell beings and forgot 
it. The Gāndhārī passage begins with what can be quite clearly read as a, but it remains unclear, 
even with the help of the translations, what the word in question could have been.
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(tatra kadara) + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + 
(paramida) (4v2) (ṣo ◦ ya pari)varasya mahabhogada ayaṃ daṇo ◦ ya + + + + + + + + + + + + + 
+ + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + 
+ + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + (4v3) + + (ayaṃ vi)rya ◦ ya ȷ̄aṇo sucitidaciti 
pari(vara) + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + 
+ + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + +

T. 24b5–24b13.
�ȠvǝèƈƳx%©�±ÅŏÕ�āŞɞ¶ƈƳ�İ�õ3Jò�ÅɅƭ�āŞɞ¶~

ƈƾ÷�õ3ï��Åď#¶ă�Şɞ�ff�sƈĭɊÕ�õ3�ĳ�ăxƢďÅxŞ

ɞ��¬�ĚÈƗ ��ffȣƲVƨ�ǲ�õ3ǟƘ�ÅȤȱë�ăxȀȈþ>¶iā

ËŞɞ�õ3�/�ÅďǁË��'ŞɞþxƆË~ƈɷȃ�õ3Ɔǵ�õû%�

D 56b1–56b3.
| de la rigs phun sum tshogs pa’i pha rol tu phyin pa drug gaṅ źe na | ’khor gyi loṅs spyod chen 
po’i sbyin pa gaṅ yin pa de ni sbyin pa’o || ’khor kha na ma tho ba med pa’i tshul khrims gaṅ yin 
pa de ni tshul khrims so || ’khor gcig la gcig mṅon par dga’ ba’i bzod pa gaṅ yin pa de ni bzod pa’o 
|| ’khor ma btaṅ bar raṅ gi bya ba rnams la brtson pa’i brtson ’grus gaṅ yin pa de ni brtson ’grus 
so || legs par bsam pa sems śiṅ ’khor dul ba’i bsam gtan gaṅ yin pa de ni bsam gtan no || ’khor 
thams cad kyi śes rab gaṅ yin pa de ni śes rab ste | ’di dag ni rigs phun sum tshogs pa’i pha rol tu 
phyin pa drug go |

Among the ‘perfections of family fortune,’ giving is the giving of the retinue’s state of great 
enjoyment, securely reconstructed on the basis of the Tibetan translation as (pari)varasya 
mahabhogada (Skt parivārasya mahābhogatā). Meditation is the meditation of one thinking well 
(sucitidaciti, Skt sucintitacintī) who disciplines the retinue. The expression sucitidaciti is of 
particular interest in this context since previously it was only attested in Pali (sucintitacintī, M III 
170, A I 102–103, Nett 172), not in Sanskrit Buddhist literature. It is given as a characteristic 
(lakkhaṇa) of a wise man (paṇḍita), and according to the commentaries (Ps IV 214, Mp II 169) 
should be construed as good deeds of the mind, etc. (ettha manosucaritādīnaṃ vasena yoje-
tabbāni). The following word can be reconstructed as pari(vara) and probably serves as direct 
object of the sentence.

(tatra kadara) + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + (4v4) + + + + + + + + + ? + + ? ? ? ṇi ? + + + + + 
+ + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + 
+ + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + (4v5) + + + + + + + + + + + + 
+ + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + 
+ + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + +

T. 24b13–24b25.
�Ƞ®vŞɞèƈƳx%©�É"}ƴƚ(ɗǩ�ȅ�şƱ¬Ƌǆ/�õ3Jò�ÅºɅ
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ƭɗ¶ie�ƈǻş��<ûȈp�Şɞ�õ3ï��±Å#¶ûƈHǻşU ɂ�ƊÊ

ǹǞx��Ŵģ7ĭ³�Åx¢ųņ»�Ť�ăx��p!�Ŵ�õ3�ĳ�ÅȠƢďm

ɡş�ķɮêɌ�Ɗpģ�Ë4ĦɂȨĠĢ7�õ3ǟƘ�Å�ȱëpÚɈÁ�ȬȎGŝ

Ʀū�mƮşU~ɗ( U�œ,�õ3�/�ȤďǁËmÅƮơ�ƊƟƑƄ£xŝ�w

ğŶ:"}şŞűlȁ)�ŉǃŦ ��(,��'şUéY�Ɛ�õ3Ɔǵ�õû%�

D 56b3–57a1.
| de la ’khor phun sum tshogs pa sgrub par byed pa’i pha rol tu phyin pa drug gaṅ źe na | ’dus pa 
chen po dag la lo lṅa’i bar du yaṅ dag par len du ’jug pa’i sbyin pa gaṅ yin pa de ni sbyin pa’o || 
skye bo maṅ po’i ’byor ba skyo ba med pa’i tshul khrims ni dper na kun tu rgyu rtogs byed kyi lta 
bu gaṅ yin pa de ni tshul khrims so || sems can maṅ po’i phyir bzod pa ni dper na nor lṅa bre gaṅ gi 
phyir rgya mtsho chen por chu srin ma ka ra’i khar źugs pa daṅ | yaṅ dper na nor lṅa bre gaṅ gi 
phyir khron par soṅ ba gaṅ yin pa de ni bzod pa’o || skye bo maṅ po la bskyab pa’i phyir brtson pa 
ni dper na nor bu’i phyir rgya mtsho chen po bskam par brtsams pa gaṅ yin pa de lta bu ste | de ni 
brtson ’grus so || mu stegs byed rtsibs kyi mu khyud kyi bsam gtan sems can rnams la phan pa daṅ 
ldan pa gaṅ yin pa de ni bsam gtan no || skye bo maṅ po la phan pa’i phyir brtson pa’i śes rab ni 
dper na ri dags kyi rgyal po blo bzaṅs kyis ri dags lṅa brgya rgyar chud pa rnams gźan ri boṅ daṅ 
lhan cig tu thar par byas nas ’bros su btaṅ ba daṅ | ’dzam bu’i gliṅ pa’i sems can thams cad dge ba 
bcu’i las kyi lam dag la bkod pa lta bu gaṅ yin pa de ni śes rab ste | ’di dag ni ’khor phun sum 
tshogs pa’i | pha rol tu phyin pa drug go |

Of the section on the ‘perfections of attaining fortune of the retinue,’ only the tops of six akṣaras 
are partially preserved. The first and second of these, separated by a gap of two lost akṣaras, are 
unidentifiable. The third preserved akṣara has the round top of an a or a ha, and the fourth could be 
a ta or the top of a sa. The fifth and only securely legible akṣara is ṇi, followed by the top of what 
could be a pa or a ṭ́ha. The meaning or location of these remnants within the section remain 
entirely unclear.

5) HI 13
(tatra kadara) + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + 
+ + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + (5r1) + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + 
+ + + + + + + + + + + + + + + ? pragrititathadaṇiruti ayaṃ praña (◦ ime) + + + + + + + + + + 
(20 20)

T. 36a21–36a28.
�ȠĿèƈƳx%©�ă<Ʃ/gÉȅ�ƮơşU�õ3Jò�ǸÁ�'�üşU�~Ĉ

( �ÉŘÏ�õ3ï��ơÉ;ÞƧĐ ş�X<ǆ½/ȏŇ �õ3�ĳ�ă?ĔȎ

ƈ�OĪ��rĿƉ�ûÈƗ�õ3ǟƘ�ȟëÏò<ƚ(ş�ȅ�ǇÕ~ǋæÏ�õ3

�/��Äŗř~ƈãȗ�ƞņƵè��ĿƵ�õ3Ɔǵ�õû%�
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D 79a6–b1.
| de la bsam gtan las ṅes par byuṅ ba’i pha rol tu phyin pa drug gaṅ źe na | byams pa gtso bo’i 
bsam gtan sems can la phan pa daṅ ldan pa gaṅ yin pa de ni sbyin pa’i’o || sems can la phan pa’i 
’du śes can gyi bsam gtan gaṅ yin pa de ni tshul khrims kyi’o || ’jig rten la phan par sems spro ba 
gaṅ yin pa de ni bzod pa’i’o || ñe bar źi ba’i phyir ṅes par ’byuṅ ba gaṅ yin pa de ni brtson ’grus 
kyi’o || chos kyi sbyin pa legs par bsams nas smra ba gaṅ yin pa de ni bsam gtan gyi’o || raṅ bźin 
gyis gnas pa’i ṅes pa’i tshig gaṅ yin pa de ni śes rab kyi ste | ’di dag ni bsam gtan las ṅes par 
byuṅ ba’i pha rol tu phyin pa drug go |

The ‘perfections of escape through meditation’ include, under the heading of understanding, what 
we can read securely as pragrititathadaṇiruti, which can only correspond to Skt prakṛtitathatā-
nirukti and appears to mean something along the lines of ‘explanation of the true essence of 
nature.’ Of particular interest is the inclusion of the term tathada, the more so as it is not clearly 
reflected in the Chinese translation (ŗř ‘purity,’ coming after �Ä ‘mental nature’ = prakṛti, 
may be a reflection) or the Tibetan (gnas pa, coming between raṅ bźin = prakṛti and ṅes pa’i tshig 
= nirukti, may be a weak correspondence). The usual translations of tathatā in its technical sense 
are Īp and de bźin ñid, maybe suggesting that in the context of the Bhk passage as understood 
by its Chinese and Tibetan translators it was not used in this sense.

(tatra kadara prañaṇiryadaparamida ṣo ◦ ya) + + + (5r2) + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + 
+ + + + + + + + + + + da ◦ ya aparikhed‹i›da dharmadaṇada ayaṃ kṣa(ti ◦ ya) + + + + + + + + 
+ + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + (5r3) + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + 
+ (ayaṃ praña ◦ ime praña)ṇiryadaparamida ṣo 20 20 1

T. 36a28–36b7.
�ȠƆǵèƈƳx%©�ă<ƽ²ÏòÉ�¬Ƌǆ/�õ3Jò�ăxÅǨɈÉ�ċ�ŭ

�ȋ�õ3ï��ă<Ïò�ɲÞƲ�VȐɰ�õ3�ĳ��É�'ȲïȅÏ�ƈÅ�ɠ

f>�Ɖ�õ3ǟƘ�<ȟëŌ�;�ɔǺǖÏò�õ3�/�ă<MřMƈ ƿæJǆ
ŐxÅȏX�I±đ�õ3Ɔǵ�õû%�

D 79b1–3.
| de la śes rab las ṅes par byuṅ ba’i pha rol tu phyin pa drug gaṅ źe na | chos kyi sbyin pa rab tu 
sbyin par byed pa gaṅ yin pa de ni sbyin pa’i’o || chos kyi sbyin pa zaṅ ziṅ med par smra ba gaṅ 
yin pa de ni tshul khrims kyi’o || chos kyi sbyin pa la yoṅs su skyo ba med pa gaṅ yin pa de ni 
bzod pa’i’o || dad pas ṅes par ’byuṅ ba gaṅ yin pa de ni brtson ’grus kyi’o || chos kyi sbyin pa legs 
par bsams nas smra ba gaṅ yin pa de ni bsam gtan gyi’o || raṅ bźin gyi de bźin ñid daṅ ṅes pa’i 
tshig śes pa gaṅ yin pa de ni śes rab kyi ste | ’di dag ni śes rab las ṅes par byuṅ ba’i pha rol tu 
phyin pa drug go |

The heading of this section is partially preserved in its concluding occurrence and can be securely 
reconstructed as (praña)ṇiryadaparamida ‘the perfections of escape through understanding.’ We 
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expect (ayaṃ śi)la as conclusion of the passage on virtue, but the last akṣara is quite clearly da and 
remains unexplained. In the immediately following passage on patience, the manuscript reads 
aparikhedada dharmadaṇada. In light of the Tibetan translation chos kyi sbyin pa la yoṅs su skyo 
ba med pa ‘lack of tiredness in regard to giving of the dharma,’ we emend the Gāndhārī expression 
to aparikhed‹i›da dharmadaṇada (Skt aparikheditā dharmadānatā) ‘untiring activity of giving of 
the dharma.’ The leading word is not recorded in Sanskrit and Pali dictionaries, but its formation is 
straightforward, and in its unnegated form it is attested in literary Prakrit from the Sanatku-
māracarita (Śeṭha 1928 s.v. प र# $इय).

(tatra kadara cakṣuvipagaparamida ṣo ◦ ya) + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + (5r4) + + + + + + 
+ + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + (ayaṃ kṣati ◦ ya aya)dacakṣuda aya(ṃ) vi(rya ◦ ya) + 
+ + + + + + + + + + + + + + + (ayaṃ praña ◦ ime cakṣuvipagaparamida ṣo 20 20 2)

T. 36b7–36b14.
�ȠŠżèƈƳx%©�ă<oŠƫưş��<@ē�õ3Jò�ă<±ŠxÅɫǒ�ŉ

	ƈĩĻÏCî�õ3ï��Å£ǳǭ~ƈćƙ��ŅɓǮƈ�CǛ�õ3�ĳ�±ŠĿ

ȩ~ƈÅƓ��'ş�ŉÓMƈ�õ3ǟƘ�ÅƹĞȡ£ÕɦŹ<ÏûǼ�õ3�/�ȅ

®£Õ/¦Ⱦ]�ƅaɴɢĭ�¢ų�õ3Ɔǵ�õû%�

D 79b3–5.
| de la rnam par smin pa mig gi pha rol tu phyin pa drug gaṅ źe na | mthoṅ na dga’ bar ’gyur ba’i 
mig gaṅ yin pa de ni sbyin pa’i rnam par smin pa’o || mig blta na sdug pa gaṅ yin pa de ni tshul 
khrims kyi’o || thag riṅ por mthoṅ ba gaṅ yin pa de ni bzod pa’i’o | mig dkyus riṅ ba gaṅ yin pa 
de ni brtson ’grus kyi’o | bltas pas daṅ bar ’gyur ba gaṅ yin pa de ni bsam gtan gyi’o || kun nas 
śin tu daṅ ba gaṅ yin pa de ni śes rab kyi ste | ’di dag ni rnam par smin pa mig gi pha rol tu phyin 
pa drug go |

This section is the first of a set of six that discuss the perfections in terms of the six sense organs. 
The partial preservation of the title of the section on the tongue (5v3–4) allows reconstructing the 
title of the present section as (cakṣuvipagaparamida) (Skt cakṣurvipākapāramitāḥ) ‘the 
perfections of ripening of the eyes.’ Bravery, on the evidence of the Tibetan translation, is the state 
of having elongated eyes, which in the Gāndhārī can be reconstructed as (aya)dacakṣuda (Skt 
āyatacakṣutā). The Chinese translation appears to reflect a misreading of Kharoṣṭhī yada in this 
word as śata (Skt śānta) when it says ±ŠĿȩ ‘his eyes are tranquil.’

(5r5) (tatra kadara środavipagaparamida ṣo ◦ ya) + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + 
+ + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + (5v1) + + + + + + 
+ + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + (ayaṃ praña ◦ ime 
środavipagaparamida ṣo 20 20 3)
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T. 36b14–36b22.
�Ƞ�żèƈƳx%©��xÅɧƈÅǈIŃrlÏ�ûÞƪ�õ3Jò�±�ŗřƈx

Ɂȗ�ǃ�'ĉMŉĿƉ�õ3ï��ăxÅɧ±ĉŗǓ~ƈ§ƪ�õ3�ĳ��xÅr

ƹ±Ʀţ�Cćƙ�õ3ǟƘ�ǒ±əǭ�ŉƖǢ�Ò þÓƈĩÉ��õ3�/�Ǣƈ

ÅxɧƈĽ¹Ɗpµɣ�õ3Ɔǵ�õû%�

D 79b5–7.
| de la rnam par smin pa rna ba’i pha rol tu phyin pa drug gaṅ źe na | rna ba ñams pa med pa gaṅ 
yin pa de ni sbyin pa’i’o || rna ba rnam par dag pa gaṅ yin pa de ni tshul khrims kyi’o || rna ba’i 
khams śin tu daṅ ba gaṅ yin pa de ni bzod pa’i’o || rna ba cha phra ba thos pa gaṅ yin pa de ni 
brtson ’grus kyi’o || rna ba thag riṅ ba thos pa gaṅ yin pa de ni bsam gtan gyi’o || bkur sti ma yin pa 
thos na mi dga’ ba med pa’i rna ba gaṅ yin pa de ni śes rab kyi ste | ’di dag ni rnam par smin pa rna 
ba’i pha rol tu phyin pa drug go |

Nothing is preserved of this section, but the overall spacing of the preserved text on this fragment 
clearly indicates its presence in the manuscript. The title of this section can be confidently 
reconstructed, on the basis of the Tibetan translation (rnam par smin pa rna ba’i pha rol tu phyin 
pa) and the preceding and following sections, as (środavipagaparamida) (Skt śrotravipāka-
pāramitāḥ) ‘the perfections of ripening of the ears.’

(tatra kadara ghaṇavipagaparamida ṣo ◦ ya) + + + + + + + + + (5v2) + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + 
+ + + + + + + + + + + + + + + (ayaṃ śila ◦ ya) maṇavaghayidada a(yaṃ kṣati ◦ ya) + + + + + + + 
+ + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + (5v3) + + + + + + + + + (ayaṃ praña ◦ ime 
ghaṇavipagaparamida ṣo 20 20 4)

T. 36b22–36b29.
�ȠǯżèƈƳx%©�ăǯŗǓ	�'Ó�xÅƤ�õ3Jò�~±ǯġĝƈÅÁ�Ō

�ǆ/ƈÅƯI�õ3ï��ĿƉɱÃ~Ò5¥�õ3�ĳ�ÅƤƞ½ƈÅRĄ�lŊ

ŕ�õ3ǟƘ�ǯƈÅ³�ŭşč~ƈÈƗ�õ3�/�ǯxÅƤÒ±ƷɁƈĩ�'ƯĬ

Ȏ/�õ3Ɔǵ�õû%�

D 79b7–80a2.
| de la rnam par smin pa sna’i pha rol tu phyin pa drug gaṅ źe na | daṅ bar ’gyur ba’i sna gaṅ yin pa 
de ni sbyin pa’i’o || sna’i dbaṅ po ma ñams pa gaṅ yin pa de ni tshul khrims kyi’o || yid du ’oṅ ba 
snom pa gaṅ yin pa de ni bzod pa’i’o || mi ’thun pa snom pa gaṅ yin pa de ni brtson ’grus kyi’o || 
sna ma gtugs pa gaṅ yin pa de ni bsam gtan gyi’o || skyon snom pa gaṅ yin pa de ni śes rab kyi ste | 
’di dag ni rnam par smin pa sna’i pha rol tu phyin pa drug go |

The title of this section is vouched for by the Tibetan translation (rnam par smin pa sna’i pha rol 
tu phyin pa) and the preceding and following sections: (ghaṇavipagaparamida) (Skt ghrāṇa-
vipākapāramitāḥ) ‘the perfections of ripening of the nose.’ Patience is the state of having a 
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charming smell: maṇavaghayidada (Skt manāpaghrāyitatā, with ghrāyita as a noun in the sense of 
‘smell’ not attested in the dictionaries). The Chinese translation does not agree at all with the 
Gāndhārī and Tibetan of this passage.

(tatra kadara ji)vhavipagaparamida ṣo (◦ ya) + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + 
+ + + + + + + + + (5v4) + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + (a)yaṃ 
virya ◦ ya taluṇajivhada aya ȷ̄aṇa ◦ (ya) + + + + + + + + + + + (ayaṃ praña ◦ ime 
jivhavipagaparamida ṣo 20 20 4 1)

T. 36b29–36c6.
�Ƞ�żèƈƳx%©��ȺŅ´�<ŭǼ�ɈÉŹĞT��½�õ3Jò�Ǧ¤		Ō
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D 80a2–80a4.
| de la rnam par smin pa lce’i pha rol tu phyin pa drug gaṅ źe na | lces ro myaṅs na daṅ bar 
’gyur ba gaṅ yin pa de ni sbyin pa’i’o || kheṅs tsig med pa gaṅ yin pa de ni tshul khrims kyi’o || 
skye bo maṅ po ’dod pa’i tshig gaṅ yin pa de ni bzod pa’i’o || yi ge maṅ po rjes su dran par byed 
pa gaṅ yin pa de ni brtson ’grus kyi’o || lce rkan la gźar ba gaṅ yin pa de ni bsam gtan gyi’o || 
lce mchog gaṅ yin pa de ni śes rab kyi ste | ’di dag ni rnam par smin pa lce’i pha rol tu phyin pa 
drug go |

It is the title of this section, almost completely preserved and supported by the Tibetan translation 
(rnam par smin pa lce’i pha rol tu phyin pa), that also provided the basis for reconstructing the 
preceding and following section titles: 5v3 (ji)vhavipagaparamida (Skt jihvāvipākapāramitāḥ) 
‘the perfections of ripening of the tongue.’ The only preserved passage is the one on meditation, 
which is said to be the 5v4 taluṇajihvada. There is no doubt about the reading of this word, but its 
interpretation and its relationship with the translations present many difficulties. The Tibetan trans-
lation has lce rkan la gźar ba ‘scraping of the tongue on the palate,’ the Chinese translation speaks 
of the ‘destruction of the salty and sour habits of the tongue’ (Ƶ±ɝɳ� Åť). Neither of 
these is easy to reconcile with the Gāndhārī reading as we have it. The Tibetan clearly presupposes 
the word Skt tālu ‘palate,’ and we can only suggest that gźar ba rather indirectly reflects a 
compound Skt tālūnajihvatā ‘state of the tongue being short of the palate,’ i.e., of the tongue not 
quite reaching the palate. (In Sanskrit, tālujihvā ‘tongue of the palate’ is a separate lexical item 
referring to the uvula that, however, does not agree with the Gāndhārī form and seems irrelevant 
here.) The Chinese ɝ, on the other hand, points to a reading G *loṇa = Skt lavaṇa in place of our 
manuscripts luṇa, and the presence of Ƶ further suggests that in the preparation of the Chinese 
translation, the introductory conjunction ya was misread as śa (cf. *śata for (ya)da in line 5r4). 
Taken together with the following it then yielded a compound along the lines of G *śataloṇa-
jivhada = Skt śāntalavaṇajihvatā ‘state of the tongue with salty (taste) calmed.’ The Tibetan 
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interpretation thus presupposes a stylistically awkard compound, and the Chinese is based on a 
wrong segmentation of words and compound members. We suggest that the Gāndhārī reading 
taluṇajihvada as we have it is most straightforwardly interpreted in yet another way, namely as Skt 
taruṇajihvatā ‘state of having a tender tongue,’ with l for r in the adjective, a variant also attested 
in the form of Skt taluna. This less common variant of the adjective may then have caused the 
difficulty of interpretation that gave rise to the widely differing Chinese and Tibetan inter-
pretations, along the lines sketched above.

(5v5) (tatra kadara kayavipagaparamida ṣo ◦ ya) + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + ayaṃ daṇa{da} ◦ 
ya bahujaṇaolocaṇiya(da ayaṃ śila ◦ ya) + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + 
(r1) + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + (ayaṃ praña ◦ ime 
kayavipagaparamida ṣo 20 20 4 2)

T. 36c6–36c14.
�Ƞ¦żèƈƳx%©�¦xÅɆİƲƽ²<ƃ;ƛ�õ3Jò�ƈǻş�áɀ_ �<
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D 80a4–80a6.
| de la rnam par smin pa lus kyi pha rol tu phyin pa drug gaṅ źe na | lus śas rgyas śiṅ mdog dmar 
ser gaṅ yin pa de ni sbyin pa’i’o || skye bo maṅ pos blta na sdug pa gaṅ yin pa de ni tshul 
khrims kyi’o || lus dbaṅ che bar grags pa gaṅ yin pa de ni bzod pa’i’o || lus brtan pa gaṅ yin pa de 
ni brtson ’grus kyi’o || lus śin tu gźon śa chags pa gaṅ yin pa de ni bsam gtan gyi’o || gtso bor ’gro 
ba gaṅ yin pa de ni śes rab kyi ste | ’di dag ni rnam par smin pa lus kyi pha rol tu phyin pa drug go 

The title of this section is reconstructed on the basis of the Tibetan translation (rnam par smin pa 
lus kyi pha rol tu phyin pa) and the preceding sections as 5v5 (kayavipagaparamida) (Skt kāya-
vipākapāramitāḥ) ‘the perfections of ripening of the body.’ Virtue is here described as bahu-
jaṇaolocaṇiya(da) ‘state of being worth seeing by many people,’ which corresponds to Skt bahuja-
nāvalokanīyatā by way of a wrong Sanskritization of spoken [j] to c instead of k (the two 
historical sounds having merged in Gāndhārī). The interpretation is secured by the Tibetan 
translation.

6) MS 2179/29b
Nine fragments of the Bhk manuscript (nos. 6 to 14) probably belong to the Perfections Section on 
the basis of preserved formulaic expressions or their general wording, but the brevity of the 
preserved expressions prevented us from assigning them to any more particular location within the 
text. We have abstained from attempting any reconstruction of the overall text flow, and in the 
following only comment on the individual words that are preserved.

In the first of these fragments, 6Aa ? .idaparamida is in all probability part of a compound 
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giving the title of a section on the perfections (ending in Skt -pāramitāḥ). Judging from the general 
style of these titles, the first member of the compound is likely to be either a past participle or an 
abstract noun. The akṣara preceding da could be read as vi or, more likely in view of the shape of 
the left arm, as li. As per the general pattern, this word could belong either to the introduction or to 
the conclusion of the passage.

The expression 6Ab yathabhiprayado appears to be a rare example of a noun (in ablative 
case) in vowel sandhi with another word, corresponding to Skt yathābhiprāyataḥ ‘according to 
intention.’

We tentatively take aṇachejasvati as a compound word corresponding to Skt anāchedyasmṛ-
tiḥ or anāchedyasmṛtim ‘unseverable mindfulness,’ though an interpretation as two separate words 
(noun with dependent adjective) is also possible. The following akṣara a may well be the 
beginning of a(yaṃ), concluding a particular subpassage of the section.

In the next line (6Ad), we can maybe reconstruct (apa)ramoṣa (Skt aparāmarśa) ‘non-
clinging.’ We are reminded of the passage NirdL2 9◦34 (Baums 2009) a[ṇa]chejada va ◦ apara-
moṣado va, conjoining these two terms. The following expression on our fragment is certainly aya 
pra(ña), concluding a passage on understanding.

On the other side of the fragment, 6Ba yasya is a word or part of a word in the genitive 
singular, quite possibly the relative pronoun. There is some doubt about the reading of the 
following word since our scribe does not distinguish śa and ya. We tentatively read abhaśa (Skt 
abhyāśam) ‘proximity,’ to yield a phrase ‘into whose proximity … .’ Not much less likely, 
however, would be a reading abhaya (Skt abhaya-) ‘fearless.’

In line 6Bb, pracaya (Skt pratyaya-) seems likely; only the left side of the first akṣara is 
preserved, but it does have the bend typical of pra. The second syllable of cita and the first of upa 
are both abraded and indistinct, but if the reading is correct, then the first word is certainly Skt 
citta ‘mind,’ and the second possibly Skt upa-pad- or *ut-pad- (or another word with the prefix 
upa-).

The next line contains the conclusion of a passage on understanding (aya praña), followed 
by the repetition of the title of the section introduced by ime. It is regrettable that not much of this 
title is preserved, since in combination with the other fragmentary title in 6Aa it might have helped 
locate the fragment in the overall text. As it is, all that can be read clearly is initial du, followed by 
what appears to be a consonant ṣ, but with an unusual bend to the right and then left at the foot of 
the stem that may be an anusvāra.

The last line of the fragment (6Bd) starts with part of a single akṣara that in light of what 
follows must be the conclusion of a passage on one of the first five perfections. The remains of the 
akṣara most closely resemble a ṇa, suggesting either daṇa ‘giving’ or ȷ̄aṇa ‘meditation.’ The 
following section (which would then be either on virtue or on understanding) contains introductory 
ya followed by the word (or first member of a compound) pratipakṣa (Skt pratipakṣa) ‘opposed.’

7) MS 2179/30c
The first word on this fragment, partially preserved, can be read as 7Aa praṇihid. and will 
correspond either to Skt praṇihita ‘purposeful’ or to Skt apraṇihita ‘without purpose.’ In the next 
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line (7Ab), the genitive citasya (Skt cittasya) ‘of the mind’ is certain, but it remains unclear 
whether the word stood on its own or formed the posterior member of a compound. The last line 
on this side of the fragment (7Ac) contains the sequence of akṣaras .[e]ṣkara. One immediately 
thinks of the word Skt duṣkara ‘difficult’ (as the deeds of a bodhisattva), but the first, partially 
preserved akṣara looks distinctly like a te or the top of se, the vowel mark being quite clear. No 
other likely word fitting this pattern suggests itself.

On the other side of the fragment, the first line (7Ba) does not resolve into words, though the 
fairly clear akṣara sti at least suggests asti (Skt asti) or ṇasti (Skt nāsti). In the next line (7Bb), we 
have the conclusion of a passage on bravery (ayaṃ virya). The last line contains an apparent 
compound whose last member can probably be reconstructed as aṇacheja(da) (Skt anāchedyatā) 
‘unseverability’, and the whole probably as either (praña)aṇacheja(da) (Skt prajñānāchedyatā) 
‘unseverability of understanding’ or (puña)aṇacheja(da) (Skt puṇyānāchedyatā) ‘unseverability of 
merit.’ As such, the term gives the impression of being the title of a particular section on the 
perfections.

What is more, the occurrence of cita- and of aṇacheja(da)- appears to provide a connection 
of content between this fragment and fragment no. 6, although they are no immediate physical fits 
and the surface structure of the palm leaf suggests that they belonged to two different (though 
possibly consecutive) folios. The two fragments may possibly be associated, in the Tibetan 
translation, with perfection groups no. 287 (dran pa yoṅs su ñams pa med pa’i pha rol tu phyin pa 
‘the perfections of the non-diminution of mindfulness’) and no. 289 (śes rab yoṅs su ñams pa med 
pa’i pha rol tu phyin pa ‘the perfections of the non-diminution of understanding’), though yoṅs su 
ñams pa usually translates Skt pari-hā- ‘diminish’, not anāchedya, and aṇacheja (Skt anāchedya) 
is in fact translated rgyun mi ’chad pa in the Tibetan parallel of fragment no. 1. (See also the 
discussion of the following fragment.)

8) MS 2179/30e
This fragment begins (in line 8Aa) with another partially preserved title for a group of perfections. 
A likely partial reconstruction would be -(apa)rihaṇaparami(da) (Skt -aparihāṇapāramitāḥ) ‘the 
perfections of the non-diminution of … ,’ which would make this fragment another candidate for 
one of the sections corresponding to sections no. 285 to 291 in the Tibetan translation (see 
discussion of the preceding fragment). The second line on this side of the fragment (8Ab) clearly 
contains the end of a passage on understanding and the beginning of the concluding phrase of a 
section, and can be reconstructed as (ayaṃ) praña ◦ i(me).

On the other side of the fragment, we can with some certainty reconstruct 8Ba (sa)rvatra. 
The interpretation of the following akṣaras is less certain, but upe(kṣa) (Skt upekṣā) ‘equanimity’ 
is one of several possibilities. The second line (8Bb) contains part of the concluding numbering of 
a section on the perfections. It is tempting to reconstruct (20 20 20) 20 10 1 1, interpret the number 
as 92 and associate this fragment with fragment no. 1, but the two are not a good fit either 
physically or in content. In view of the possible parallels for the partial title on the other side of 
this fragment, it may be better to interpret the same reconstruction (20 20 20) 20 10 1 1 as 292 
with (regularly) omitted hundreds.
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9) MS 2179/130j
One side of this fragment preserves the end of the title of a section, but since everything before 
9Ab paramida ṣo is lost we have no means to attempt an identification. The following passage on 
giving begins with what should probably be reconstructed as ya sa(r)va (Skt ya- sarva-). The other 
side of the fragment contains the lower halves of what can quite confidently be read 9Ba im(e) 
sarva (Skt ime sarve), presumably the beginning of the concluding formula of a section. This 
agrees well with the following line, which contains the concluding formula of a passage on 
patience in 9Bb ayaṃ kṣati, i.e., approximately the middle of the following section.

10) MS 2179/130k
The shape of this fragment suggests that it is from the left edge of a folio. In its first line (10Aa), 
we can securely reconstruct (pa)ramida (Skt pāramitāḥ). More puzzling is what follows: the next 
akṣara is almost certainly u (with lu as a less likely alternative), which means that we are not in the 
title of any of the perfections sections since there paramida is invariably followed by ṣo. What is 
more, the akṣara after u remains entirely obscure, and the last akṣara, here tentatively read as ṇe, 
features a placement of the vowel mark that, for this base consonant, is highly unusual. The next 
line, after one partially preserved unclear akṣara, has the word (or tail end of a compound) 10Ba 
ñaṇaüpatikṣetre (Skt jñānotpattikṣetre) ‘in the field where knowledge arises,’ followed by what is 
either the conjunction ca (Skt ca) ‘and’ or the beginning of another word continued in the next 
line.

On the other side of this fragment, we have the clear reading and likely reconstruction 10Ba 
sarva kamaguṇa sagradhi(da) (Skt sarve kāmaguṇāḥ saṃgrathitāḥ) ‘all strands of desire are 
entwined.’ It is also possible to read a compound sarvakamaguṇasagradhi(da) ‘entangled by all 
strands of desire,’ the matter not being decided by sarva (rather than sarve), which is a legitimate 
nominative plural form in Gāndhārī. The next line (10Bb) contains the end of a passage on bravery 
that should probably be reconstructed (upa)śamo ayaṃ virya (Skt upaśamo ’yaṃ vīryam) ‘… 
calming, this is bravery.’ The uninterpretable tops of three akṣaras from a third line are preserved 
at the lower edge of the fragment.

11) MS 2179/uf3/2e
The first line of this fragment (11Aa) remains obscure. Its first completely preserved akṣara is ṣo, 
but here it clearly is not part of a title containing paramida ṣo since it is neither followed by ya (as 
in the introductory part of a section) nor by a number (as in the concluding part). The scant traces 
preceding it are compatible with do, so one may at least suggest the very uncertain reading doṣo 
(Skt dveṣaḥ) ‘hate.’ Following this we appear to have a compound consisting of a two-syllable 
unclear prior member and possibly -gatas(y)a (Skt -gatasya) ‘gone’ as posterior member; since the 
subscript ya is not preserved, we can, however, not rule that -gata- was followed by a third 
compound member commencing with sa. The second line (11Ab) contains the concluding formula 
of a passage on patience: (a)yaṃ kṣati, followed by what appears to be the abbreviatory device 
peyalo (BHS peyāla, P peyyāla) ‘and so on.’ An alternative interpretation as Skt peśala ‘amiable’ 
is paleographically equally possible, but not likely in this position immediately following the end 
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of a passage. The likely use of abbreviatory devices in our manuscript has implications for our 
calculations of the distances between preserved text fragments, the length of lines and the overall 
size of the manuscript, but since this is the only instance of preserved peyala, and since it occurs in 
a position where it appears to abbreviate only the end of the section in question, i.e., three 
perfections filling a total of approximately one line, we still believe our calculations to be quite 
accurate. We suggest that the use of peyala in this passage was triggered by exceptional repetitive-
ness of the descriptions of the six perfections, and that overall peyala was not regularly used in the 
manuscript.

The other side of the fragment is not completely visible in the available photographs: in each 
of the two preserved lines, approximately the first three akṣaras are obscured by a folded-over 
piece of palm leaf at the right edge of the fragment. The only expression that is visible, in the 
second of the two lines (11Bb), can be reconstructed as parami(da) (Skt pāramitāḥ).

12) MS 2179/uf3/2f; A (CKM 358)
Line 12Ba of this fragment can be reconstructed as .ida ayaṃ pra(ña), with a typical abstract noun 
in -da (Skt -tā) preceding ayaṃ.

13) AF A1
The first line of this fragment (13Aa) remains completely obscure. In the second line (13Ab), we 
have the clear conclusion of a passage on understanding and the beginning of the conclusion of the 
overall section: ayaṃ praña ◦ ime (of the vowel mark on me, only the very base is visible where it 
attaches to the left arm of the ma).

On the other side of the fragment, the first line (13Ba) preserves two recognizable word 
elements, but their exact relation to each other (separate words or compound) and the rest of the 
clause remain unclear. The numeral paṃca (Skt pañca) ‘five’ is followed by what is either varṣi or 
varṣe. We prefer the former reading as it allows us to read the Gāndhārī form paṃcavarṣi of a 
fairly common compound Skt pañcavarṣika or pañcavarṣiya ‘five years old’ or ‘occurring every 
five years.’ Whether this in turn should be joined to the following akṣara to give paṃcavarṣida 
(Skt pañcavarṣikatā) ‘state of being five years old or occurring every five years’ and then ṇama 
(Skt nāma) ‘indeed,’ or whether we should rather separate paṃcavarṣi daṇa (Skt pañcavarṣikaṃ 
dānam) ‘gift on a fifth anniversary’ or paṃcavarṣi daṇama with incomplete second word is quite 
uncertain. The second line contains five akṣaras of unclear meaning that seem to belong to two 
separate words, one ending in ṇiye, the other starting with pravi.

14) AF A4
The first line on one side of this fragment (14Aa) carries the remains of a number sign 10 4 which 
could have formed any number between 14 (10 4) and 19 (10 4 4 1) and, by regular omission of 
hundreds, could have signified this number added to any multiple of one hundred. The number 
sign appears to be preceded by a punctuation sign in the form of a small circle. The other side of 
the fragment contains, in its second line (14Bb), what we very tentatively read as kṣati. The 
identity of the preceding akṣara remains unclear, but it appears to carry a vowel mark i or e and, in 
any case, cannot be interpreted as common ya or ayaṃ.
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15) MS 2179/29a
This is the first preserved fragment from the Buddhas Section of our Bhk manuscript. Nothing 
remains of the descriptions of the first eighty-eight buddhas.

(aṃgayasya tathagadasya) + + + + (ṇama jadabhumi ◦ traye yoviṇa prabha ◦ kṣatriyo jadiye ◦) + + 
+ + (ṇama pida ◦) + + + + (ṇama mada ◦) + + + + (ṇama pu)(15r1)tro ◦ prañacuḍo ṇama 
vaṭ́ha(ya ◦) + + + + (ṇama praṃñamaṃtaṇa agro ◦) + + + + (ṇama irdhimaṃtaṇa agro ◦ 
varṣasahasro ayupramaṇo ◦ ṇavadi koḍi śravagaṇa prathame saṃṇipade ◦ aśiti koḍi dudiye ◦ satadi 
koḍi tridiye ◦ duvadaśa va)(15r2)rṣasahasra sadharmavasthiti ◦ vestha(riga śarira 4 4 1)

“89: The native country of the tathāgata Aṃgaya is called + + + + His radiance extends three 
yojanas. He is a kṣatriya by birth. His father is called + + + + His mother is called + + + + His son 
is called + + + + His attendant is called Prañacuḍa. The foremost in understanding is called + + + + 
The foremost in supernatural power is called + + + + His lifespan is a thousand years. Nine 
hundred million listeners are in his first assembly; eight hundred million in the second; seven 
hundred million in the third. The duration of the good dharma is twelve thousand years. His relics 
are dispersed.”

T. 57c4–57c10.
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D 119a6–b1.
| de bźin gśegs pa yan lag skyes skye ba’i yul ni gnas dga’ źes bya’o || rigs ni rgyal rigs so || ’od ni 
dpag tshad gsum mo || yab ni dbaṅ po’i mtshon cha źes bya’o || yum ni lha mo’i dbaṅ phyug ces 
bya’o || sras ni chu lha’i lha źes bya’o || rim gro pa ni śes rab gtsug ces bya’o || śes rab can 
rnams kyi mchog ni blo gros bla ma źes bya’o || rdzu ’phrul can rnams kyi mchog ni chos dpal źes 
bya’o || ’dus pa daṅ po la ni ñan thos duṅ phyur phrag dgu’o || gñis pa la ni duṅ phyur phrag 
brgyad do || gsum pa la ni duṅ phyur phrag bdun no || sku tshe’i tshad ni lo stoṅ ṅo || dam pa’i 
chos ni lo khri ñis stoṅ gi bar du gnas so || sku gduṅ ni rgyas par ’gyur ro |

The buddha that forms the subject of this section has two name variants in Weller’s list (see 
introduction): Aṅgaja and Aṅgada. The former of these variants is supported by the evidence of the 
Tibetan (Yan lag skyes) and, indirectly, the Chinese: ƔÓ is a translation equivalent of Skt ākāśa 
‘space.’ The Gāndhārī pronunciation of this word, after regular voicing of medial consonants, 
would have been [aːjaːʝə], with the possible spelling agaśa (so attested in NirdL2; Baums 2009). 
Since anusvāras are commonly omitted in Kharoṣṭhī orthography and ya and śa came to assume an 
identical shape (both properties of the Bhk hand), the name spelling *Agaya (Skt Aṅgaja) could 
thus easily have been mistaken for *Agaśa (Skt Ākāśa). We therefore reconstruct (aṃgayasaya) 
(with anusvāra for clarity).
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The name of the attendant is given as Prañacuḍa (Skt Prajñācūḍa), which agrees well with 
the Tibetan translation Śes rab gtsug, but less well with the Chinese translation ƆƎ. It is difficult 
to find semantic agreement between G cuḍa and Chin. Ǝ, and it is worth considering whether the 
Chinese syllable (Old Northwest Chinese pronunciation *kėt; Coblin 1994: 346–347) was not 
meant as a transcription of the Gāndhārī sound. For the form 15r1 vaṭ́ha(ya) (Skt upasthāyakaḥ) 
with apheresis and contraction of the termination compare vaṭ́hayag̱a and vaṭ́haye in the Central 
Asian Gāndhārī documents (Burrow 1937: 118), but uvaṭhayaga in the story collection AvL1 (Lenz 
2010).

The ‘persistence of the dharma’ (15r2 sadharmavast́iti, Skt saddharmāvasthitiḥ) is translated 
into subject-predicate constructions in the Chinese (OÏrY) and the Tibetan (dam pa’i chos ni 
… gnas so). In this passage, the translations agree that the dharma will persist for twelve thousand 
years, and we accordingly reconstruct 15r1–2 (duvadaśa va)rṣasahasra.

Out of the two general possibilities, the relics of the buddha *Aṃgaya are ‘scattered’ (Tib. 
rgyas par ’gyur ro) or ‘completely scattered everywhere in the ten directions’ (Chin. ƅùǊJ�
1). The partially preserved Gāndhārī expression can be reconstructed as 15r2 vest́a(riga śarira) 
(Skt vaistārikāṇi śarīrāṇi).

(amidabudhisya tathagadasya) + + + + (ṇama jadabhumi ◦ sata yoviṇa prabha ◦ brahmaṇo jadiye ◦) 
+ + + + (ṇama pida ◦) + + + + (ṇama mada ◦) + + + + (ṇama putro ◦) + + + + (ṇama 
va)(15r3)ṭ́haya ‹◦› citarudo ṇama prañamaṃtaṇa (agro ◦) + + + + (ṇama irdhimaṃtaṇa agro ◦ 
varṣakoḍi ayupramaṇo ◦ satadi koḍi śravagaṇa prathame saṃṇipade ◦ paṃcaïśa koḍi dudiye ◦ 
capariśa koḍi tridiye ◦ ṣo varṣakoḍi sadharmavaṭh́idi ◦) (15r4) vestariga śarira 20 20 20 20 10

“90: The native country of the tathāgata Amidabudha is called + + + + His radiance extends seven 
yojanas. He is a brahman by birth. His father is called + + + + His mother is called + + + + His son 
is called + + + + His attendant is called + + + + The foremost in understanding is called Citaruda. 
The foremost in supernatural power is called + + + + His lifespan is ten million years. Seven 
hundred million listeners are in his first assembly; five hundred million in the second; four 
hundred million in the third. The duration of the good dharma is sixty million years. His relics are 
dispersed.”

T. 57c11–57c17.
ƈƙɛp®ÅU�k�ähƐǥ�±�`Ëƶ�}�¨�œ�ǝ9hUËŠPqȫò�
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D 119b1–4.
| de bźin gśegs pa blo mtha’ yas skye ba’i yul ni me tog gi gdugs źes bya’o || rigs ni bram ze’o || 
’od ni dpag tshad bdun no || yab ni mig dmar źes bya’o || yum ni klus byin źes bya’o || sras ni 
mdzes pa źes bya’o || rim gro pa ni lha bzaṅs źes bya’o || śes rab can rnams kyi mchog ni sgra 
sñan źes bya’o || rdzu ’phrul can rnams kyi mchog ni dal ’gro źes bya’o || ’dus pa daṅ po la ni ñan 
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thos duṅ phyur phrag bdun no || gñis pa la ni duṅ phyur phrag lṅa’o || gsum pa la ni duṅ phyur 
phrag bźi’o || sku tshe’i tshad ni lo bye ba’o || dam pa’i chos ni lo bye ba phrag drug gi bar du gnas 
so || sku gduṅ ni rgyas par ’gyur ro |

Our reconstruction of the buddha name as Amidabudhi is directly supported by Weller’s form 
Amitabuddhi as well as the Chinese (ƈƙɛ) and Tibetan translations (Blo mtha’ yas).

The follower of the buddha ‘foremost among those in understanding’ is expressed as 15r3 
prañamaṃtaṇa (agro) (Skt prajñāmatām agraḥ) in our manuscript. Both the Tibetan and the 
Chinese translate this quite literally as śes rab can rnams kyi mchog and ������ ‘most 
excellent student of wisdom.’ In the case of this buddha, his name is given as Citaruda. The 
Chinese and Tibetan translations reflect two different interpretations of this name, � corre-
sponding to Skt Cittaruta, sGra sñan apparently to Citraruta. The spelling of our manuscript favors 
the former interpretation.

The section ends with the number signs 20 20 20 20 10, breaking off at the left edge of the 
fragment. We cannot be entirely sure that no further number signs followed, but since the general 
convention of the manuscript is to only write whole decades in full and abbreviate all intermediate 
number signs to the units, it is very likely that the intended number is indeed 90, agreeing with the 
sequential position of this buddha in the Tibetan translation.

+ + + + + (tathagadasya) + + + + (ṇama jadabhumi ◦) + + + + (yoviṇa prabha ◦) + + + (jadiye ◦) + 
+ + + (ṇama pida ◦) + + + + (ṇama mada ◦) + + + + (ṇama putro ◦) + + + + (ṇama vaṭh́ayo ◦) + + + 
+ (ṇa)(15r5)ma prañamaṃta(ṇa agro ◦) + + + + (ṇama irdhimaṃtaṇa agro ◦) + + + + + + 
(ayupramaṇo ◦) + + + + + (prathame saṃṇipade ◦) + + + + + (dudiye ◦) + + + + (tridiye ◦) + + + + 
+ + (sadharmavaṭh́idi ◦ ekaghaṇa śarira ◦ eko) (15v1) (th)ubo 2

T. 57c18–57c24.
Ɛɉp®ÅU�k�ähå6�±�`Ëƶ"}
�¨���ǝ9hǼĉPqǼ6��3
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T. 57c25–58a2.
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D 119b4–6.
| de bźin gśegs pa gzugs bzaṅ skye ba’i yul ni gzi brjid can źes bya’o || rigs ni rgyal rigs so || ’od ni 
dpag tshad bcu gsum mo || yab ni dga’ ba’i dbaṅ phyug ces bya’o || yum ni dga’ ldan ma źes bya’o 
|| sras ni ’gro don grub ces bya’o || rim gro pa ni bla mas byin źes bya’o || śes rab can rnams kyi 
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mchog ni bsod nams rgya chen źes bya’o || rdzu ’phrul can rnams kyi mchog ni bag mi tsha ba źes 
bya’o || ’dus pa daṅ po la ni ñan thos duṅ phyur phrag bdun no || gñis pa la ni duṅ phyur phrag 
dgu’o || gsum pa la ni ther ’bum mo || sku tshe’i tshad ni lo sum khri’o || dam pa’i chos ni lo khri 
drug stoṅ gi bar du gnas so || sku gduṅ ni ril po gcig tu ’dug go || mchod rten yaṅ gcig tu zad do |

D 119b6–120a2.
| de bźin gśegs pa mkhyen ldan skye ba’i yul ni bde ba bkod pa źes bya’o || rigs ni bram ze’o || ’od 
ni dpag tshad bcu bźi’o || yab ni draṅ sroṅ byin źes bya’o || yum ni rdul bral źes bya’o || sras ni dpa’ 
bo źes bya’o || rim gro pa ni kun dga’ bo źes bya’o || śes rab can rnams kyi mchog ni spyod pa 
źes bya’o || rdzu ’phrul can rnams kyi mchog ni des pa źes bya’o || ’dus pa daṅ po la ni ñan thos 
duṅ phyur phrag gñis daṅ bye ba phrag gñis so || gñis pa la ni duṅ phyur phrag gñis daṅ bye ba 
phrag gcig go || gsum pa la ni duṅ phyur phrag gñis so || sku tshe’i tshad ni lo ñi khri brgyad stoṅ 
ṅo || dam pa’i chos ni lo drug khri’i bar du gnas so || sku gduṅ ni ril po gcig tu ’dug go || mchod 
rten yaṅ gcig tu zad do |

Judging from the available space, here the scribe of our manuscript either accidentally skipped 
section *91 (on the buddha *Suruva), or he skipped from within that section to the next section 
(that on the buddha *Ñaṇi) and in effect amalgamated the two. The fact that the section that we 
have, coming immediately after section 90 in our manuscript, carries the number ‹9›2 (which on 
the Chinese and Tibetan evidence belonged to *Ñaṇi) rather than adjusted *91, shows that our 
scribe was working from a written exemplar that already contained section numbering.

The conclusion of the section agrees with the information given by the translations for both 
of the two buddhas in question: they each had a single stūpa. The Chinese expression is ȝ��t�
‘they raised one large stūpa,’ and the Tibetan mchod rten yaṅ gcig tu zad do ‘the stūpa also was in 
one piece.’ On the basis of these translations and with the support of 19v3 eko thubo, we recon-
struct 15r5–v1 (eko th)ubo (but compare also 16r4 ekaghaṇo thubo in a metrical passage).

ra(ś)m(isa tathagadasya veḍuryaprabha ṇama jadabhumi ◦ triaśiti yoviṇa prabha ◦ kṣatriyo jadiye 
◦) + + + + (ṇama pida ◦) + + + + (ṇama mada ◦) + + + + (ṇama putro ◦) + + + + (ṇama vaṭh́ayo ◦) + 
+ + + (ṇama prañamaṃtaṇa) (15v2) agro ◦ datamitro ṇa(ma irdhimaṃtaṇa agro ◦ aśiti 
varṣasahasra ayupramaṇo ◦ duvaśiti koḍi śravagaṇa prathame saṃṇipade ◦ sataaśiti koḍi dudiye ◦ 
ṣaaśiti koḍi tridiye ◦ triṃśa varṣasahasra sadharmavaṭh́idi ◦ vestariga) (15v3) śarira 3

“93: The native country of the tathāgata Raśmi is called + + + + His radiance extends eighty-three 
yojanas. He is a kṣatriya by birth. His father is called + + + + His mother is called + + + + His son 
is called + + + + His attendant is called + + + + The foremost in understanding is called + + + + 
The foremost in supernatural power is called + + + + His lifespan is eighty thousand years. Eight 
hundred and twenty million listeners are in his first assembly; eight hundred and seventy million in 
the second; eight hundred and sixty in the third. The duration of the good dharma is thirty 
thousand years. His relics are dispersed.”
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T. 58a3–58a9.
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D 120a2–5.
| de bźin gśegs pa ’od zer skye ba’i yul ni bai ḍūrya’i ’od ces bya’o || rigs ni rgyal rigs so || ’od ni 
dpag tshad brgyad cu rtsa gsum mo || yab ni phan par dga’ źes bya’o || yum ni yid dga’ źes bya’o || 
sras ni yid smon źes bya’o || rim gro pa ni chog dga’ źes bya’o || śes rab can rnams kyi mchog ni 
’phags dgyes dga’ źes bya’o || rdzu ’phrul can rnams kyi mchog ni dul ba’i bśes gñen źes bya’o || 
’dus pa daṅ po la ni ñan thos duṅ phyur phrag gñis daṅ bye ba phrag brgyad do || gñis pa la ni duṅ 
phyur phrag brgyad daṅ bye ba phrag bdun no || gsum pa la ni duṅ phyur phrag brgyad daṅ bye ba 
phrag drug go || sku tshe’i tshad ni lo brgyad khri’o || dam pa’i chos ni lo sum khri’i bar du gnas so 
|| sku gduṅ ni rgyas par ’gyur ro |

Our reconstruction of the partially preserved buddha name Ra(ś)m(i) is directly supported by 
Weller’s list (Raśmi) as well as the Chinese (`Ë) and Tibetan translations (’Od zer).

The follower of the buddha ‘foremost among those in supernormal power’ is expressed as 
15v2 (irdhimaṃtaṇa agro) (Skt ṛddhimatām agraḥ) in our manuscript. The literal Tibetan 
translation is rdzu ’phrul can rnams kyi mchog, the Chinese translation ī¥�� ‘(most excellent) 
student of spiritual power.’ His name is preserved as Datamitra. The Chinese (Ȇ*) and Tibetan 
(Dul ba’i bśes gñen) translations show that this should be interpreted as Skt Dāntamitra (rather 
than Dattamitra, another possibility of the Kharoṣṭhī orthography).

driḍhabradasya tathaga(dasya) + + + + (ṇama jadabhumi ◦ yoviṇo prabha ◦ brahmaṇo jadiye ◦) + 
+ + + (ṇama pida ◦) + + + + (ṇama mada ◦) + + + + (ṇama putro ◦) + + + + (ṇama vaṭh́ayo ◦) + + + 
+ (ṇama prañamaṃta)(15v4)ṇa agro ◦ masura ṇama irdhimaṃta(ṇa agro ◦ varṣakoḍi 
ayupramaṇo ◦ koḍiśado śravagaṇa prathame saṃṇipade ◦ sataṇavadi koḍi dudiye ◦ paṃcaṇavadi 
koḍi tridiye ◦ capariśa varṣakoḍi sadharmavaṭh́idi ◦ vestariga śarira 4)

“94: The native country of the tathāgata Driḍhabhadra is called + + + + His radiance extends a 
yojana. He is a brahman by birth. His father is called + + + + His mother is called + + + + His son 
is called + + + + His attendant is called + + + + The foremost in understanding is called + + + + 
The foremost in supernatural power is called Masura. His lifespan is ten million years. One billion 
listeners are in his first assembly; nine hundred and seventy million in the second; nine hundred 
and fifty million in the third. The duration of the good dharma is four hundred million years. His 
relics are dispersed.”

T. 58a10–58a16.
Ľǧp®ÅU�k�äh2ǅ�±�`ËƶF�¨�œ�ǝ9h,ƫPqƐƨĉ��3Ž
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D 120a5–120b1.
| de bźin gśegs pa brtul śugs brtan skye ba’i yul ni ñi ma ’dod ces bya’o || rigs ni bram ze’o || ’od 
ni dpag tshad gcig go || yab ni lha dga’ źes bya’o || yum ni ṅa ro yid bzaṅ źes bya’o || sras ni dbaṅ 
phyug byin źes bya’o || rim gro pa ni yid ’oṅ ṅa ro źes bya’o || śes rab can rnams kyi mchog ni ñi 
mas byin źes bya’o || rdzu ’phrul can rnams kyi mchog ni sbraṅ rtsi źes bya’o || ’dus pa daṅ po 
la ni ñan thos ther ’bum mo || gñis pa la ni duṅ phyur phrag dgu daṅ bye ba phrag bdun no || gsum 
pa la ni duṅ phyur phrag dgu daṅ bye ba phrag lṅa’o || sku tshe’i tshad ni lo bye ba’o || dam pa’i 
chos ni lo duṅ phyur phrag bźi’i bar du gnas so || sku gduṅ ni rgyas par ’gyur ro |

The preserved buddha name Driḍhabrada agrees with Weller’s list (Dṛḍhavrata) as well as the 
Chinese (Ľǧ) and Tibetan translations (if the Derge text is adjusted to brTul źugs brtan). His 
follower foremost among those in supernormal power is called Masura (Skt Madhura), agreeing in 
principle with both the Chinese (öŮ) and Tibetan (sBraṅ rtsi) translations. We note, however, 
that the Chinese more commonly translates Skt mṛdu ‘soft,’ and that a certain confusion or 
conflation of Skt madhu and mṛdu has been previously observed in connection with the Buddhist 
Sanskrit plant name madhugandhika / mṛdugandhika (BHSD s.v.).13 It has been suggested that a 
(partial) phonetic merger of these terms in Gāndhārī may be at the root of the confusion (von 
Hinüber 1985: 72–73). In general, however, intervocalic dh [dʱ] > s [z] and d [d] > d [ð] remain 
distinct in Gāndhārī—as also in this name in our manuscript—and if indeed the Buddhist Sanskrit 
confusion does go back to Middle Indo-Aryan, then another dialect than Gāndhārī would seem to 
have formed the basis.

(15v5) maṃgalisya tathagadasya p(r)iya + + (ṇama jadabhumi ◦ satadi yoviṇa prabha ◦ 
brahmaṇo jadiye ◦) + + + + (ṇama pida ◦) + + + + (ṇama mada ◦) + + + + (ṇama putro ◦) + + + + 
(ṇama vaṭh́ayo ◦) + + + + (prañamaṃtaṇa agro ◦) + + + + (irdhimaṃtaṇa agro ◦ paṃcaïśa 
varṣasahasra ayupramaṇo ◦ paṃcaïśa koḍi śravagaṇa prathame saṃṇipade ◦ aṭhacapariśa koḍi 
dudiye ◦ ṣacapariśa koḍi tridiye ◦ vestariga śarira 4 1)

“95: The native country of the tathāgata Maṃgali is called Priya + + His brilliance extends seventy 
yojanas. He is a brahman by birth. His father is called + + + + His mother is called + + + + His son 
is called + + + + His attendant is called + + + + The foremost in understanding is called + + + + 
The foremost in supernatural power is called + + + + His lifespan is fify thousand years. Five 
hundred million listeners are in his first assembly; four hundred and eighty million in the second; 
four hundred and sixty in the third. His relics are dispersed.”

13 Also the Indian tradition connected the two words, cf. Harivaṃśa 42.18c: mṛdus tv ayaṃ madhur nama. (We thank 
Oskar von Hinüber for bringing this passage to our attention.)
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T. 58a17–58a23.
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D 120b1–3.
| de bźin gśegs pa bkra śis skye ba’i yul ni dga’ ’dul źes bya’o || rigs ni bram ze’o || ’od ni dpag 
tshad bdun cu’o || yab ni sems kyi rgyal po źes bya’o || yum ni me tog ’od ces bya’o || sras ni mtha’ 
yas lag ces bya’o || rim gro pa ni bśes gñen rgyal po źes bya’o || śes rab can rnams kyi mchog ni 
chos kyi ’byuṅ gnas źes bya’o || rdzu ’phrul can rnams kyi mchog ni rnam par rgyal ba’i bśes gñen 
źes bya’o || ’dus pa daṅ po la ni ñan thos duṅ phyur phrag lṅa’o || gñis pa la ni duṅ phyur phrag bźi 
daṅ bye ba phrag brgyad do || gsum pa la ni duṅ phyur phrag bźi daṅ bye ba phrag drug go || sku 
tshe’i tshad ni lo lṅa khri’o || dam pa’i chos ni lo bye ba’i bar du gnas so || sku gduṅ ni rgyas par 
’gyur ro |

The preserved buddha name Maṃgali agrees with Weller’s list (Maṅgalin) as well as the Chinese 
(dš) and Tibetan (bKra śis) translations. This is one of only two passages (the other being 19v2 
ugamasa tathagadasa) preserving the buddhas’ title tathagadasya (Skt tathāgatasya).

This fragment also preserves part of the specification of Maṃgali’s birthplace. The term in 
question—reconstructed here, but preserved in 16v2 and 19r2—is jadabhumi (Skt jātabhūmiḥ), 
rather than expected *jadibhumi (Skt jātibhūmiḥ). For this use of jāta- in compound, cf. Buddhist 
Sanskrit jātamaha in place of jātimaha (BHSD s.v.). The name of the birthplace is partially 
preserved, and the Chinese (Pƫ) and Tibetan (dGa’ ’dul) translations allow us to reconstruct its 
prior member as p(r)iya (Skt priya-). The lost second member remains obscure as its translations 
do not appear to agree with each other.

16) HG 45
This fragment contains the remains of five buddha sections in verse, all of which are also in verse 
in the Tibetan translation. From here onwards, the Chinese translation is no longer available and 
we have to rely on the Tibetan alone for our reconstructions. The verse passages do employ some 
recurring building blocks (see introduction), but are overall much less rigidly formulaic than the 
prose passages, and thus further limit our ability to restore lost text.

+ + + + + + + + + + + (◦) + + + + + + + + + + + (◦)
+ + + + + + + + + + + (◦) (16r1) + + + + + + + + + + + (|)
+ + + + + + + + + + + (◦) + + + + + + + + + + + (◦)
+ + + + + + + + + + + (◦) + + + + + + + + + + + (|)
+ + + + + + + + + + + (◦) + + + + + + + + + + + (◦)
(16r2) + + + + + + + + + + + (◦) + + + + + + + + + + + (|)
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+ + + + + + + + + + + (◦) + ? vesthari(ga) + + + + + (◦)
+ + + + + + + + + + + (◦) + + + + + + + + + + + + (|)

D 212a7–212b3.
| de bźin gśegs pa seṅ ge’i sde dag gi || skye ba’i yul ni bzod par dka’ źes bya |
| rgyal ba’i rigs ni bram ze ’od kyi tshad || dpag tshad brgyad yod mchod sbyin bzaṅ po yab |
| ’phags pa’i ’od ces bya ba rgyal ba’i yum || sras po ’brug sgra tog ni rim gro pa |
| dpa’ stobs can źes bya ba mkhas pa ste || seṅ ge’i stabs kyis ’gro ba rdzu ’phrul can |
| ’dus pa lan graṅs drug cu drug kun la’aṅ || mchod pa mchog gis mchod par ’os pa po |
| dgra bcom tha spaṅs ther ’bum ther ’bum yod || mi tshe lo graṅs sum khri drug stoṅ yin |
| gzuṅ ba med par phyin pa’i dam chos dag || lo graṅs ñi khri bźi stoṅ bar du gnas |
| rgyal ba’i sku gduṅ dag ni rgyas ’gyur la || mchod rten bye ba ’bum phrag dgu bcu dgu |

The name of the buddha of this section is not preserved. On the basis of Weller’s list (Siṃhasena) 
and the Tibetan translation (Seṅ ge’i sde) we can reconstruct *Sihaseṇa, but the placement of this 
name in the verse remains uncertain. The only preserved word from what appears to have been a 
sequence of four stanzas is 16r2 vesthari(ga), indicating (in agreement with the Tibetan 
translation) that the relics of the buddha *Sihaseṇa were scattered. The minute tip of a foot 
preceding this may (or may not) have belonged to a ra (as in the word śarira).

+ + + + + + + + + + + (◦) (16r3) + + + + + + + + + + + (◦)
+ + + + + + + + + + + (◦) + + + + + + + + + (caṃdriṃ)dro |
ṇakṣatraraja mada jiṇasya (◦) + + + + + + + + + + + (◦)
+ + + + + + + + + + + (◦) + + + + + + + + + + + (|)
(16r4) + + + + + + + + + + + (◦) + + + + + + + + + + + (◦)
+ + + + + + + + + + + (◦) + + + + + + + + + + + (|)
ekaghaṇo thubo jiṇasya ◦ ra(daṇa) + + + + + + + + (◦)
+ + + + + + + + + + + (◦) (16r5) + + + + + + + + + + + (|)

D 212b3–6.
| sems can sñiṅ po nor lha’i bu skye ba’i || yul ni gzi brjid ’byuṅ ba źes kyaṅ bya |
| rigs ni bram ze yin te ’od dpag tshad || sum cu rtsa gñis zla ba’i dbaṅ po yab |
| rgyu skar rgyal po rgyal yum sras po ni || legs ’oṅs paṅ nas skyes pa rim gro pa |
| lha yi ’od ces bya ba mkhas pa ste || lha yi mig ces bya ba rdzu ’phrul can |
| ’dus pa lan graṅs dgu bcu kun la yaṅ || dgra bcom bsod nams ’bras bu mchog thob pa |
| bye ba phrag ni bdun cu gñis gñis yod || mi tshe lo graṅs dgu khri bźi stoṅ yin |
| srid pa źi bar phyin pa’i dam chos dag || lo graṅs dgu khri ñis stoṅ bar du gnas |
| rgyal ba’i sku gduṅ mchod rten gcig yin te || dpag tshad lṅa pa rin po che yis spras |

The name of the buddha of this section is not preserved, but on the basis of Weller’s list (Vāsava) 
and the Tibetan translation (Nor lha’i bu) we can confidently reconstruct, though not place in its 
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pāda, *Vasava. The last akṣara of the first stanza (marked by a daṇḍa punctuation mark) is 16r3 
dro, and the Tibetan translation makes it likely that this belonged to the name of the father of this 
buddha (Zla ba’i dbaṅ po) which can then be reconstructed as (Caṃdriṃ)dro.

The beginning of the second stanza provides the name of the mother: 16r3 ṇakṣatraraja 
mada jiṇasya (Skt nakṣatrarājā mātā jinasya) ‘the mother of the conqueror was called Nakṣatrara-
ja.’ The Tibetan translation confirms this, but curiously gives the name of the mother the masculine 
form rGyu skar rgyal po, presumably misled by the well-known buddha and bodhisattva name Skt 
Nakṣatrarāja (BHSD s.v.). If our reconstruction of the preceding passage on the buddha’s father 
was correct, then this passage on his mother shows that in the verse passages, even the word order 
of such parallel formulations was not fixed, but rather obeyed the (obscure) metrical requirements 
of its position in the verse.

The beginning of the fourth stanza informs us that the stūpa of the buddha was in one mass: 
16r4 ekaghaṇo thubo jiṇasya (Skt ekaghanaḥ stūpo jinasya). This agrees precisely with the third 
pāda of the fourth stanza of the Tibetan translation (rgyal ba’i sku gduṅ mchod rten gcig yin te), 
supporting our reconstruction of this section’s division into verses and pādas. It seems likely that 
the following akṣara ra corresponds to rin po che in the Tibetan, leading us to tentatively recon-
struct 16r4 ra(daṇa) at the beginning of pāda b. We noted, however, that as a rule pādas have 
trochaic cadences, making a Sanskritic form ra(tna) a plausible alternative.

+ + + + + + + + + + + (◦) + + + + + + + + + + + (◦)
+ + + + + + + + + + + (◦) + + + + + + + + + (maha)rdha |
yaśapuyida mada jiṇa(sya ◦) + + + + + + + + + + + (◦)
+ + + + + + + + + + + (◦) + + + + + + + + + + + (|)
(16v1) + + + + + + + + + + + (◦) + + + + + + + + + + + (◦)
+ + + + + + (koḍisaha)sra ◦ ayu ṇaraṇa aśiti ṇiy(uda |)
+ + + + + + + + + + + (◦) + + + + + + + + + + + (◦)
+ + + + + + + + + + + (◦) (16v2) + + + + + + + + + + + (|)

D 212b6–213a1.
| mtshuṅs pa med pa grags pa skye ba yi || yul ni mchod pa dag gis brgyan źes bya |
| rgyal ba’i rigs ni rgyal rigs ’od kyi tshad || dpag tshad dgu yod yab ni ’byor ldan yin |
| grags mchog ma źes bya ba rgyal yum || sras po skar ldan legs byin rim gro pa |
| mthu rtsal zla ba źes bya mkhas pa ste || mtha’ yas ’od ces bya ba rdzu ’phrul can |
| ’dus pa dag ni lan graṅs brgyad cu ste || kun la’aṅ chags pa med par gyur de dag |
| bye ba phrag ni stoṅ stoṅ ’dus par ’gyur || mi tshe lo graṅ bdun khri sum stoṅ yin |
| ’gro la phan phyir dam pa’i chos dag kyaṅ || lo graṅs dgu khri’i bar du gnas par ’gyur |
| rgyal ba yoṅs su mya ṅan ’das nas kyaṅ || sku gduṅ rgyas ’gyur mchod rten bye ba stoṅ |

The name of the buddha of this section is not preserved, but on the basis of Weller’s list (Yaśas) 
and the Tibetan translation (Grags pa) we can reconstruct *Yaśa. Just as the preceding section, this 
section gives the name of the father at the very end of the first stanza, and the name of the mother 
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(also using the same formulation as in the preceding section) at the beginning of the second stanza. 
On the basis of the Tibetan translation ’Byor ldan, we can reconstruct the Gāndhārī name of the 
father as (Maha)rdha (Skt Maharddha). The mother’s name is preserved as Yaśapuyida (Skt 
Yaśaḥpujitā), differing in its second element from her name in the Tibetan translation (Grags 
mchog).

Each of the assemblies of the buddha Yaśa according to the beginning of the third stanza 
contained a thousand times ten million followers, expressed as 16v1 (koḍisaha)sra (Skt koṭisahas-
ram) in the Gāndhārī and as bye ba phrag ni stoṅ stoṅ in the Tibetan. The following pāda specifies 
the lifespan of men, and we very tentatively reconstruct 16v1 ayu ṇaraṇa aśiti ṇiy(uda) (Skt āyur 
narāṇām aśītir niyutāni). One problem is that the value of Skt niyuta is not well-defined, but one 
million is a common interpretation (MW, BHSD s.v.). The other problem is that the Tibetan 
translation in any case specifies the much lower number bdun khri sum stoṅ = 73,000. Keeping 
further in mind that ṇiyuda is in fact nowhere unambiguously preserved in our fragments, the 
degree of uncertainty of our reconstruction becomes clear. The fact remains, however, that no other 
numeral exists that starts with the required syllable ṇi and would fit into the pāda.

(jayasya logaṇa)thasya ◦ durjaya ṇama jadabhumi (◦)
+ + + + + + + + + + + (◦) + + + + + + + + + + + (|)
+ + + + + + + + + + + (◦) (16v3) + + + + + + + + + + + (◦)
+ + + + + + + + + + + (◦) + + + + + + + + + + + (|)
+ + + + + + + + (sa)hasra ◦ ayu ṇaraṇa aśiti (sahasra ◦)
+ + + + + + + + + + + (◦) + + + + + + + + + + + (|)
+ + + + + + + + + + + (◦) (16v4) + + + + + + + + + + + (◦)
+ + + + + + + + + + + (◦) + + + + + + + + + + + (4) 4 1

D 213a1–4.
| ’jig rten mgon po rgyal ba skye ba yi || yul ni rgyal bar dka’ ba źes kyaṅ bya |
| rigs ni rgyal rigs yin te ’od kyi tshad || dpag tshad ñi khri dbaṅ po chen po yab |
| rgyags sred ma źes bya ba rgyal ba’i yum || sras po rnam ṅes zla ba rim gro pa |
| chos kyi ’gros źes bya ba mkhas pa ste || phyir źiṅ legs par sems pa rdzu ’phrul can |
| ’dus pa lan graṅs brgyad cu rtsa bźi ste || kun la’aṅ dgra bcom legs par tshogs pa’i graṅs |
| bye ba phrag ni ’bum ’bum ’dus par ’gyur || mi tshe lo graṅs dag ni dgu khri yin |
| dam chos lo graṅs bdun khri drug stoṅ gnas || rgyal ba’i sku gduṅ mchod rten gcig yin te |
| dpag tshad gsum pa gser gyi bla rer ldan || rta babs bye ba stoṅ phrag bcu yaṅ |

The name of the buddha of this section is not preserved, but on the basis of Weller’s list (Jaya) and 
the Tibetan translation (rGyal ba) we can reconstruct *Jaya. The title 16v2 (logaṇa)thasya (Skt 
lokanāthasya) ‘protector of the world’ occurs only here among our fragments, but is confirmed by 
the Tibetan translation ’jig rten mgon po. The name of the birthplace of the buddha is specified in 
the second pāda: 16v2 durjaya ṇama jadabhumi (Skt durjayā nāma jātabhūmiḥ) ‘the birthplace is 
called Durjaya,’ in agreement with the Tibetan translation (rGyal bar dka’ ba).
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The beginning of the third stanza gives the number of assemblies of the buddha Jaya. The 
number word is only partially preserved and ends in 16v3 (sa)hasra. This does not agree with the 
Tibetan, which gives the much lower number eighty-four (brgyad cu rtsa bźi). In the following 
pāda, we reconstruct the lifespan of men as 16v3 aśiti (sahasra) (Skt aśītiḥ sahasrāṇi) with some 
support from the number in the Tibetan translation which, even though it does not agree precisely 
(dgu khri), is in the same general range.

budhasya uraḍa(garbhasya ◦) + + + + + + + + + + + (◦)
+ + + + + + + + + + + (◦) + + + + + + + + + + + (|)
+ + + + + + + + + + + (◦) (16v5) + + + + + + + + + + + (◦)
+ + + + + + + + + + + (◦) + + + + + + + + + + + (|)
+ + + + ? + + + + + + (◦) + + + + + + + + + + + (◦)
+ + + + + + + + + + + (◦) + + + + + + + + + + + (|)
(r1) + + + + + + + + + + + (◦) + + + + + + + + + + + (◦)
+ + + + + + + + + + + (◦) + + + + + + + + + + + (|)

D 213a4–7.
| de bźin gśegs pa rgya chen sñiṅ po yi || skye ba’i yul ni mchod pa mtha’ yas yin |
| rigs ni bram ze yin te ’od dpag tshad || ñi śu rtsa gñis yab ni legs rtogs yin |
| thar ’dod ma źes bya ba rgyal ba’i yum || sras po legs grol rnam grol rim gro pa |
| sa yi ’od ces bya ba mkhas pa ste || bdud rnams phuṅ bar byed pa rdzu ’phrul can |
| ’dus pa lan graṅs brgyad cu kun la yaṅ || mkha’ daṅ mtshuṅs pa’i sems thob draṅ sroṅ dag |
| bye ba phrag ni dgu bcu gñis gñis yod || mi tshe lo graṅs ñi khri bźi stoṅ yin |
| dam pa’i chos dag lo graṅs chig ’bum daṅ || ñi khri chig stoṅ bar du gnas par ’gyur |
| sku gduṅ mchod rten dpag tshad lṅa pa gcig || gtsug gi nor bu stoṅ phrag sñed kyaṅ sbyaṅs |

Weller’s list and the Tibetan translation agree in giving the name of the buddha of this section as 
Udāragarbha and rGya chen sñiṅ po, respectively. The remains of the name in our manuscript do 
not allow us to reconstruct *udara-, but are consistent with a reading uraḍa-. This is in fact the 
attested spelling of the word in verses 24 and 32 of the Gāndhārī Khaḍgaviṣāṇasūtra (ed. Salomon 
2000), and fragment 20, line 6 of the Senior collection similarly has oraḍi (Skt audārika-; cf. 
Marino 2015: 94). The consonant pattern -r-ḍ- is thus regular in the Gāndhārī reflexes of this word 
family (though not exclusive, cf. odariaṇa in British Library verse commentary II, ed. Baums 
2009, and cf. further the different but similarly irregular development in Pali uḷāra, oḷārika). In 
this section, the title of the buddha is quite simply 16v4 budhasya (Skt buddhasya). The remainder 
of the section is lost.

17) HI 4, 7, MS 2179/36, 130t
(17r1) (sacaraśisya tathagadasya) + + + + (ṇama jadabhumi ◦ sata yoviṇaśada prabha ◦ kṣatriyo 
jadiye ◦ vimalakirti ṇama pida ◦) + + + + (ṇama mada ◦) + + + + (ṇama putro ◦ dha)rmaghoṣo 
ṇama vaṭ́hayo ◦ akhali(tacito ṇama prañamaṃtaṇa agro ◦) + + + + (ṇama irdhimaṃtaṇa agro ◦ 
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paṃcaṣaṭhi varṣasahasra ayupramaṇo ◦ paṃcaïsa arahasaṃṇipada ◦ paṃcaśada gasasahasra sarve ◦ 
vesta)(17r2)riga śarira ◦ ṣaṭhi varṣasahasra (sadharmavaṭh́idi 4 3)

“627: The native country of the tathāgata Sacaraśi is called + + + + His brilliance extends seven 
hundred yojanas. He is a brahman by birth. His father is called Vimalakirti. His mother is called + 
+ + + His son is called + + + + His attendant is called Dharmaghoṣa. The foremost in 
understanding is called Akhalitacita. The foremost in supernatural power is called + + + + His 
lifespan is sixty-five thousand years. He has fifty assemblies of arhats; five hundred thousand 
verses are in each. His relics are dispersed. The duration of the good dharma is sixty thousand 
years.”

D 218a2–5.
| de bźin gśegs pa bden pa’i phuṅ po skye ba’i yul ni bden pa’i tog ces bya’o || rigs ni rgyal rigs so 
|| ’od ni dpag tshad bdun brgya’o || yab ni dri ma med par grags pa źes bya’o | yum ni chos mthoṅ 
ma zhes bya’o || sras ni rnam par snaṅ byed ces bya’o || rim gro pa ni chos dbyaṅs źes bya’o || śes 
rab can rnams kyi mchog ni ’khrul med sems źes bya’o || rdzu ’phrul can rnams kyi mchog ni 
mñam pa daṅ mi mñam pa lta ba źes bya’o || dgra bcom pa ’dus pa ni lan lṅa bcu ste | thams cad la 
yaṅ lṅa ’bum lṅa ’bum mo || sku tshe’i tshad ni lo drug khri lṅa stoṅ ṅo || dam pa’i chos ni lo dgu 
khri ñis stoṅ gi bar du gnas so || sku gduṅ ni rgyas par ’gyur ro |

The name of the buddha of this section is not preserved, but on the basis of Weller’s list (Satyarāśi) 
and the Tibetan translation (bDen pa’i phuṅ po) we can reconstruct *Sacaraśi. The name of his 
attendant can be reconstructed 17r1 (dha)rmaghoṣo (Skt Dharmaghoṣa), and that of his foremost 
in understanding as 17r1 akhali(tacito) (Skt Askhalitacitta), both supported by the Tibetan trans-
lations (Chos dbyaṅs and ’Khrul med sems). The relics of the buddha *Sacaraśi are scattered as in 
the Tibetan translation: 17r1–2 (vesta)riga. In the duration of the dharma, however, our manuscript 
differs from the Tibetan: the Gāndhārī number is completely preserved as 17r2 ṣaṭhi varṣasahasra 
(Skt ṣaṣṭir varṣasahasrāṇi) ‘sixty thousand years,’ whereas the Tibetan has dgu khri ñis stoṅ 
‘ninety-two thousand years.’ This difference of numbers, while staying in the same general range, 
reminds us of the situation in the fourth section on fragment no. 16.

(susvarasya tathagadasya) + + + + (ṇama jadabhumi ◦ ṣoḍa)śa yoviṇa (prabha ◦ kṣatriyo jadiye ◦) 
+ + + + (ṇama pida ◦) + + + + (ṇama mada ◦) + + + + (ṇama) (17r3) putro ‹◦› sudarśaṇa ṇama 
vaṭ́hay(o ◦) + + + + (ṇama prañamaṃtaṇa agro ◦) + + + + (ṇama irdhimaṃtaṇa agro) ◦ aśiti 
varṣa(sahasra ayupramaṇo ◦ satadi arahasaṃṇipada ◦ daśa koḍi gasaṇa sarve ◦ vestariga śarira ◦ a)
(17r4)śiti varṣasahasra sadharmavaṭ́h(id)i 4 4

“‹62›8: The native country of the tathāgata Susvara is called + + + + His brilliance extends sixteen 
yojanas. He is a kṣatriya by birth. His father is called + + + + His mother is called + + + + His son 
is called + + + + His attendant is called Sudarśana. The foremost in understanding is called + + + + 
The foremost in supernatural power is called + + + + His lifespan is eighty thousand years. He has 
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seventy assemblies of arhats; one hundred million verses are in each. His relics are dispersed. The 
duration of the good dharma is eighty thousand years.”

D 218b5–7.
| de bźin gśegs pa dbyaṅs sñan skye ba’i yul ni yul ’khor yul bzaṅs źes bya’o || rigs ni rgyal rigs so 
|| ’od ni dpag tshad bcu drug go || yab ni mthu rtsal spyod ces bya’o || yum ni chos ldan ma źes 
bya’o || sras ni ston dga’ źes bya’o || rim gro pa ni legs mthoṅ źes bya’o || śes rab can rnams kyi 
mchog ni tog chen źes bya’o || rdzu ’phrul can rnams kyi mchog ni blo mchog ces bya’o || dgra 
bcom pa ’dus pa ni lan bdun cu ste | thams cad la yaṅ duṅ phyur duṅ phyur ro || sku tshe’i tshad ni 
lo brgyad khri’o || dam pa’i chos kyaṅ lo brgyad khri’i bar du gnas so || sku gduṅ ni rgyas par 
’gyur ro |

The name of the buddha of this section is not preserved, but on the basis of Weller’s list (Susvara) 
and the Tibetan translation (dByaṅs sñan) we can reconstruct *Susvara. The brilliance of this 
buddha *Susvara extends (as reconstructed with the help of the Tibetan) for sixteen yojanas: 17r2 
(ṣoḍa)śa yoviṇa (prabha) (Skt ṣoḍaśa yojanāni prabhā). It is not entirely clear whether we should 
read two words (ṣoḍa)śa yoviṇa (the brilliance ‘is’ sixteen yojanas) or a bahuvrīhi compound 
(ṣoḍa)śayoviṇa (the brilliance ‘has’ sixteen yojanas). We opted for the former alternative because 
its simplicity seems more in line with the general style of the text and also because it agrees with 
the construction of the Tibetan (though of course cross-linguistic syntactic comparison carries 
limited weight). A peculiarity of the word yoviṇa here and elsewhere in our text is its medial v. The 
basis of an explanation are the regular Gāndhārī sound changes j [ʝ] > [j] and palatalization of 
following a [ə] to [i], which would lead us to expect a spelling *yoyiṇa. It seems, however, that 
between a labial and a palatal vowel, the notation of either a labial or a palatal glide is orthographi-
cally equivalent, and that our scribe chose the former of these options to write yoviṇa.

The name of the attendant is preserved as 17r3 Sudarśaṇa (Skt Sudarśana), agreeing with the 
Tibetan transation Legs mthoṅ. The lifespan of men is expressed as 17r3 aśiti varṣa(sahasra ayu-
pramaṇo) (Skt aśītir varṣasahasrāṇy āyupramāṇam), a number that agrees with the Tibetan, as 
does the following specification of the duration of the dharma as, likewise, 17r3–4 (a)śiti varṣa-
sahasra. The section concludes with a preserved number 17r4 4 4, which in view of the position of 
this buddha in the Tibetan translation and in Weller’s list we probably have to interpret as ‹62›8 
with omitted hundreds and tens.

giriṇaṃ + (sya tathagadasya) + + + + (ṇama jadabhumi ◦) yoviṇasahas(ra prabha ◦ brahmaṇo 
jadiye ◦) + + + + (ṇama pida ◦) + + + + (ṇama mada ◦) + + + + (ṇama) (17r5) (p)utro ◦ 
śrudasaṃcayo ṇamo vaṭ́hayo ◦ ñaṇasaṃca(yo ṇama prañamaṃtaṇa agro ◦) + + + + (ṇama 
irdhimaṃ)taṇa agro ◦ cadura(śiti varṣasahasra ayupramaṇo ◦ aśiti arahasaṃṇipada ◦ ekaghaṇa 
śarira ◦ ekaghaṇo thub)(17v1)o ◦ caturaśiti varṣasahasra sadharmavaṭ́hiti (4 4 1)

“(629:) The native country of the tathāgata Giriṇaṃ + is called + + + + His brilliance extends a 
thousand yojanas. He is a brahman by birth. His father is called + + + + His mother is called + + + 
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+  His son is called + + + + His attendant is called Śrudasaṃcaya. The foremost in understanding 
is called Ñanasaṃcaya. The foremost in supernatural power is called + + + + His lifespan is 
eighty-four thousand years. He has eighty assemblies of arhats. His relics are in one mass. There is 
one stūpa. The duration of the good dharma is eighty-four thousand years.”

D 218b7–219a3.
| de bźin gśegs pa ri dbaṅ mtshuṅs skye ba’i yul ni sna tshogs rjes su || ’brel ba źes bya’o || rigs ni 
bram ze’o || ’od ni dpag tshad stoṅ ṅo || yab ni bkod pa’i rgyal po źes bya’o || yum ni bkod pa 
mtha’ yas ma źes bya’o || sras ni bkod pa chen po źes bya’o || rim gro pa ni thos pa bstsags źes 
bya’o || śes rab can rnams kyi mchog ni ye śes bstsags źes bya’o || rdzu ’phrul can rnams kyi 
mchog ni nor sbyin gsal źes bya’o || dgra bcom pa ’dus pa ni lan brgyad cu’o || sku tshe’i tshad ni 
lo brgyad khri bźi stoṅ ṅo || dam pa’i chos kyaṅ lo brgyad khri bźi stoṅ gi bar du gnas so || sku 
gduṅ ni ril po gcig tu ’dug go || mchod rten yaṅ gcig tu zad do |

In this section, Weller’s list (Girīndrakalpa) and the Tibetan translation (Ri dbaṅ mtshuṅs) agree on 
the name of the buddha, but the remains of the name in our manuscript cannot be made to match 
this information. While the first member of the compound name is, as expected, giri, the second 
part begins with what we can only read as ṇaṃ and then breaks off. We somewhat arbitrarily 
assume that the name consisted of a total of four syllables and read giriṇaṃ + (sya). As a very 
tentative further reconstruction we propose *Girinaṃda.

The brilliance of this buddha extends a thousand yojanas: 17r4 yoviṇasahas(ra prabha) (Skt 
yojanasahasram prabhā). His attendant is called 17r5 Śrudasaṃcaya (Skt Śrutasaṃcaya), and his 
foremost in understanding Ñaṇasaṃca(ya) (Skt Jñānasaṃcaya). The lifespan of men and the 
duration of the good dharma are both eighty-four thousand years (17r5 cadura(śiti) varṣasahasra, 
17v1 caturaśiti varṣasahasra; Skt caturaśītir varṣasahasrāṇi). All of these values agree with those 
of the Tibetan translation.

(dharmakuḍasya tathagadasya) + + + + (ṇama ja)dabhumi ◦ ṇava yo(viṇa prabha ◦ brahmaṇo 
jadiye ◦) + + + + (ṇama pida ◦) + + + + (ṇama mada ◦) + + + + (ṇama) (17v2) putro ◦ ukadhari 
ṇama vaṭ́hayo ◦ guṇasacayo ṇama (prañamaṃtaṇa agro ◦) + + + + (ṇama irdhimaṃtaṇa a)gro ◦ 
aṭhatriśa va(rṣasahasra ayupramaṇo ◦ duvatriṃśa arahasaṃṇipada ◦ triṃśa koḍi gasaṇa sarve ◦ 
vestariga śari)(17v3)ra ‹◦› aṭhatriśa varṣasahasra (sadharma)vaṭ́hi(d)i (20 10)

“(630:) The native country of the tathāgata Dharmakuḍa is called + + + + His brilliance extends 
nine yojanas. He is a brahman by birth. His father is called + + + + His mother is called + + + + 
His son is called + + + + His attendant is called Ukadhari. The foremost in understanding is called 
Guṇa + + The foremost in supernatural power is called + + + + His lifespan is thirty-eight 
thousand years. He has thirty-two assemblies of arhats; three hundred million verses are in each. 
His relics are dispersed. The duration of the good dharma is thirty-eight thousand years.”
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D 219a3–5.
| de bźin gśegs pa chos brtsegs skye ba’i yul ni bkod pa sna tshogs bzaṅ po źes bya’o || rigs ni 
bram ze’o || ’od ni dpag tshad dgu’o || yab ni spobs pa mdzes źes bya’o || yum ni gzi brjid bkod pa 
źes bya’o || sras ni lta ba gsal źes bya’o || rim gro pa ni skar mda’ ’chaṅ źes bya’o || śes rab can 
rnams kyi mchog ni yon tan gyi tshogs źes bya’o || rdzu ’phrul can rnams kyi mchog ni bden pa’i 
mthu rtsal źes bya’o || dgra bcom pa ’dus pa ni lan sum cu rtsa gñis te | thams cad la yaṅ duṅ phyur 
phrag gsum gsum mo || sku tshe’i tshad ni lo sum khri brgyad stoṅ ṅo || dam pa’i chos kyaṅ lo 
sum khri brgyad stoṅ gi bar du gnas so || sku gduṅ ni rgyas par ’gyur ro |

The name of the buddha of this section is not preserved, but on the basis of Weller’s list (Dhar-
makūṭa) and the Tibetan translation (Chos brtsegs) we can reconstruct *Dharmakuḍa. His 
brilliance extends nine (17v1 ṇava, Skt nava) yojanas, as in the Tibetan. The name of his attendant 
is preserved as 17v2 Ukadhari (Skt Ulkādhārī) and loosely translated into Tibetan as sKar mda’ 
’chaṅ. The name of his foremost in understanding 17v2 Guṇasacaya (Skt Guṇasaṃcaya) is 
translated into Tibetan as Yon tan gyi tshogs, using the common word tshogs for the second part of 
the compound rather than the more obscure bstsags in the translations of the names Śrudasaṃcaya 
and Ñaṇasaṃca(ya) in the preceding section. Both the lifespan of men and the duration of the good 
dharma are thirty-eight thousand years (17v2 aṭhatriśa va(rṣasahasra), 18v3 aṭhatriśa varṣasahas-
ra; Skt aṣṭātriṃśad varṣasahasrāṇi) as in the Tibetan.

(mokṣateyasya tathagadasya) + + + + (ṇama jadabhumi ◦) cadudaśa yovi(ṇa prabha ◦ brahmaṇo 
jadiye ◦) + + + + (ṇama pida ◦) + + + + (ṇama mada ◦) + + + + (ṇama) (17v4) putro ◦ 
aryamardaṇa ṇama vaṭ́hay(o ◦) + + + + (ṇama prañamaṃtaṇa agro ◦) + + + + (ṇama 
irdhimaṃtaṇa agro ◦) ṣaṭhi varṣasa(hasra ayupramaṇa ◦ ṇavapaṃcaïśa arahasaṃṇipada ◦ śada 
koḍisahasra gasaṇa sarve ◦ vestariga śa)(17v5)rira ◦ ṣaṭhi varṣasahasra sadharmava(ṭh́idi 20 10 
1)

“631: The native country of the tathāgata Mokṣateya is called + + + + His brilliance extends 
fourteen yojanas. He is a brahman by birth. His father is called + + + + His mother is called + + + 
+ His son is called + + + + His attendant is called Aryamardana. The foremost in understanding is 
called + + + + The foremost in supernatural power is called + + + + His lifespan is sixty thousand 
years. He has fifty-nine assemblies of arhats; one trillion verses are in each. His relics are 
dispersed. The duration of the good dharma is sixty thousand years.”

D 219a5–219b1.
| de bźin gśegs pa thar pa’i gzi byin skye ba’i yul ni gzi byin bkod pa źes bya’o || rigs ni bram ze’o 
|| ’od ni dpag tshad bcu bźi’o || yab ni gzi byin mtha’ yas źes bya’o || yum ni bkod pa mtha’ yas 
ma źes bya’o || sras ni dge bar sems źes bya’o || rim gro pa ni ’phags ’dul źes bya’o || śes rab can 
rnams kyi mchog ni chos grags źes bya’o || rdzu ’phrul can rnams kyi mchog ni mthu rtsal dri med 
ces bya’o || dgra bcom pa ’dus pa ni lan lṅa bcu rtsa dgu ste | thams cad la yaṅ bye ba phrag ’bum 
’bum mo || sku tshe’i tshad ni lo drug khri drug stoṅ ṅo || dam pa’i chos kyaṅ lo drug khri drug 
stoṅ gi bar du gnas so || sku gduṅ ni rgyas par ’gyur ro |
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The name of the buddha of this section is not preserved, but on the basis of Weller’s list (Mokṣate-
jas) and the Tibetan translation (Thar pa’i gzi byin) we can reconstruct *Mokṣateya. The buddha’s 
brilliance extends fourteen yojanas (17v3 cadudaśa yovi(ṇa), Skt caturdaśa yojanāni), and his 
attendant is called Aryamardaṇa (Skt Āryamardana), both as in the Tibetan. Unlike the Tibetan, in 
which the duration of the good dharma is sixty-six thousand (drug khri drug stoṅ) years, the 
Gāndhārī gives its duration as only sixty thousand years (18v5 ṣaṭhi varṣasahasra, Skt ṣaṣṭir 
varṣasahasrāṇi).

(śobhidasya tathagadasya) + + + + (ṇama jadabhumi ◦ duve yoviṇaśada) p(r)abha (◦ kṣatriyo 
jadiye ◦) + + + + (ṇama pida ◦) + + + + (ṇama mada ◦) + + + + (ṇama pu)(r1)(tro ◦) + + + + (ṇama 
vaṭh́ayo ◦) + + + + (ṇama prañamaṃtaṇa agro ◦) + + + + (ṇama irdhimaṃtaṇa agro ◦) + + + + 
(varṣasahasro ayupramaṇo ◦ ṣo arahasaṃṇipada ◦ koḍisahasra gasaṇa sarve ◦ ekaghaṇa śari)(r2)(ra 
◦ eko thubo ◦ varṣasahasro sadharmavaṭh́idi 20 10 2)

“632: The native country of the tathāgata Śobhida is called + + + + His brilliance extends two 
hundred yojanas. He is a kṣatriya by birth. His father is called + + + + His mother is called + + + + 
His son is called + + + + His attendant is called + + + + The foremost in understanding is called + 
+ + + The foremost in supernatural power is called + + + + His lifespan is a thousand years. He 
has six assemblies of arhats; ten billion verses are in each. His relics are in one mass. There is one 
stūpa. The duration of the good dharma is a thousand years.”

D 219b1–3.
| de bźin gśegs pa legs mdzad skye ba’i yul ni mya ṅan daṅ bral ba źes bya’o || rigs ni rgyal rigs so 
|| ’od ni dpag tshad ñis brgya’o || yab ni legs mthoṅ źes bya’o || yum ni kun mthoṅ ma źes bya’o || 
sras ni zil mi non źes bya’o || rim gro pa ni yon tan gyi tshogs źes bya’o || śes rab can rnams kyi 
mchog ni śes rab ’od ces bya’o || rdzu ’phrul can rnams kyi mchog ni mthu rtsal rdo rje źes bya’o || 
dgra bcom pa ’dus pa ni lan drug ste | thams cad la yaṅ bye ba phrag stoṅ stoṅ ṅo || sku tshe’i tshad 
ni lo stoṅ ṅo || dam pa’i chos kyaṅ lo stoṅ gi bar du gnas so || sku gduṅ ni ril po gcig tu ’dug go || 
mchod rten yaṅ gcig tu zad do |

The name of the buddha of this section is not preserved, but on the basis of Weller’s list (Śobhita) 
we can tentatively reconstruct *Śobhida. The Tibetan translation Legs mdzad is rather vague, but 
consistent with our reconstruction. The rest of this section is lost, with the exception of the single 
word 17v5 p(r)abha in the passage on the extent of the buddha’s brilliance.

18) HI 22, AF A3
This fragment contains another set of five sections in metrical form. It is in a worse state of 
preservation than fragment no. 16, exacerbating the problems of reconstruction and interpretation 
that applied there.
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+ + + + + + + + + + + (◦) + + + + + + + + + + + (◦)
+ + + + + + + + + + + (◦) (18r1) + + + + + + + + + + + (|)
+ + + + + + + + + + + (◦) + + + + + + + + + + + (◦)
+ + + + .(i)svaro matimaṃto ◦ lokavihara da ? + + + + (|)
+ + + + + + + + + + + (◦) + + + + + + + + + + + (◦)
(18r2) + + + + + + + + + + + (◦) + + + + + + + + + + + (|)
+ + + + + + + + + + + (◦) + + + + + ṇo yu ? ? sa ye ◦
(dhar)ma satati varṣasahasra ◦ ṭ́ha(hiśati) + + + + + + + (1)
| mi yi ’dren pa dbyaṅs dag sñan pa yi || skye ba’i yul ni dbyaṅs kyi yan lag yin |

D 235a7–235b3.
| rgyal ba’i rigs ni rgyal rigs ’od kyi tshad || dpag tshad brgya yod yab ni dbyaṅs sñan yin |
| gdaṅs sñan ma ni rgyal yum sras po ni || mchog ma śin tu rgyal dka’ rim gro pa | 
| yon tan grags pa’i dbaṅ phyug blo can te || ’jig rten dag gis mi ’jigs rdzu ’phrul can |
| ’dus pa lan graṅs bdun cu drug kun la’aṅ || rigs ni ’od ldan luṅ na mtshuṅs pa po |
| bye ba phrag ni dgu bcu dgu dgu yod || mi tshe lo graṅs dag ni drug khri yin |
| dṅos po med par phyin pa’i dam chos dag || lo graṅs bdun khri’i bar du gnas par ’gyur |
| mi mchog mya ṅan ’das nas sku gduṅ ni || mchod rten dpag tshad sum cu pa gcig ’byuṅ |

The name of the buddha of this section is not preserved, but on the basis of Weller’s list (Mañ-
jughoṣa) and the Tibetan translation (dByaṅs dag sñan pa) we can reconstruct *Maṃjughoṣa.

The first preserved words of the fragment occur in the second stanza and identify the 
foremost in understanding, here designated as 18r1 matimaṃto (Skt matimān) ‘having intelli-
gence.’ Only the last two akṣaras of his name are preserved, and following the Tibetan we can read 
the last element of the name as 18r1 -(i)svaro (Skt -īśvaraḥ). The Tibetan translation Yon tan grags 
pa’i dbaṅ phyug further suggests that the name started with Skt Guṇa- and contained Skt -kīrti-, 
-yaśa- or the like as middle element, but we resist the temptation to reconstruct a speculative 
complete Gāndhārī form. The following pāda identifies the foremost in supernormal power, whose 
name is translated into Tibetan as ’Jig rten dag gis mi ’jigs. We recognize the first element of his 
name in 18r1 lokavihara da ?, but are unable to connect the following element (apparently derived 
from Skt vi-√hṛ) with the Tibetan name.

The fourth stanza contains a number of unintelligible akṣaras in pāda b, followed in pāda c 
by the duration of the dharma, expressed as 18r2 (dhar)ma satati varṣasahasra ◦ ṭ́ha(hiśati) (Skt 
dharmaḥ saptatiṃ varṣasahasrāṇi sthāsyati) ‘the dharma will remain seventy thousand years,’ 
agreeing with the Tibetan translation.

+ + + + + + + + + + + (◦) (18r3) + + + + + + + + + + + (◦)
+ + + + + + + + + + + (◦) + + + + + + + + + + + (|)
? kuṇaṭ́hala mada jiṇasya ◦ putro mahatavo ṇa(ma) + + + (◦)
+ + + + + + + + + + + (◦) + + + + + + + + + + + (|)
(18r4) + + + + + + + + + + + (◦) + + + + + + + + + + + (◦)
+ + + + + + + + + + + (◦) koḍiśatiya sarve te ṇipada ?
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vestariga dha + + + + + + (◦) + + + + + + + + + + + (◦)
+ + + + + + + + + + + (◦) + + + + + + + + + + + (2)

D 235b3–6.
| de bźin gśegs pa ṅos bzaṅs skye ba yi || yul ni gzi brjid snaṅ bar byed ces bya |
| rigs ni bram ze yin te ’od dpag tshad || ñi śu rtsa gñis yab ni lha bzaṅ yin |
| ril ba stobs brtan rgyal yum sras po ni || dka’ thub chen po mthoṅ ldan rim gro pa |
| phyogs rnams rnam par lta ba mkhas pa ste || ’jig rten sgron ma ’byin pa rdzu ’phrul can |
| ’dus pa lan graṅs bdun cu kun la yaṅ || dri gsum dri med ther ’bum ther ’bum yod |
| mi rnams dag gi tshe yi tshad dag kyaṅ || lo graṅs bdun khri sum stoṅ tham pa yin |
| yoṅs su mya ṅan ’das nas dam chos dag || lo graṅs bdun khri tshaṅ ba’i bar du gnas |
| rgyal ba’i sku gduṅ dag ni rgyas ’gyur la || lha mi dag gis bstod ciṅ mchod par ’gyur |

The name of the buddha of this section is not preserved. Weller’s list gives two phonetically and 
semantically similar names: Supakṣa and Supārśva. The Tibetan translation Ṅos bzaṅs does not 
help us decide between these two alternatives, and we somewhat arbitrarily follow the first of 
Weller’s alternatives and reconstruct the Gāndhārī name as *Supakṣa.

The second stanza of the section gives the name of the mother of this buddha: 18r3 ? 
kuṇaṭ́hala. Her name in the Tibetan translation is Ril ba stobs brtan, the first part (ril ba) of which 
appears to correspond with -ṭ́hala (Skt -sthālā) of the Gāndhārī. The second part (stobs brtan), 
however, remains unrecognized in the remains of the Gāndhārī. (It is possible that more than one 
akṣara preceded kuṇa in the name of the mother.) The following pāda names the buddha’s son: 
18r3 putro mahatavo ṇa(ma) (Skt putro mahātāpo nāma) ‘the son is called Mahatava,’ agreeing 
with the Tibetan dKa’ thub chen po.

From the third stanza our fragment preserves a passage specifying the size of each assembly 
of this buddha: 18r4 koḍiśatiya sarve te ṇipada (Skt koṭiśatikāḥ sarve te nipātāḥ), corresponding to 
Tibetan ’dus pa … kun la yaṅ … ther ’bum ther ’bum yod. The use of ṇipada in place of saṃṇi-
pada is peculiar and may be due to metrical requirements, unless we are to reconstruct ‹saṃ›ṇipa-
da. This word is followed by what looks like the unexpected number sign 3, or possibly one or two 
daṇḍa punctuation marks.

The final stanza of this section concerns the relics of this buddha, which are said to be 
scattered in agreement with the Tibetan translation. An akṣara dha appears to follow the word 18r4 
vestariga in the photograph of this fragment, but it remains somewhat unclear whether it really 
belongs to the same writing surface. If it does, we may here have either *dhadu (Skt dhātavaḥ) or 
*dhaduśarira (Skt dhātuśarīrāṇi) as an alternative for simple śarira.

(18r5) + + + + + + + + + + + (◦) + + + + + + + + + + + (◦)
+ + + + + + + + ye ṇama ◦ p(r)abha yoviṇa pa(ṃ)ca ji(ṇa)sya (|)
? ratiśekṣa ? + + + + + + (◦) + + + + + + + + + + + (◦)
+ + + + + + + + + + + (◦) (18v1) + + + + + + + + + + + (|)
+ + + + + + + + + + + (◦) + + + + + + + + + + + (◦)
ayu ṇaraṇa ? .u + ? ṇi ? (◦) a ? ? a ma maruda ? + + (|)
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+ + + + + + + + + + + (◦) + + + + + + + + + + + (◦)
(18v2) + + + + + + + + + + + (◦) + + + + + + + + + + + 3

D 235b6–236a1.
| mi yi ’dren pa don la gnas pa yi || skye yul don ston blo gros źes kyaṅ bya |
| rgyal ba’i rigs ni rgyal rigs ’od kyi tshad || dpag tshad lṅa yod yab ni don byas yin |
| don sgra źes ni bya ba rgyal ba’i yum || sras po mchog ma ’gros ldan rim gro pa |
| ’gro don skyoṅ źes bya ba mkhas pa ste || ’jig rten sgron ma ’byin pa rdzu ’phrul can |
|’dus pa lan graṅs sum cu drug kun la’aṅ || dgra bcom ṅar mi ’dzin pa sdig sbyaṅs pa |
| legs gnas de dag ther ’bum ther ’bum yod || mi tshe lo graṅs ñi khri ñis stoṅ yin |
| rgyal ba mya ṅan ’das nas dam chos dag || lo graṅs sum khri’i bar du gnas par ’gyur |
| rgyal ba’i sku gduṅ dag ni rgyas ’gyur la || mchod rten ’bum phrag sñed kyis brgyan par ’gyur |

The name of the buddha of this section is not preserved, but on the basis of Weller’s list 
(Sthitārtha) and the Tibetan translation (Don la gnas pa) we can reconstruct *Ṭ́hidartha. The first 
preserved part of the first stanza is 18r5 ye ṇama in pāda c. We expect here a specification of the 
buddha’s family background (kṣatriya according to the Tibetan), and on the model of the prose 
passages should maybe reconstruct (jadi)ye ṇama (Skt jātyā nāma) ‘by birth indeed.’ The final 
pāda of this verse states in agreement with the Tibetan: 18r5 p(r)abha yoviṇa pa(ṃ)ca ji(ṇa)sya 
(Skt prabhā yojanāni pañca jinasya) ‘the brilliance of the conqueror extends five yojanas.’

The second stanza should start with the name of the father of the buddha—Don byas in the 
Tibetan—but the sequence of akṣaras visible in the photograph (18r5 ? ratiśekṣa ?) does not 
correspond at all. It is unclear how to explain this situation, unless the photograph is misleading 
and these akṣaras do not in fact belong to the same surface as the rest of the fragment.

The third stanza specifies the lifespan of men (18v1 ayu ṇaraṇa), but we are unable to 
recognise the actual number (twenty-two thousand) in the string of disjointed and damaged akṣaras 
that follows. Pāda b appears to contain the word maruda- (Skt *marut-), suggesting a name, but 
we expect the duration of the dharma to be specified in this part of the passage. We had some 
doubt whether the corresponding corner of the recto belonged to the fragment, but there is no 
physical indication on the verso that it does not.

From the last stanza, only the concluding number of the whole section is preserved: 18v2 3, 
which on the basis of the Tibetan numbering we should probably understand as ‹72›3 with omitted 
hundreds and tens.

guṇateyamahidasya jinasya (◦) sarvaguṇodasa ja(dabhumi ◦)
+ + + + + + + + + + + (◦) + + + + + + + + + + + (|)
+ + + + + + + + + + + (◦) (18v3) + + + + + + + + + + + (◦)
+ + + + + + + + + + + (◦) (marapra)mardaṇo irdhimadaṇa |
? viśati varṣasahasra + + + + (◦) + + + + + + + + + + + (◦)
+ + + + + + + + + + + (◦) + + + + + + + + + + + (|)
(18v4) + + + + + + + + + + + (◦) + + + + + + + + + + + (◦)
+ + + + + + + ? varṣasahasra ◦ triśa ṭ́hahiśati dharma jiṇasya 4
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D 236a1–4.
| de bźin gśegs pa yon tan gzi brjid dpal || skye yul yon tan thams cad ’byuṅ źes bya |
| rigs ni rgyal rigs yin te ’od dpag tshad || ñi śu rtsa bźi yab ni gzugs bzaṅ yin |
| gzi brjid ’od ni rgyal yum sras po ni || gzi byin yon tan gzi brjid rim gro pa |
| phyogs mchod pa źes bya ba mkhas pa ste || bdud rab ’joms źes bya ba rdzu ’phrul can |
| ’dus pa lan graṅs sum cu drug kun la’aṅ || dgra bcom bye ba bcu drug bcu drug yod |
| mi rnams dag gi tshe yi tshad dag kyaṅ || lo graṅs ñi khri bdun stoṅ tham pa yin |
| rgyal ba mya ṅan ’das nas dam chos dag || lo graṅs sum khri’i bar du gnas par ’gyur |
| rgyal ba’i sku gduṅ dag ni rgyas ’gyur la || pad ma ’bum phrag sñed kyis brgyan par ’gyur |

The name of the buddha of this section is given as Guṇatejas in Weller’s list and as Yon tan gzi 
brjid in the Tibetan translation. Both of these agree with our manuscript’s Guṇateya, whose name 
in the context of its verse is embedded in a compound and phrase guṇateyamahidasya jinasya (Skt 
guṇatejamahitasya jinasya) ‘the conqueror celebrated as Guṇateya.’ Pāda b of this stanza identifies 
the birthplace of the buddha as 18v2 Sarvaguṇodasa. On the basis of Tibetan Yon tan thams cad 
’byuṅ we should have expected Sarvaguṇodaya (Skt Sarvaguṇodaya), and the Gāndhārī spelling 
remains unexplained.

The next preserved passage is from the second stanza of this section, naming the foremost in 
supernormal power as 18v3 (Marapra)mardaṇa, reconstructed with the help of the Tibetan bDud 
rab ’joms. This is followed by a stanza-final daṇḍa punctuation mark.

At the beginning of the third stanza, we appear to have the specification of the lifespan of 
men, which according to the Tibetan should be twenty-seven thousand (ñi khri bdun stoṅ) years. 
Our manuscript has 18v3 -viśati varṣasahasra (Skt -viṃśatir varṣasahasrāṇi), preceded by a large 
shape that may correspond to one or to akṣaras and has defied interpretation. We can only assume 
that one way or another, possibly by miswriting, it corresponds to the expected sata- (Skt sapta-).

The fourth stanza states in pādas c and d that ‘the dharma of the conqueror will remain for 
thirty thousand years’ (18v4 varṣasahasra ◦ triśa ṭ́hahiśati dharma jiṇasya, Skt varṣasahasrāṇi 
triṃśat sthāsyati dharmo jinasya), in agreement with the Tibetan. The stanza concludes with the 
final numbering for the section: 18v4 4, probably to be interpreted as ‹72›4 with omitted hundreds 
and tens.

+ + + + + + + + + + (◦) + + + + + + + + + + (◦)
+ + + + + + + + + + (◦) (18v5) + + + + + + + + + + (|)
+ + + + + + + + + + (◦) + + + + + .uñ.ṇo vaṭ́hayo ◦
ñaṇesvaro ? ? mido ṇama ◦ irdhimada(ṇa) + + + + + + + (|)
+ + + + + + + + + + + (◦) + + + + + + + + + + + (◦)
+ + + + + + + + + + + (◦) + + + + + + + + + + + (|)
+ + + + + + + + + + + (◦) + + + + + + + + + + + (◦)
+ + + + + + + + + + + (◦) + + + + + + + + + + + (|)
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D 236a4–7.
| de bźin gśegs pa mkhyen ldan zla med pa || skye yul śes ldan snaṅ bar byed ces bya |
| rigs ni bram ze yin te ’od dpag tshad || bdun cu rtsa gsum mchod sbyin bzaṅ po yab |
| ye śes can ni rgyal yum śes ldan byin || sras yin legs pa’i mchod sbyin rim gro pa |
| ye śes dbaṅ phyug ces bya mkhas pa ste || chags med rnam par grol ba rdzu ’phrul can |
| ’dus pa lan graṅs ñi śu gñis kun la’aṅ || sred phyogs dri ma dag ni bral ba po |
| bye ba phrag ni ñi śu gñis gñis yod || mi tshe lo graṅs dag ni stoṅ yaṅ yin |
| dam chos lo graṅs bdun khri drug stoṅ gnas || rgyal ba’i sku gduṅ mchod rten dpag tshad graṅs |
| bcu gsum pa ste gcig cig ’byuṅ ’gyur la || gser gyi bla re brgya phrag sñed kyis brgyan |

The name of the buddha of this section is not preserved, but on the basis of Weller’s list (Asama-
jñānin) and the Tibetan translation (mKhyen ldan zla med pa) we can reconstruct *Asamañaṇi.

The first preserved passage, in the second stanza, names the attendant of the buddha. The 
name is badly damaged, but nonetheless a reading 18v5 .uñ.ṇo (or similar) seems likely, which 
does not match the name given in the Tibetan translation (Legs pa’i mchod sbyin). The stanza 
continues with the identification of the foremost in understanding, whose name 18v5 Ñaṇesvara 
(Skt Jñāneśvara) agrees with the Tibetan translation Ye śes dbaṅ phyug. What remains unclear is 
the following word 18v5 ? ? mido, evidently a variant or synonym of 18r1 matimaṃto. The stanza 
concludes by naming the foremost in supernormal power, whose name—like the rest of the 
section—is lost.

19) MS 2179/28
The identification of this fragment is based on the following: (1) the expression 19r4 
kileśamaramaṃthaṇaṇa occurs in the description of one buddha; (2) the brilliance of the following 
buddha extends twenty-one yojanas, and his dharma will last seventy-thousand years; (3) the 
description of the next following buddha contains the word (or part of a compound) 19v3 prati-
maṃṭid. (Skt pratimaṇḍita). The only sequence of three buddhas in the Tibetan translation meeting 
these requirements is nos. 788–790.

+ + + + + + + + + + + (◦) + + + + + + + + + + + (◦)
+ + + + + + + (19r3) + + + + (◦) + + + + + + + + + + + (|) 
+ + + + + + + + ? daṃ te (◦) + + + + + + + + + + + (◦)
+ + + + + + + + + + + (◦) + + + + + + + + + + + (|)
+ + + + + + + + + + + (◦) + + + + (19r4) + + + + + + + (◦)
+ + + + + + + + + + + (◦ sa)rv(e) kileśamaramaṃthaṇaṇa (|)
+ + + + + + + + + + + (◦) + + + + + + + + + + + (◦)
+ + + + + + + + + + + (◦) + + + + + + + + + + + +

D 248b2–5.
| de bźin gśegs pa dri ma rab źi ba’i || skye ba’i yul ni źi ba’i ’od ces bya |
| rigs ni bram ze yin te ’od dpag tshad || ñi śu rtsa bźi rab tu źi ba yab |
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| dbaṅ po dul źes bya ba rgyal ba’i yum || sras po mdzes pa legs źi rim gro pa |
| yon tan tshogs źes bya ba mkhas pa ste || thar par gźol źes bya ba rdzu ’phrul can |
| ’dus pa lan graṅs drug cu gñis kun la’aṅ || bdud daṅ ñon moṅs rab tu ’joms pa po |
| de dag ther ’bum gñis gñis ’dus par ’gyur || mi tshe lo graṅs bdun khri bdun stoṅ yin |
| mya ṅan ’das pa de yi dam chos dag | lo graṅs chig khri sum stoṅ bar du gnas |
| rgyal ba’i sku gduṅ mchod rten gcig yin te || dpag tshad brgyad pa kun nas mdzes par byas |

The recto of this fragment contains the scant remains of a first preserved line with the akṣaras 19r3 
daṃ te, possibly representing a third-person singular verb form. At the beginning of the next 
preserved line, we can securely reconstruct 19r4 (sa)rve (Skt sarvasmin), followed by 19r4 
kileśamaramaṃthaṇaṇa (Skt kleśamāramanthanānām). The only point of uncertainty is the 
peculiar shape of what we read as single-stroke maṃ, with a loop on the right representing the 
anusvāra rather than the usual floating hook underneath separate ma. While Sanskrit has both 
manthana and mathana, the latter is usually used in the requisite sense of ‘crushing.’ There is also 
a partial Pali parallel in Ap 496.19–20 namo te māramathana, also without n.14 Nonetheless, an 
anusvāra seems to us the only way to account for the loop on our Kharoṣṭhī akṣara, and we suggest 
that in Gāndhārī at least, forms of this word with and without the nasal alternated freely, the 
requirements of the metre prompting the particular choice in our verse. The sentence in question 
states, then, that the assemblies of this buddha are made up of ‘those who crush Defilement 
Māra’ (i.e., Māra as an allegory for defilement, cf. BHSD s.v. māra). The Tibetan translators 
misunderstood the first part of the compound as a dvandva and translated bdud daṅ ñon moṅs 
‘Māra and the defilements.’

(19r5) + + + + + + + + + + + (◦) + + + + + + + + ṇameṇa ◦
ekaviśati yoviṇa + + + (◦) + + + + + + + + + + + (|)
+ + + + + + + + + (19v1) + + (◦) + + + + + + + + + + + (◦)
+ + + + + + ? .ido ṇama ◦ irdhimadaṇa pra ? + + + + (|)
+ + + + + + + + + + + (◦) + + + + + + + + + + + (◦)
+ + + + + + (19v2) + + + + + (◦) + + + + + + + + + + + (|)
+ + ? ṇivride varṣasahasra ◦ satati ? + + + + + + + (◦)
+ + + + + + + + + + + (◦) + + + + + + + + + + + +

D 248a4–7.
| de bźin gśegs pa phyogs ma bslad pa yi || skye yul ku mu da yi gzi brjid yin |
| rigs ni bram ze yin te ’od dpag tshad || ñi śu rtsa gcig chos kyi skar mda’ yab |
| phyogs lta rgyal yum sras po gzi brjid can || gi mi la źes bya ba rim gro pa |
| yon tan mthu rtsal źes bya mkhas pa ste || spaṅ spobs źes ni bya ba rdzu ’phrul can |
| ’dus pa lan graṅs bdun cu kun la yaṅ || sred pa kun la chags bral yid ldan pa |

14 Interestingly, the Pali Text Society edition notes the variant readings māramaraṇa, māramasana. Neither of these 
can be explained on Pali grounds, but in Kharoṣṭhī script ra and the younger type of sa can be confused, and in 
Gāndhārī intervocalic th developed into s. It is thus at least possible that the Pali variants reflect a Gāndhārī back-
ground of this Apadāna verse.
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| bye ba phrag ni bcu bźi bcu bźi yod || mi tshe lo graṅs bdun khri drug stoṅ yin |
| mya ṅan ’das pa de yi dam chos dag | lo graṅs bdun khri’i bar du gnas par ’gyur |
| ’gro la phan phyir rgyal ba’i sku gduṅ dag | źiṅ rnams rgyas śiṅ rnam par gaṅ bar ’gyur |

The last preserved line on the recto commences with 19r5 ṇameṇa (Skt nāmnā) ‘by name,’ which 
from context must conclude the identification of the birthplace of the buddha. This is followed by 
the beginning of a description of the extent of his brilliance: 19r5 ekaviśati yoviṇa (Skt ekaviṃśatir 
yojanāni). The description of the same buddha continues on the verso with the end of the phrase 
naming his foremost follower in understanding and the beginning of the phrase naming the one 
foremost in supernormal power. The first name (Tib. Yon tan mthu rtsal) evidently ended in 19v1 
do; the akṣara preceding that is damaged, but could among other things be a ka, a to or, maybe 
most likely, a ti. What appears to be the second name (Tib. sPaṅ spobs) starts with 19v1 pra, 
followed by what looks like the right half of a ma. It remains unclear how these names should be 
reconstructed. In order for the verse division between the sections on the birthplace and that on the 
followers to agree with that of the Tibetan (as it does elsewhere), we have to assume that line 19r5 
was approximately 24 akṣaras shorter than regular lines in this manuscript. In general, the shape of 
the raw material often means that palm-leaf folios are not perfectly rectangular, but sometimes 
taper toward one end or the other, leading to slightly shorter first and last lines. While no such 
tapering is directly observable in the Bhk fragments, it is apparent in the Mahāparinirvāṇasūtra 
fragments edited in BMSC I, and we feel it provides the best explanation for the required shorter 
line length in our fragment.

The next line contains part of a dating formula: 19v2 ṇivride varṣasahasra ◦ satati (Skt 
nirvṛte varṣasahasrāṇi saptatim) ‘seventy thousand years after (the buddha) had become extin-
guished.’ Only a small corner of the next akṣara is preserved, but it would at least be consistent 
with a reconstruction ṭ́h(ahiśadi dharma jiṇasya) ‘the dharma of the conqueror will remain’ (cf. 
18v4), yielding a twelve-syllable pāda. In order for the verse division between the section on the 
followers and that on the duration of the dharma to match the Tibetan, either line 19v1 (the 
solution adopted here) or line 20v2 had to be approximately 12 akṣaras shorter than normal, again 
presumably due to the shape of the palm-leaf folio.

 + + + + + + + + + + + (◦) (19v3) + + + + + + + + + + + (◦)
+ + + + + + + ? + ? ? ◦ pratimaṃṭid. + + + + + + (|)
+ + + + + + + + + + + (◦) + + + + + + + + + + + (◦)
+ + + + + + + + + + + (◦) + + + + + + + + + (19v4) + + (|)
+ + + + + + + + + + + (◦) + + + + + + + + + + + (◦)
+ + + + + + + + + + + (◦) + + + + + + + + + + + (|)
+ + + + + + + + + + + (◦) + + + + + + + + + + + (◦)
+ + + + + + (19v5) + + + + + (◦) + + + + + + + + + + + +
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D 236a4–7.
| mi yi ’dren pa mdzes pa skye ba yi || yul ni rnam par brgyan pa’i mchod ces bya |
| rgyal ba’i rigs ni rgyal rigs ’od kyi tshad || dpag tshad brgya yod yab ni lha dbaṅ yin |
| ’jig rten ’od ces bya ba rgyal ba’i yum || sras po gtso bo thar ’byor rim gro pa |
| rab tu brgyan ces bya ba mkhas pa ste || mthu rtsal gnas źes bya ba rdzu ’phrul can |
| ’dus pa lan graṅs brgyad cu kun la yaṅ || lta ba phal chen ma lus spoṅ ba po |
| bye ba phrag ni dgu bcu dgu dgu yod || mi tshe lo graṅs dgu khri bźi stoṅ yin |
| dam chos lo graṅs bdun khri drug stoṅ gnas || mchod rten dpag tshad bcva lṅa pa gcig ste |
| gser daṅ nor bu kun gyi lda ldi bśams || gdugs graṅs brgya sñed dag gis ’khor bar bskor |

The third line contains, after a number of indistinct tops of akṣaras, what appears to be a past 
participle 19v3 pratimaṇṭida- (Skt pratimaṇḍita-) ‘adorned.’ In the Tibetan translation, this can 
correspond either to rNam par brgyan pa’i mchod (the name of the birthplace of the third buddha 
in sequence) or to Rab tu brgyan (the name of his foremost in understanding). The position of this 
word close to the beginning of the passage is in favour of the former identification. The phonetic 
correspondence of Skt -ṇḍ- (with voiced stop) to Gāndhārī -ṃṭ- (with voiceless) is unexpected and 
may be a hypercorrection based on a merger of voiced and voiceless stops after nasals (as observed 
in the Khotan Dharmapada and the Central Asian documents). The comparatively large empty 
vertical space at the bottom of the verso of this fragment may suggest a string-hole (in which case 
the placement of our fragment would most likely have been in the right third of its folio), but a 
similarly large space without string-hole occurs between the third and fourth lines of fragment no. 
22.

20) HG 46, HI 3
The identification of subfragment HG 46 was based on the following considerations: (1) The name 
of the mother in line v4 ends in -[va]puṣpa or, possibly, -[ta]puṣpa; (2) the relics of this buddha 
are dispersed; (3) the relics of the buddha preceding him are in one mass. This leaves only two 
candidates: buddha no. 678 in the Tibetan translation (whose mother’s name is bDud rtsi’i me tog 
= Skt Amṛtapuṣpā) and buddha no. 816 (whose mother’s name is lHa’i me tog = Skt Deva(tā)puṣ-
pā). We can decide between these two on the grounds that the extent of the brilliance of the buddha 
three positions before the one in line 20v4 is said (in line 20r2) to be yoviṇa-… with no preceding 
word, i.e., possibly a full yojana, a full hundred of yojanas, or a full thousand of yojanas, but 
certainly no multiple thereof. For buddha no. 675 it is twenty-two yojanas, but for buddha no. 813 
it is one thousand yojanas, which latter thus fulfills the condition. In principle, the assignment of 
recto and verso of this fragment could also be the other way around, in which case the buddha two 
positions after the one whose mother’s name is partially preserved would have to fulfill our 
condition on the extent of his brilliance. Since, however, for buddha no. 680 the extent is nine 
hundred yojanas, and for buddha no. 818 it is eighty thousand yojanas, this leaves us only with the 
identification presented below. The physical joining of the two subfragments HG 46 and HI 3 fully 
supports this conclusion.
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(guṇacuḍasya tathagadasya) + + + + (ṇama jadabhumi ◦ cadusatadi yoviṇa prabha ◦ kṣatriyo jadiye 
◦) + + + (20r1) + (ṇama pida ◦) + + + + (ṇama mada ◦) + + + + (ṇama putro ◦) + + + + (ṇama 
vaṭh́ayo ◦) + + + + (ṇama prañamaṃtaṇa agro ◦) + + + + (ṇama) irdhimaṃtaṇa agra ◦ paṃcaïśa 
varṣasahasra ayupramaṇo ◦ trodaśa saṃ(20r2)(ṇipada ◦ koḍisahasraga sarve ◦ vestariga śarira ◦ 
aṭhaṇayuda varṣa sadharmavaṭh́idi 4 4 1)

“9: The native country of the tathāgata Gunacuḍa is called + + + + His brilliance extends seventy-
four yojanas. He is a kṣatriya by birth. His father is called + + + + His mother is called + + + + His 
son is called + + + + His attendant is called + + + + The foremost in understanding is called + + + 
+ The foremost in supernatural power is called + + + + His lifespan is fifty thousand years. He has 
thirteen assemblies, all consisting of ten billion. His relics are dispersed. The duration of the good 
dharma is eighty thousand years.”

D 253a1–3.
| de bźin gśegs pa yon tan gtsug skye ba’i yul ni rin po ches brgyan pa źes bya’o || rigs ni rgyal rigs 
so || ’od ni dpag tshad bdun cu rtsa bźi’o || yab ni me tog sgron ma źes bya’o || yum ni zla legs źes 
bya’o || sras ni lha dga’ źes bya’o || rim gro pa ni ston pa mtha’ yas źes bya’o || śes rab can rnams 
kyi mchog ni ston gsal sems źes bya’o || rdzu ’phrul can rnams kyi mchog ni mdzes dga’ źes 
bya’o || ’dus pa ni lan bcu gsum ste | thams cad la yaṅ bye ba phrag stoṅ stoṅ ṅo || sku tshe’i 
tshad ni lo lṅa khri’o || dam pa’i chos ni lo brgyad khri’i bar du gnas so || sku gduṅ ni rgyas par 
’gyur ro |

The name of the buddha of this section is not preserved. Weller’s list gives the two phonetically 
and semantically related name variants Guṇacūḍa and Guṇakūṭa, both of which are compatible 
with the Tibetan translation’s Yon tan gtsug. We somewhat arbitrarily follow the first variant and 
reconstruct *Guṇacuḍa. The lifespan of men is given as 20r1 paṃcaïśa varṣasahasra (Skt pañ-
cāśad varṣasahasrāṇi), corresponding to the Tibetan (lṅa khri). The number of assemblies of this 
buddhas is specified as 20r1 trodaśa, likewise in agreement with the Tibetan translation (bcu 
gsum).

(aṇuvamaśirisya tathagadasya) + + + + (ṇama) jadabhumi ◦ yoviṇasahasra prabha ‹◦› 
brahmaṇo jatiye ◦ brahmadevo ṇama pida ◦ (20r3) + + + + (ṇama mada ◦) + + + + (ṇama putro 
◦) + + + + (ṇama vaṭh́ayo ◦) + + + + (ṇama prañamaṃtaṇa agro ◦) + + + + (irdhimaṃtaṇa agro ◦ 
aśiti) varṣasahasra ayupramaṇo ◦ caturaśiti saṃṇipada ◦ daśaṇayudaga sa(rve ◦ ekaghaṇa 
śarira ◦ eko thubo ◦ caduraśiti varṣasahasra sadharmavaṭh́idi 10)

“10: The native country of the tathāgata Anuvamaśri is called + + + + His brilliance extends a 
thousand yojanas. He is a brahman by birth. His father is called Brahmadeva. His mother is called 
+ + + + His son is called + + + + His attendant is called + + + + The foremost in understanding is 
called + + + + The foremost in supernatural power is called + + + + His lifespan is eighty thousand 
years. He has eighty-four assemblies, all consisting of one hundred thousand. His relics are in one 
mass. There is one stūpa. The duration of the good dharma is eighty-four thousand years.”
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D 253a3–6.
| de bźin gśegs pa dpal rdzogs skye ba’i yul ni rin po che’i bkod pa mtha’ yas pa źes bya’o || rigs 
ni bram ze’o || ’od ni dpag tshad stoṅ ṅo || yab ni tshaṅs lha źes bya’o || yum ni tshaṅs bdag ma 
źes bya’o || sras ni rin chen mchog ces bya’o || rim gro pa ni ston bzod ces bya’o || śes rab can 
rnams kyi mchog ni mchod rten źes bya’o || rdzu ’phrul can rnams kyi mchog ni ’od bzaṅs źes 
bya’o || ’dus pa ni lan brgyad cu rtsa bźi ste | thams cad la yaṅ ’bum ’bum mo || sku tshe’i 
tshad ni lo brgyad khri’o || dam pa’i chos ni lo brgyad khri bźi stoṅ gi bar du gnas so || sku gduṅ ni 
ril po gcig tu ’dug go || mchod rten yaṅ gcig tu zad do |

The name of the buddha of this section is not preserved, but on the basis of Weller’s list (Anupa-
maśrī) and the Tibetan translation (dPal rdzogs) we can reconstruct *Aṇuvamaśiri. His brilliance 
extends a thousand yojanas (20r2 yoviṇasahasra, Skt yojanasahasram) and his father is named 
20r2 Brahmadeva (Skt Brahmadeva), both in accordance with the Tibetan. On the basis of the 
Tibetan (brgyad khri), we can reconstruct the lifespan of men as eighty thousand years (20r3 (aśiti) 
varṣasahasra, Skt aśītir varṣasahasrāṇi).

The section on the assemblies introduces an important new pattern. After stating that this 
buddha will have eighty-four assemblies (20r3 caturaśiti saṃṇipada, Skt caturaśītiḥ saṃnipātāḥ), 
it continues to say that each of these will consist—in our reconstruction—of one hundred thousand 
(followers): 20r3 daśaṇayudaga sa(rve) (Skt daśanayutakāḥ sarve). We support this reconstruction 
by comparison with 20v5 (aṭhakoḍisahasraga) sarve. The Tibetan translation confirms the 
number, but does not specify what is being counted (thams cad la yaṅ ’bum ’bum mo). In those 
passages where both the Chinese translation and the Tibetan are available (cf. above under 
fragment no. 15), however, they agree that the number of followers in each assembly is meant.

(20r4) (sihagadisya tathagadasya) + + + + (ṇama jadabhumi ◦ cadu)daśa yoviṇaśada prabha ◦ 
kṣat(r)iyo jatiye ◦ achabivikramaṃ ṇama (20r5) (pida ◦) + + + + (ṇama mada ◦) + + + + (ṇama 
putro ◦) + + + + (ṇama vaṭh́ayo ◦) + + + + (ṇama prañamaṃtaṇa agro ◦) + + + + (ṇa)ma 
irdhimaṃtaṇa agro ◦ aśiti varṣasahasra ayupramaṇo ◦ sata(20v1)(ti koḍiśada śravagaṇa 
prathame saṃṇipade ◦ aśiti koḍiśada dudiye ◦ ṇavati koḍiśada tridiye ◦ sahasra koḍiśada caduṭh́e ◦ 
vestariga śarira ◦ aśiti varṣa)sahasra sadharmavaṭ́hiti 10 1

“11: The native country of the tathāgata Sihagadi is called + + + + His brilliance extends one 
thousand four hundred yojanas. He is a kṣatriya by birth. His father is called Achabivikrama. His 
mother is called + + + + His son is called + + + + The foremost in understanding is called + + + + 
The foremost in supernatural power is called + + + + His lifespan is eighty thousand years. 
Seventy billion listeners are in his first assembly; eighty billion in the second; ninety billion in the 
third; one trillion in the fourth. His relics are dispersed. The duration of the good dharma is eighty 
thousand years.”

D 253a6–b2.
| de bźin gśegs pa seṅ ge’i stabs skye ba’i yul ni gtsug gi yon tan ’od ces bya’o || rigs ni rgyal rigs 
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so || ’od ni dpag tshad stoṅ bźi brgya’o | yab ni mthu rtsal bag mi tsha źes bya’o || yum ni mthu 
rtsal ’jigs med ma źes bya’o || sras ni ’jig rten mchod ces bya’o || rim gro pa ni brtson ’grus brtan 
źes bya’o || śes rab can rnams kyi mchog ni brtson pa mi ’dor ba źes bya’o || rdzu ’phrul can 
rnams kyi mchog ni gźan gyis mi thub pa’i rgyal mtshan źes bya’o || ’dus pa daṅ po la ni ñan thos 
ther ’bum phrag bdun cu’o || gñis pa la ni ther ’bum phrag brgyad cu’o || gsum pa la ni ther ’bum 
phrag dgu bcu’o || bźi pa la ni ther ’bum phrag stoṅ ṅo || sku tshe’i tshad ni lo brgyad khri’o | 
dam pa’i chos kyaṅ lo brgyad khri’i bar du gnas so | sku tshe’i tshad ni lo brgyad khri’o || dam 
pa'i chos kyaṅ lo brgyad khri’i bar du gnas so | sku gduṅ ni rgyas par ’gyur ro |

The name of the buddha of this section is not preserved, but on the basis of Weller’s list 
(Siṃhagati) and the Tibetan translation (Seṅ ge’i stabs) we can reconstruct *Sihagadi. We recon-
struct the extent of his brilliance as one thousand four hundred yojanas (20r4 (cadu)daśa yoviṇaśa-
da, Skt caturdaśa yojanaśatāni) on the basis of the Tibetan translation (dpag tshad stoṅ bźi brgya). 
The name of the buddha’s father is preserved (20r4–5 Achabivikrama, P Acchambhivikkama) and 
agrees with the Tibetan (mThu rtsal bag mi tsha), as does the lifespan of men (20r5 aśiti varṣasa-
hasra, Skt aśītir varṣasahasrāṇi, Tib. brgyad khri). The number of followers in the first assembly 
(20r5–v1 sata(ti koḍiśada), Skt saptatiḥ koṭiśatāni) and the duration of the good dharma (20v1 
(aśiti varṣa)sahasra, Skt aśītiḥ varṣasahasrāṇi) are partially reconstructed on the basis of the 
Tibetan translation. The section concludes with the number 18v1 10 1, to be interpreted as ‹8›11 
with omitted hundreds.

ugamasa tathagadasa ◦ aṇaṃta(20v2)(vyuha ṇama jadabhumi ◦ traye yoviṇaśada prabha ◦ 
brahmaṇo jadiye ◦) + + + + (ṇama pida ◦) + + + + (ṇama mada ◦) + + + + (ṇama) putro ◦ 
ñaṇakusuma ṇama vaṭ́hayo ◦ prañaprabhaso ṇama prañamaṃta(20v3)(ṇa agro ◦) + + + + 
(ṇama irdhimaṃtaṇa agro ◦ navadi varṣasahasra ayupramaṇo ◦ triṃśa saṃṇipada ◦ triṃśaṇayudaga 
sarve ◦ eka)ghaṇa śarira ◦ eko thubo ◦ ṇavati varṣasahasra sadharmavaṭ́hiti 10 2

“12: The native country of the tathāgata Ugama is called Aṇaṃtavyuha. His brilliance extends 
three hundred yojanas. He is a brahman by birth. His father is called + + + + His mother is called + 
+ + + His son is called + + + + His attendant is called Ñaṇakusuma. The foremost in understanding 
is called Prañaprabhasa. The foremost in supernatural power is called + + + + His lifespan is 
ninety thousand years. He has thirty assemblies, all consisting of three million. His relics are in 
one mass. There is one stūpa. The duration of the good dharma is ninety thousand years.”

D 253b2–4.
| de bźin gśegs pa gyen du ’phags skye ba’i yul ni dga’ ba bkod pa mtha’ yas pa źes bya’o || rigs 
ni bram ze’o || ’od ni dpag tshad sum brgya’o || yab ni lha gdugs źes bya’o || yum ni bdud rtsi’i me 
tog ces bya’o || sras ni spobs pa’i gzi brjid ces bya’o || rim gro pa ni ye śes me tog ces bya’o || śes 
rab can rnams kyi mchog ni śes rab ’od ces bya’o || rdzu ’phrul can rnams kyi mchog ni grol 
ba’i phuṅ po źes bya’o || ’dus pa ni lan sum cu ste | thams cad la yaṅ sa ya phrag gsum gsum mo || 
sku tshe’i tshad ni lo dgu khri’o || dam pa’i chos kyaṅ lo dgu khri’i bar du gnas so || sku gduṅ 
ni ril po gcig tu ’dug go || mchod rten yaṅ gcig tu zad do |
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This section gives the name of its buddha as Ugama, providing a partial match with the 
phonetically and semantically similar Skt Udgata in Weller’s list. The Tibetan translation Gyen du 
’phags is too vague to help us decide between the two name variants. The name of the buddha’s 
birthplace is given as dGa’ ba bkod pa mtha’ yas pa in the Tibetan translation. We recognize the 
middle element of this name in 20v1 aṇaṃta and reconstruct 20v1–2 Aṇaṃta(vyuha) (Skt 
Anantavyūha); the initial element dGa ba of the Tibetan name appears to have been missing in the 
Gāndhārī text. The preserved names of the attendant (20v2 Ñaṇakusuma, Skt Jñānakusuma) and of 
the foremost in understanding (20v2 Prañaprabhasa, Skt Prajñāprabhāsa) both agree with the 
Tibetan translation. The section concludes with the number 20v3 10 2, to be interpreted as ‹8›12 
with omitted hundreds.

(20v4) (puṣpadatasya tathagadasya) + + + + (ṇama jadabhumi ◦ traye yoviṇaṇiyuda prabha ◦ 
kṣatriyo jadiye ◦) + + + + (ṇama pida ◦ de)vapuṣpa ṇama mada ◦ amridagaṃdho ṇama putro ◦ 
gaṃdhaprabhaso ṇama vaṭ́ha(20v5)(yo ◦) + + + + (ṇama prañamaṃtaṇa agro ◦) + + + + (ṇama 
irdhimaṃtaṇa agro ◦ ṣo varṣakoḍi ayupramaṇo ◦ ṣaṭhi saṃṇipada ◦ aṭhakoḍisahasraga) sarve ◦ 
vestariga śarira ◦ daśa varṣasahasra sadharmavaṭ́hiti 10 3

“13: The native country of the tathāgata Puṣpadata is called + + + + His brilliance extends three 
million yojanas. He is a kṣatriya by birth. His father is called + + + + His mother is called 
Devapuṣpa. His son is called Amridagaṃdha. His attendant is called Gaṃdhaprabhasa. The 
foremost in understanding is called + + + + The foremost in supernatural power is called + + + + 
His lifespan is sixty million years. He has sixty assemblies, all consisting of eighty billion. His 
relics are dispersed. The duration of the good dharma is ten thousand years.”

D 253b4–7.
| de bźin gśegs pa me tog byin skye ba’i yul ni me tog bkod pa źes bya’o || rigs ni rgyal rigs so || 
’od ni dpag tshad sa ya phrag gsum mo || yab ni yon tan me tog lha źes bya’o || yum ni lha’i me 
tog ces bya’o || sras ni bdud rtsi’i sñiṅ po źes bya’o || rim gro pa ni spos ’od ces bya’o || śes rab 
can rnams kyi mchog ni ’jig rten rnam par grags źes bya’o || rdzu ’phrul can rnams kyi mchog ni 
bdud rtsi grags źes bya’o || ’dus pa ni lan drug cu ste | thams cad la yaṅ ther ’bum phrag brgyad cu 
brgyad cu’o || sku tshe’i tshad ni lo bye ba phrag drug go || dam pa’i chos ni lo khri’i bar du gnas 
so || sku gduṅ ni rgyas par ’gyur ro |

The name of the buddha of this section is not preserved, but on the basis of Weller’s list 
(Puṣpadatta) and the Tibetan translation (Me tog byin) we can confidently reconstruct *Puṣpadata. 
Three other names are preserved in this passage. Those of the mother (20v4 (De)vapuṣpa, Skt 
Devapuṣpā) and attendant (20v4–5 Gaṃdhaprabhasa, Skt Gandhaprabhāsa) of the buddha agree 
with their Tibetan equivalents, but the name of the buddha’s son (20v4 Amridagaṃdha, Skt 
Amṛtagandha) differs from the Tibetan (bDud rtsi’i sñiṅ po, apparently Skt Amṛtagarbha) in its 
second element, which may have been replaced under influence from the surrounding names. For 
our reconstruction 20v5 (aṭhakoḍisahasraga) sarve (Skt aṣṭakoṭisahasrakāḥ sarve) compare our 
note on line 20r3. The section concludes with the number 20v5 10 3, to be interpreted as ‹8›13.
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21) MS 2179/32a, 32b
We feel we came very close to a satisfactory identification of this fragment from the Buddhas 
Section, but complete certainty still eluded us, and we thus place it at the head of the unidentified 
fragments. The recto and verso of this fragment each contain the beginning and the end of a 
section, making for a total of four partially preserved sections. Judging from word order and 
phrasing, the ones on the recto appear to be in verse, those on the verso in prose. Lines 21r5 and 
21v1 provide space for one (but not more) additional section.

The parameters given on the verso match, as far as we can tell uniquely, buddhas no. 403 
(first assembly of disciples numbers three billion, in prose) and no. 404 (the buddha is a kṣatriya, 
assemblies number one billion each, in prose) in the Tibetan translation. Those on the recto are 
consistent with buddhas no. 399 (relics in one single stūpa, in verse) and 400. The Tibetan name of 
the mother of buddha 400, Yon tan brgyan, further agrees very well with the preserved part of her 
name in the fragment (which could be reconstructed as 21r3 (Gu)ṇamaṃṭida = Skt Guṇamaṇḍitā). 
Taken together, these agreements strongly support an identification of this fragment with buddha 
sections 399 to 404 of the Tibetan translation. Speaking against the identification are the fact that 
the Tibetan name of the son of buddha 400, mKhas ldan, does not match that in the fragment (21r3 
Maṃṭida = Skt Maṇḍita), as well as the lack of space in lines 21r5 and 21v1 to accommodate 
equivalents of both Tibetan buddha sections no. 401 and no. 402. It is of course quite possible that 
the name of the son changed in the course of transmission (perhaps by confusion of *Maṇḍita 
leading to *Matimant, translated as Tibetan mKhas ldan), and equally possible that one buddha 
section was omitted in the Gāndhārī manuscript or inserted in the Tibetan version (cf. fragment no. 
15). It is suspicious, however, that both should have occurred in connection with the same 
Gāndhārī fragment, and we thus err on the side of caution in our classification of fragment no. 21.

Going through the preserved text on the fragment, line 21r1 starts off with six unclear 
fragmentary akṣaras, followed by a punctuation dot and the akṣaras prabha kedu referring to the 
extent of the brilliance of the buddha in question. The second part of these likely belongs to the 
word family of Skt ketu ‘bright light,’ but the exact formation remains unclear, and also whether it 
formed a compound with preceding prabha or a word of its own. The beginning of the second line 
can with strong likelihood be reconstructed as (th)ubo jiṇasya (Skt stūpo jinasya) ‘the stūpa of the 
conqueror.’ This is followed by ekaghaṇo (Skt ekaghaṇaḥ) ‘in one mass,’ in view of its ending 
probably referring to the stūpa rather than the relics, the word (or part of a word) prithu (Skt pṛthu) 
‘broad,’ and the akṣaras ra and what, unexpectedly in context, looks like an old form of kha. The 
third line contains in the most likely reconstruction (see discussion above) (gu)ṇamaṃṭida mada 
jinasya ◦ maṃṭido putro (Skt guṇamaṇḍitā mātā jinasya ◦ maṇḍitaḥ putraḥ) ‘the mother of the 
conqueror was Guṇamaṃṭida, his son Maṃṭida.’

The first line of the verso of the fragment (21v2) consists mostly of disjoint feet of akṣaras 
and remains unintelligible. Line 21v3 contains the end of a passage on the lifespan of men. The 
following beginning of a passage on the assemblies can with great likelihood be reconstructed as 
21v3 traye koḍiśada prathama śra(vagasaṃnipada) (Skt trayaḥ koṭiśatāni prathamaḥ 
śrāvakasaṃnipātaḥ) ‘the first assembly of listeners is three billion’ (see also discussion above). 
While this exact formulation is not preserved in any of the other fragments, we can compare the 
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Chinese and Tibetan translations given under fragment no. 16: �ƱǨƽ�����Ɲ and ’dus pa 
daṅ po la ni ñan thos … . The next line contains, from the beginning of a new section, the end of 
the extent of the brilliance of a buddha (value lost) and the statement that he was a kṣatriya by 
birth. The last line of the recto is badly damaged in its first half, but on the basis of 18r4 koḍiśatiya 
sarve te ṇipada (compare the discussion above) we can confidently reconstruct sa(ṃ)ṇipada ‹◦› 
k(o)ḍiśatiya sa(rve) (Skt saṃnipātāḥ ◦ koṭiśatikāḥ sarve) ‘(There are … ) assemblies. Each (of 
these assemblies) had ten million followers.’

22) MS 2179/32c
The size of this fragment is substantial, but it consists almost entirely of formulaic elements shared 
by all prose descriptions of buddhas. The only distinct features of side A are the following: The 
lifespan under one particular buddha is one or several thousands of years (22A1 varṣasahasra 
ayuprama(ṇo)). The following buddha is a kṣatriya by birth (22A2 kṣatriyo jadiye), and the name 
of his father starts with 22A2 vi. The lifespan under this buddha is, probably, one or several 
hundred thousands of years (22A3 śatasahasra ayupramaṇo), and the duration of his dharma in 
years or multiples thereof begins with 22A3 sata ‘seven.’ The extent of the brilliance of the third 
buddha on this fragment is one or several thousands (22A4 (saha)sro) of yoyanas. He is a brahman 
by birth and, similarly to the preceding buddha, the name of his father starts with 22A4 viyu. The 
lifespan under this third buddha is one or several thousands of years (22A5 (var)ṣasahasra).

From side B of the fragment we learn that the name of the father of a particular buddha began 
with 22B1 citra- (Skt citra-). The lifespan under this buddha was one or several thousands of years 
(22B2 (va)rṣasahasra ayupramaṇo). Strangely, this is immediately followed by the clear syllables 
masthi, which can hardly form part of the expected description of the assembly or assemblies of 
the buddha. The beginning of line 22B3 can be securely reconstructed as (yovi)ṇa prabha, so the 
extent of the brilliance of the following (second) buddha on this side is less than a hundred 
yojanas. He is a brahman by birth, the name of his father starts with 22B3 aṇ.. The lifespan under 
this buddha is one or several thousands of years (22B4 sahasra), and the number of his assemblies 
(or, less likely, the size of one or more of his assemblies) begins with 22B4 ekuṇa- (Skt ekona-). 
The third buddha on side B of the fragment is a kṣatriya by birth, and the name of his father starts 
with 22B5 sudarśa. The reconstruction sudarśa(ṇo) (Skt sudarśanaḥ) suggests itself, but as far as 
we can tell from the Tibetan translation, there is no buddha whose father bears this name.

23) MS 2179/35
The first intelligible akṣaras on side A of this fragment are 23A2 suryaprabha, which probably 
corresponds to a name starting with Skt Sūryaprabha-. If the name is complete, it should then be 
followed by a relationship term specifying who in the surroundings of the buddha in question bears 
the name, but the next akṣara is a clear te that cannot form part of any of the usual terms. We 
therefore have to consider the possibility that the name, complete as it sounds, had a third element 
after -prabha-. The beginning of line 23A3 can with some likelihood be reconstructed as (saṃṇi-
pa)da, and the following words would then probably be daśakoḍisa(hasraga sarve) (Skt daśakoṭi-
sahasrakāḥ sarve), specifying that each assembly of this buddha numbered one hundred billion. 
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Line 23A4 ? raṭha ṇama pi(da) tells us that the name of the father of the next buddha ended in 
-ratḥa (Skt -rāṣṭra). The lifespan under this second buddha was one or several thousands of years 
(23A5 sahasra ay(upramaṇo)). We were able to find one passage in the Tibetan translation that has 
names corresponding to those on side A of our fragment at a suitable distance: D 150a2 Ñi ma’i 
sgron ma (possibly Skt Sūryaprabha, name of the son of a buddha) and D 150a4 Yul ’khor bzang 
po (Skt Surāṣṭra, name of the father of the following buddha), but feel that in view of the tentative 
interpretation of the Gāndhārī fragment this is not sufficient for a secure identification.

On side B, after an almost completely lost first line, we tentatively read and divide 23B2 ? 
ñatirtharayi ṇa. For y, the handwriting of our scribe would also allow us to read ś, but Skt 
tīrtharājī is lexicographically attested as a name for the city Vārāṇasī (MW s.v.), suggesting that 
we have to do with a similar place name and thus the native country of a buddha. What appears to 
be the first of three parts of the name ends in ña, and in view of Skt puṇyatīrtha (MW s.v.), we 
tentatively propose a complete reconstruction of the name as (puṃ)ñatirtharayi, followed by the 
usual ṇa(ma jadabhumi). From line 23B3 we learn that the name of the foremost in wisdom of this 
buddha ended in ma. The last line of side B of the fragment preserves what is probably the 
beginning of the name of the attendant of the next buddha in 23B5 p(u)t(r)o ◦ akh..

24) MS 2179/105
The wording of this fragment suggests that it belonged to a verse passage. The first line of side A 
names the father of a buddha as 24Aa Sudeva (Skt Sudeva), matching buddhas 193 (verse), 242 
(prose) and 349 (verse) in the Tibetan translation of the text. The damaged name of the mother 
begins with what looks like mu. The second line contains part of the description of the assembly or 
assemblies of this buddha, and appears to say that all contained therein were arhants, though the 
precise interpretation of aṣa remains uncertain.

Side B of this fragment contains, after an almost completely lost first line, the end of the 
specification of the mother of a buddha in 24Bb mada (the name itself being lost), followed by the 
name of the son Varṇila (Skt Varṇila), matching buddha 188 (a verse passage) in the Tibetan 
translation. Taken together with the matches for the name of the father on side A, this appears to 
suggest a placement of this fragment in the verse passage covering buddhas nos. 188 to 193. But 
even if we were to take side B of this fragment to cover lines 1–3 of the recto, and side A to cover 
lines 3–4 of the verso, there would not have been sufficient space between the two to accommo-
date buddhas nos. 189 to 192. The identification of this fragment thus remains unresolved.

25) MS 2179/130s
Line 25A1 of this fragment gave the name of the attendant of a buddha, which ended in du. The 
interpretation of the next line, which we read as 25A2 ? hagadhasya, remains entirely unclear, 
though apparently it contains a genitive form. The last line of side A contains what should likely be 
read as rayo (although raśo would also be possible), and probably corresponds to Skt -rājaḥ as 
part of a name.

Line 25B3 can be reconstructed as (va)rṣasaha(sra) and thus indicated either the lifespan 
under a particular buddha or the duration of his dharma. The following line gave the name of his 
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foremost in understanding (25B4 ṇama praṃña(maṃtaṇa agro)), now lost. The last line appears to 
describe the relics (25B5 śarira) of the same buddha, but it remains unclear what to make of 
preceding śa (or ya). Following ṣ., occurring after a punctuation dot at the beginning of a word, 
with some likelihood belonged to a number word starting with ṣa- (Skt ṣaṭ-) ‘six,’ even though in 
the usual pattern the passage on the relics is the very last of a buddha section.

26) MS 2179/uf2/6e
Side A of this small fragment does not preserve any intelligible words. The phrasing of side B 
suggests a verse passage, starting with what appears to be the genitive ending of the name of the 
buddha in question followed by his title 26B1 jiṇasya. The next line was on the foremost in 
supernormal power, but all identifying characterics are lost.

27) MS 2179/uf3/1a
Line 27A1 of this fragment contains the genitive plural arahaṇa (Skt arhatām) ‘of arhants’, 
followed by three short vertical lines that we can only interpret as three numeral signs 1 indicating 
the number 3. We evidently have to do with the description of the assembly or assemblies of a 
buddha. Line 27A2 states that the following buddha was a brahman by birth (brahmaṇo jatiye). 
The last line of side A, like the first line of side B, remains unclear. Line 27B5 contains the 
beginning of a buddha section in verse, giving the name of this buddha’s native country which 
started with sañaśo (more likely than sañayo).

28) MS 2179/uf3/1c, uf3/1e
This fragment contains contains a partially preserved folio number consisting of the number sign 
20 followed by two vertical lines. Even though these lines are straight, not curved as in the folio 
number on fragment no. 2, there can be little doubt that they represent a sequence of number signs 
1 1. This could have been followed by at most one more number sign 1, so that the overall folio 
number must have been x + 22 or x + 23.

The wording of the fragment does not allow an identification, but 28r2 jiṇasya immediately 
followed by jatiye suggests a verse description. The meaning of the following two akṣaras iṇa 
remains unclear. Line 28rc specifies the lifespan under this buddha and can be reconstructed as 
(sata)ti varṣasahas(r)a ◦ ay(upramaṇo). The word order in line 28vb is very similar to that of a 
prose description, but the line contains the word abha, apparently preceded by (yovi)ṇa, rather than 
the usual prose formulation yoviṇa prabha, suggesting that the block of verse descriptions may 
have continued from the recto onto the verso. The same buddha is said to have been a brahman by 
birth (28rb brahmaṇo jatiye). The last line contained one of the numbers 240 million, 24 billion or 
240 billion (catuviśati koḍi, catuviśati koḍi(śata) or catuviśati koḍi(sahasra), or any of these as 
bahuvrīhi compound), referring most likely to the size of the assembly or one of the assemblies of 
this buddha.

29) MS 2179/uf3/1d
In line 29Ab, we can reconstruct kṣatriyo ja(tiye). The single preserved word in line 29Ac will 
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have been either koḍiśata or koḍiśat(iya). It is possible though not certain that 29Ba samaṇa is the 
present participle Skt samāna. In line 29Bb, we should probably reconstruct (koḍiśat)iya ṇipada 
(cf. 18r4 koḍiśatiya sarve te ṇipada). Following the usual pattern, the word 29Bc jatiye must have 
been preceded either by brahmaṇo or by kṣatriyo.

30) MS 2179/uf3/2a
In line 30Aa, we can probably reconstruct saṇipa(da). Line 30Ab states that the following buddha 
was a brahman by birth. On side B of the fragment, in line 30Ba we appear to have the number 
sign 3, followed possibly by the number word tray(o), indicating in all likelihood the end of a 
buddha section. Line 30Bb contained the name of the mother of the following buddha (now lost) in 
wording typical of a verse passage.

31) MS 2179/uf3/2b
The reading 31Ab ṇivrade does not make any sense as it stands and should almost certainly be 
emended to ṇivr‹i›de. In comparison with 18v4 varṣasahasra ◦ triśa ṭ́hahiśati dharma jiṇasya and 
19v2 ṇivride varṣasahasra ◦ satati ṭ́h(ahiśadi), we can then reconstruct this line as nivr‹i›de 
varsaṣahasra ◦ ṭ́hahiśadi and in all likelihood assign it to a verse passage. The interpretation of 
line 31Bb remains regrettably unclear, even though most of the akṣaras are legible.

32) MS 2179/uf3/3a
Line 32Aa can be reconstructed as (irdhimaṃtaṇa a)g(r)o ◦ ṣaṭhi va(r)ṣasahasra (or varṣa or var-
ṣaśada) ayupramaṇo. In line 32Ba, we can read prabha (◦ b)rahma(ṇo jadiye). Both expressions 
most likely belonged to prose passages.

33) AF N1
Only one side of this fragment is visible in the available photograph, which is moreover so blurry 
that our readings can only be taken as approximate. The beginning of line 33A1 can be recon-
structed as (jada)bhumi, and the end, less securely, as kṣatriyo ja(diye). If this is correct, then an 
empty space approximately four akṣaras wide separated the two phrases at the upper edge of the 
fragment. It is likely that this space was due to a string-hole, and thus that line 33Aa was the third 
line of the folio (if the string-hole space interrupted only a single line) or the fourth line (if it 
interrupted three lines). In line 33Ab, the secure formula for the foremost in supernormal power 
(whose name is lost) is followed by what appears to be tr. and thus may belong to a number word 
containing ‘three’ and introducing the passage on the lifespan under the buddha in question.

34) AF N2
This fragment is known from the same low-resolution photograph as fragment no. 33, and the 
same caveats concerning our readings apply. Line 34Aa appears to contain two number words, 
first capariśa (Skt catvāriṃśat) ‘forty,’ then paṃca (Skt pañca) ‘five,’ separated by a punctuation 
dot. It is unclear why these two words would have occurred next to each other. After a completely 
illegible second line, line 34Ac preserves a fairly clear prañama(ṃtaṇa) specifying the foremost in 
understanding of a buddha.
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35) MS 2179/107
We now begin our discussion of the last group of fragments: those that contain no clear textual 
indication of belonging to the Bhk, but are written in the hand of the Bhk scribe.

The first of these is very different in style from the formulaic Perfection and Buddha sections 
and appears to recount a story. Line 35Aa begins with gado, presumably either Skt gataḥ ‘he went’ 
or Skt āgataḥ ‘he came.’ The following phrase would then indicate the destination of the move-
ment and can be reconstructed as yatra aridameṇa tathaga(deṇa) (Skt yatra ariṃdamena tathā-
gatena) ‘where the tathāgata Ariṃdama (carried out some action).’ Line 35Ab beings with an 
unclear word, possibly in the instrumental, followed by the number sign 1 1 probably concluding a 
section. The next word is clearly the river name Bhagirasi (Skt Bhāgīrathī). It is tempting to read 
the following two akṣaras either as ṇadi (Skt nadī) ‘river’ or as ṇama (Skt nāma) ‘called,’ but the 
second of the two does not have quite the right shape for either interpretation. It is possible that 
bhagirasiṇa should be taken as an instrumental, or that bhagirasi was part of a compound with 
unclear posterior member. The only legible word in line 35Ac is ṇido, which may correspond 
either to Skt nītaḥ ‘was led’ or to Skt ānītaḥ ‘was brought.’

On the other side of the fragment, unclear 35Ba kareṇa (apparently an instrumental) is 
followed by the number sign 4 (probably again concluding a section) and what we tentively read 
as oya (with ośa and aśra as alternative readings). If this reading is correct, we may here have the 
common Gāndhārī word oya (Skt avacat) ‘said’ introducing direct speech. Line 35Bb contains, 
after one unclear akṣara, the gerund prekṣitva (Skt prekṣitvā) ‘having seen.’ This is followed by 
ludhagadarakeṇa, apparently corresponding to Skt lubdhakadārakena ‘by the son of a hunter.’

While the Bhk does contain a section for a buddha Ariṃdama (no. 259, dGra ’dul, in the 
Tibetan translation), here we clearly do not have the usual description of a buddha. If the fragment 
belongs to the Bhk at all, it most likely hails from a part of the text outside the Perfections and 
Buddhas Sections.

36) MS 2179/130Q
In line 36Ab, prathamaṃ appears to be adverbial (‘for the first time’). The following bodha- (Skt 
bodha-) may be the first part of a compound. In the following line, we can reconstruct 36Bc 
(ta)thagado. The reading ṇama in line 36Ba is tentative. In line 36Bb, daśiṇo (Skt darśinaḥ, either 
genitive singular or nominative plural) is a possible reading, and the word may then have formed 
the posterior member of a compound.

37) MS 2179/uf2/3c
No legible words remain on this fragment.

38) MS 2170/uf3/1b
The first line of this fragment does not yield any unambiguous readings, but it is possible that it 
contained the word opama (Skt aupamya) ‘simile.’ The following letter can be read as either mi or 
ga. In line 38Ab, aṇagami- (Skt anāgami-) ‘non-returner’ is a likely reading, even though its first 
letter (which has a crack running through it) at first glance looks more like a ja or ḍa. In line 38Bb, 
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the reconstruction sarthavaha- (Skt sarthavāha-) ‘merchant leader’ suggests itself, and it is 
possible that this formed a compound with a posterior member starting with ña- and belonging to 
the word family of Skt jñā- ‘to know.’ In line 38Bc, dharmeṣu suviṇic̄(ita) ‘well convinced with 
regard to the dharmas’ is a tempting reconstruction, but it is not clear how the trace of ink after ṇi 
could belong to c̄a. The overall tenor of this passage is didactic.

39) MS 2179/uf3/3b
No legible words remain on this fragment.

40) MS 2179/uf4/2b
This fragment appears to contain the words 40Ab karma (Skt karman) ‘action’ and 40Ba saṃsriṭha 
(Skt saṃsṛṣṭa) ‘combined,’ but in the absence of context their significance remains unclear.

41) MS 2179/uf4/2c
No legible words remain on this fragment.

42) MS 2179/uf4/2d
The only legible word on this small fragment is 42Aa varṣa, which might have formed part of one 
of the expressions for duration in the Bhk’s Buddhas Section, but could of course also occur in any 
number of other contexts.

43) MS 2179/uf4/4b
Line 43Ba appears to contain the words ca ye (Skt ca ye) ‘and … which.’

44) MS 2179/uf4/4f
Line 44Aa contains the word bhumi, but here it is preceded either by ya or by śa and thus clearly 
does not form part of the common compound jadabhumi in the Buddhas Section.

45) MS 2179/uf5/2a
The handwriting on this fragment is unusually large, but appears to be by the Bhk scribe. Line 
45Aa appears to contain part of a word with the prefix abhi- (Skt abhi-).

46) MS 2179/uf5/2c
Line 46Ab could possibly be reconstructed as (a)vekṣida (Skt apekṣita) ‘considered.’ Lines 46Ba 
and 46Bb both appear to contain gerundives ending in -davya (Skt -tavya).

47) MS 2179/uf5/4b
The writing on this fragment is somewhat larger than that of most of the other fragments, but 
otherwise consistent with the hand of the Bhk scribe and therefore included here. One side of the 
fragment (line 47A5) reads paraga, presumably corresponding to Skt pāraga ‘going to the far 
side.’ The first line on the other side (47B1) reads su vimu, probably containing the beginning of 
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either vimuta (Skt vimukta) ‘liberated’ or vimuti (Skt vimukti) ‘liberation.’ The preceding su could 
be part of the same word (‘properly liberated’ or ‘proper liberation’) or possibly the termination of 
a preceding word or compound member.

48) HI 21
It is not clear that fragment no. 48, comparable in size to fragment no. 35, belonged to the Bhk. 
Where fragment no. 35 was narrative in tone, the wording of fragment no. 48 suggests a didactic 
dialogue.

Line 48Aa starts off with the verb vakṣati (Skt vakṣyati) ‘he will say,’ introducing direct 
speech consisting of (or beginning with) budho bheśe (Skt buddho bhaviṣyāmi) ‘I will become a 
buddha.’ Line 48Ab contains the number signs 10 4, presumably again signalling the end of a 
section. The following sentence begins with śruda teṇa (probably Skt śrutaṃ teṇa ‘he heard’), 
which is followed by less clear bhudaṃ eṣa (possibly Skt bhūta eṣa ‘he has become’). Line 48Ac 
contains the two words daridra prañahiṇa (Skt daridrāḥ prajñāhīnāḥ) ‘poor and devoid of 
understanding.’

In line 48Bb on the other side of the fragment, we can surely reconstruct (pa)riprichati ca 
(Skt paripṛcchati ca) ‘and he asks.’ If our interpretation as singular verb is correct, then the 
following sarve (Skt sarve) ‘all’ must be part of the content of the question. It is in turn followed 
by another form of sarva- with unclear case ending. In line 48Bc, bhogaṇe pi sokha will corre-
spond to Skt bhojane ’pi saukhyam ‘also in eating there is enjoyment,’ with hypercorrect g for j. In 
light of na at the beginning of the following sentence, it is possible that also this sentence was 
negated, in which case we would wish to read ṇa ca at the beginning of the line.

49) AF A5
A possible reconstruction for line 49Aa is (ṇi)vride (Skt nirvṛte) ‘having become extinguished.’
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Concordance of Fragment and CKM Numbers

The following table provides a concordance between fragment numbers as used in this article and 
the corresponding entries in the Catalog of Gāndhārī Texts (Baums and Glass 2002b).

Fragment no.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24

CKM no.
128, 131
130, 203

213
373
62
317
319
321
392
393
357
358
372
375
126
44

53, 56, 133, 402
71, 374

125
45, 52

129, 322
323
132
202

25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49

401
350
351
353
354
355
356
359
409
410
204
399
349
352
360
361
362
363
364
365
412
413
414
70
376
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